SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING AGENDA
December 17, 2020 at 8:30 a.m.
Web Conference - Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/95989814843?pwd=UGh5R0ZmS1VacUo4TkZXL2VxZzBLZz09
Meeting ID: 959 8981 4843
Password: 128255
Dial by your location
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
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G. APF - Purchasing Coordinator (Kurt) ..................................................................... 66
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Agency Reports.................................................................................................. 103
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Police TAC ......................................................................................................... 117
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Fire TAC ............................................................................................................ 122
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Future Facility .................................................................................................... 131
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Executive Session (if needed)

10.

Good of the Order

11.

Adjourn
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
BOARD of DIRECTORS MEETING
November 19, 2020

Board Members
& Management
in Attendance

Alternate
Board Members
in Attendance

Guests and
Staff in
Attendance

Jon Nehring (President)
Chris Alexander

Marysville
Mukilteo Fire

Dan Templeman
Judy Tuohy

Everett Police
Everett

Jeff Brand
David Chan

SCSO Undersheriff
South County Fire

Jonathan Ventura
Kurt Mills

Arlington Police
Snohomish Co 911

Dave DeMarco
John Dyer

Everett Fire
Lake Stevens Police

Terry Peterson
Angie Baird

Snohomish Co 911
Snohomish Co 911

Richard Emery
Steve Guptill

Mukilteo
Fire District 7

Brad Steiner
Steve Lawlor

Snohomish Co 911
Snohomish Co 911

George Hurst
James Lawless

Lynnwood
Edmonds Police

Andie Burton
Howard Tucker

Snohomish Co 911
Snohomish Co 911

Susan Neely
Darryl Neuhoff

Snohomish County
Marysville Fire

Brad Cattle
Jordan Stephens

Legal Counsel
Legal Counsel

Vince Cavaleri
Pete Caw

Mill Creek
Mountlake Terrace PD

Cheol Kang
Ken Klein

Mukilteo Police
Snohomish County

John DeRousse
Steve Fox

Everett Police
Fire District 5

Rich Llewellyn
James Nelson

Everett Fire
Lynnwood Police

Brett Gailey
Thad Hovis (at 0930)

Lake Stevens
South County Fire

Paul Roberts
Don Waller

Everett
Fire District 4

Ian Huri
Kristiana Johnson

SCSO Bureau Chief
Edmonds

Roy Waugh

Fire District 7

Jason Biermann – Sno Cty DEM
David Mendel - PSERN
Riley McGinnis – Member of Public

AGENDA ITEMS
1. Call to Order,
Roll Call, and
Announcements

Sharon Brendle – SNO911

REPORTS & COMMENTS

ACTION OR
FOLLOW-UP

The meeting was called to order at 8:30 am by President Jon
Nehring.
 Deputy Director Terry Peterson called roll and verified a
quorum.
 Chief Dave DeMarco reported on the boating incident that
occurred on Tuesday night involving the Tulalip Tribe’s Police
Fishery vessel overturning in rough seas. The Board took a
moment of silence in memory of Officer Charlie Cortez.
 Director Mills reported on the upcoming retirement of Board
member Susan Neely. He thanked Executive Director Neely
for her support and for being a steady and helpful board
member for many years. Other board members expressed
their appreciation of her many contributions to the board. Ms.
Neely introduced her replacement to the board, Mr. Jason
Biermann from Snohomish County DEM. Beginning in
December, he will serve as the County Executive’s
representative to the board.

2. Public
Comments

None. This was covered later in the meeting.
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3. Approval of
Agenda

Deputy Chief Darryl Neuhoff moved to approve the agenda. Amended
Chief Jim Lawless seconded, and the motion was approved agenda
approved
by unanimous consent.

4. Consent
Agenda:
Minutes and
Blanket
Voucher &
Payroll
Approval Form

Deputy Chief Neuhoff moved to approve the Consent Agenda
including the meeting minutes of the Regular Board Meeting
of October 15, and the Special Board Meeting of October 29,
2020, as well as the October 2020 Blanket Voucher & Payroll
Approval Form; Checks 13695 - 13803, for a total of
$1,163,076.26; and Payroll Direct Deposit in the amount of
$1,036,664.43. Undersheriff Jeff Brand seconded, and the Consent Agenda
motion passed with Councilmember Richard Emery Approved
abstaining.

5. Old Business

A. Tertiary Center Update. Deputy Director Peterson reported
that the agency plans to continue using this facility through at
least the first quarter of next year. He added that this site has
been very beneficial to the agency’s operation. He explained
that they will continue monitoring the situation on a quarterly
basis, and reports that the landlord has agreed to honor the
current rental price through the first quarter of 2021.
B. Committee and Board Appointments. Deputy Director
Peterson shared a screen listing the current committees and
members. Two committees currently have openings: Future
Facility and the Radio Program Advisory Board. Three people
expressed interest in serving on the Future Facility Committee
Chief Chris Alexander nominated George Hurst, Kristiana
Johnson and Jason Biermann to serve on the Future Motion approved
Facility Committee. The motion was seconded by
Commissioner David Chan and approved unanimously.
Prior to the meeting, no one had expressed interest in serving
on the Radio Advisory Board. The group meets 3-4 times per
year, and the vacant position requires that the person be an
elected city official.
Councilmember Vince Cavaleri
volunteered to serve.
Deputy Chief Neuhoff nominated Vince Cavaleri to serve Motion approved
on the Radio Advisory Board. The motion was seconded
by Councilmember Emery and approved unanimously.
C. Future Facility. Director Mills reported that the group did meet
recently. He said that staff would like a decision made by the
end of the year on whether to renovate or build something new.
Some decisions that need to be made (equipment
replacement, parking, restrooms) are being stalled until a
decision is made. He also reported that at their October
meeting, the County EESCS Committee designated $5.5
million out of their reserves for a future facility. Together with
the amount held in a capital fund, the amount comes to about
$12 million that is being held for a future facility. County
Executive Director Neely added that there is potential that
additional sales tax revenue could go towards this project,
assuming the RRP stays on time and on budget.
Deputy Chief Neuhoff moved to adopt the consultant’s Option
2 as staff recommends to ascertain and define a new location Motion withdrawn
and new facility.
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The motion was seconded by Commissioner Chan.
Discussion followed:
 Chief DeMarco reported that the committee did discuss this
and had asked staff to return with specifics on funding
requirements for both options. He asked that the details be
available for review before the board takes formal action.
 Undersheriff Brand commented on the recent meeting as
well. He agreed with Chief DeMarco and understands the
facility needs of the agency. He also requested more
specific information before moving forward when there
could be additional unknown costs associated with the
pandemic that may affect user agency assessments down
the road.
 Chief Jim Lawless clarified the amount of the difference
between a remodel ($15 million) vs a new facility ($44
million).
 Executive Director Neely commented that she hoped that
the agency would look to and consider other agencies that
may wish to colocate with SNO911 on this project.
 Councilmember Hurst requested that the committee meet
a few more times to go over all options, which would allow
new members to familiarize themselves with all options
before making any formal recommendations to the board.
 Chief Alexander said that remodeling options are limited at
the current facility. He doesn’t see a problem giving the
committee another month to discuss the options, however,
he would not be in favor of a lengthy extension before a
decision is made.
 The director thanked everyone for their comments. He said
that they will gather up the amounts spent on rent at the 3
locations in order to give a more complete picture of
expenses. He also hopes that a decision can be reached
soon.
Deputy Chief Neuhoff and Commissioner Chan withdrew their
motion and second to allow the committee more time to
consider the issue.
D. Tulalip Tribal Police Department Agreement. Director Mills
presented the action proposal form contained in the meeting
packet. He explained that the Finance Committee discussed
this proposal and the APF contains that feedback. The Radio
Advisory Board confirmed that the Tulalip Tribes are collecting
and contributing to the sales tax revenue. He said that if the
board approves this agreement, they would work on
developing a contract with the outlined terms then begin the
discussion with their chief. This will either come back to the
board with additional items to discuss or they will move forward
with the agreement. Because the additional radios weren’t
initially budgeted, this agreement would result in a scope
increase for the radio replacement project.
Chief DeMarco moved to recommend staff develop a
contract and cost-recovery model and negotiate that with
the Tulalip Tribal Police Department and return to the
Board with the proposal, based on the terms contained in
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the APF. The motion was seconded by Councilmember
Emery.
Responding to a question asking if any mechanism for dispute
resolution would be included in the contract, Director Mills said
he would work with the attorney to come up with one.
President Nehring called for a vote, and the motion was Motion approved
approved unanimously.
Chief DeMarco moved to recommend to the County Radio
Advisory Board to support funding for mobile and
Motion approved
portable radios as described in the APF. The motion was
seconded by Undersheriff Jeff Brand and approved
unanimously.
E. CAD Lite. Director Mills spoke about CAD Lite, the backup
program the dispatch center uses when planned or unplanned
outages occur in the CAD system. He has heard from other
agencies around the nation who are interested in this system.
The agency is considering an approach that would allow
interested agencies to partner with a software developer
(independent of SNO911) to develop a 3-way agreement
whereby a licensing fee would be paid to SNO911 and the
licensed agency could then use their own version of the system
that is hosted in the cloud. He stressed that this update is for
information purposes only and he is only checking to see if the
board has any concerns with this approach. He added that if
this venture generates any revenue it would either be used to
reimburse the agency for existing expenses related to CAD Lite
or be used for future development of the system.
6. New Business
7. Reports

None.
A.

B.

Agency Reports. In addition to the information shown in the
packet, the director reported that the state audit is underway.
The entrance meeting is scheduled for this afternoon at 2 pm.
Deputy Director Peterson reported that the center continues to
be focused on accreditation for the MPDS (Medical Priority
Dispatch System). He thanked the fire member agencies for
putting together the resolution that is included in the packet.
Deputy Director Peterson also reported that they are in active
discussions with the union on potentially moving to a different
schedule. They are keeping the Personnel Committee
informed on the progress of these talks. He said he anticipates
bringing some CBA language to the board for their
consideration after the first of the year.
RRP. Deputy Director Steiner shared a screen shot with the
Board highlighting some points in the RRP:
 Design review – in the final review stages now. Waiting for
the final delivery of information.
 Preparing for the board to approve the change order in
December which will formalize all the technical changes of
the last year.
 Budget is on track. He expects to bring back about
$300,000 in credit, and said he expects even more in the
future.
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C.

D.

8. Committee
Reports

A.

B.

 Overall contingency shows a balance of approximately
$2.5 million. This includes projected work to date.
 The contingency has been reduced for some out-of-scope
additions, such as fire changes, as well as quantity
increases for both fire and police. This amounted to about
$3.5 million. This also includes the Department of Revenue
tax liability in its full amount. They believe this amount to
be reduced by $600,000.
 Schedule updates – they are still planning for the cutover
date to be 2023.
 They are still tracking the FCC risk; making sure their
system is licensable with nearby neighbors, including
Canada.
 For subscriber roll-outs, they are a week away from
finishing the pilot test and are looking at some changes to
the fire template.
 Anticipating final TAC approval in December. They held
train-the-trainer sessions this week, with all training
materials posted onto the SNO911 website.
 They plan to begin distribution of portables in January. The
PM Michael Gallagher will be communicating with the
agencies.
 They are meeting this afternoon to discuss specifics about
the talkgroups, templates and radios for Tulalip Tribal
Police. This is just initial discussions, with Police TAC
making the final determination.
 They are aware of the battery charging problem, and that
the number of batteries issued may not be sufficient. He
suggests tracking what will be needed by the agencies.
This issue will be added to the next Fire TAC agenda.
Police TAC. Chief Jim Lawless reported that the group met
on the 10th. Lower level operational matters were discussed,
along with the radios that are currently out on a trial basis.
Fire TAC. Chief Thad Hovis reported they heard updates for
RRP Committee and Procedures, discussed Fire Standards
Data and Fire User Group as well as the zone response plan.
Also discussed was Protocol 36 planning with the increase of
Covid-19.
Finance Committee. Chief DeMarco reported that in addition
to what had already been covered in today’s meeting, the
committee discussed bringing in a Financial Consultant to
evaluate the organization’s financial practices. Director Angie
Baird developed a draft scope of work which has been included
in today’s meeting packet. The committee is asking the board
to evaluate this and share it with their agency’s finance staff.
Any additional items should be sent to Chief DeMarco and
Director Mills for the committee to discuss and consider. They
plan to bring this matter to the board next month for
consideration.
Personnel Committee. Deputy Chief DeRousse had nothing
additional to report. Director Mills added that the center is close
to full staffing. He also reported that they have seen decreases
7

9. Executive
Session
9. Good of the
Order

10. Adjourned

in OT over the last 5 pay cycles, and that there are a number
of trainees close to getting released. He thanked Director Baird
and her recruiting team, as well as Deputy Director Peterson,
Director Burton and the operations team for the hard work they
did to get them to this point.
C. County EESCS Committee.
Deputy Director Peterson
reported that the committee met and designated the reserve
funds for the future facility. The next meeting is planned for
January.
D. County ECSF Program Advisory Board. This group hasn’t
met but a meeting is scheduled. They plan on discussing
Tulalip’s request to join the radio system.
E. Future Facility Committee. Nothing to add.
F. Board Technical Leadership. Nothing to add.
None


Commissioner David Chan spoke of the value of consolidating
all 3 organizations at one place. He appreciates this very much.



Councilmember George Hurst wanted to express his
gratefulness to Snohomish County Executive Director Susan
Neely. He stated that she has been such a solid board
member, with so much knowledge, and will be really missed.
He said he appreciated working with her, and admired how she
always kept her cool in the Finance Committee meetings, even
under adverse conditions at times.



Deputy Chief Darryl Neuhoff echoed Mr. Hurst’s statement and
added that he wishes Ms. Neely a happy retirement and
everyone a Happy Thanksgiving.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:43 a.m., and the next meeting will
be held on December 17, 2020.
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 12/9/2020
Action Title: RRP: Motorola Change Order 3
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
The purpose of this change order is to memorialize material changes that have resulted from
the thorough design review process to the existing MSI Agreement’s Technical Exhibits. In
addition, there are several cleanup items that remain from the joining of SERS and SNO911
to the main Agreement.
Select Technical Exhibits are being replaced in their entirety for simplicity and number over
800 pages in length, but a simple summary is as follows:







Conventional radio systems redesigned for Simulcast
Civil work substituted at Monroe for Cultus Bay, and Barlow Pass for Mill Creek
New radio core approach vs. upgrade for stability
Increased microwave network redundancy
Expanded DC power systems for legacy equipment support
IP-Based audio logging for improved/centralized audio

A more detailed (but single page) summary, which contains the costs associated with each
change, is available in Attachment B in the Change Order included in this packet. The
complete new contract exhibits have been posted for your reference through the following link:
https://sno911.box.com/s/avcctwlzo16qx1r6jl7dis1u7r0nzu7v
While the Contract Price is remaining the same, through this Design Review process SNO911
has yielded an anticipated credit of $334,636.65, and has opted to leave this as a credit until
the paging system is redesigned and therefore a final credit amount is established with
Motorola.
The completion date of the project has also been reestablished with this change order, and as
anticipated, we are forecasting completion in 2023. This is reflective of the additional time to
complete Design Review as has been discussed previously.
The Change Order document has been discussed and reviewed with legal, and the Technical
Exhibits have passed internal SNO911 Wireless Tech’s review.
Recommendation/Motion:
Motion to authorize the Executive Director to execute change order 3 with Motorola.
Funding Source: Radio Replacement Project Fund 130
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CHANGE ORDER

• MOT'OROLA SOLUTIONS
Change Order No.
Date:
Project Name:
Customer Name:
Customer Project Mgr:

[03]

03

12-08-2020

Emergency Radio System (WA-18I106A)

SNO911
-------------------Michael Gallagher

The purpose of this Change Order is to: (highlight the key reasons for this Change Order)

Communication System and Service Agreement Updates:
1. CSSA: Sections 6.5, Section 17.7, and Section 17.13 (see Attachment A)
2. CSSA Exhibits:
a. Exhibit C-1 "Project Overview"
b. Exhibit C-2 "P25 Radio System"
c. Exhibit C-3 "Conventional Radio System"
d. Exhibit C-4 "End-User Subscribers"
e. Exhibit C-6 "Microwave/MPLS Sub-System"
f. Exhibit C-7 "Fire Station Radio Replacement"
The Parties agree that the name of the Customer in the Agreement shall be changed
from Snohomish County Emergency Radio System ("SERS") to Snohomish County 911
("SNO911"). Any reference to SERS in the Agreement is hereby changed to SNO911.
Exhibit C-5 "Paging Sub-System" is under review by the parties and any agreed upon
changes thereto will be added to the agreement through a future Change Order, which
may also include changes to equipment and contract price adjustments.

Contract#

Contract Date:

SERS/MSI Agreement

12 06 18

In accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract identified above between

[Snohomish County] and Motorola Solutions, Inc., the following changes are approved:

Contract Price Adjustments
Original Contract Value (Tax not included):

I

Previous Change Order amounts for C nge Order
through r02
(Tax not included}
l
00

I

This Change Order:

New Contract Value (Tax not included):

$47,309,713.76
$3,590,502.95

$0.00

$50,900,216.71

Change Order SN0911 Design
Review Dec 2nd 2020.doc
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• MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS

CHANGE ORDER
[03]

Completion Date Adjustments
Original Completion Date:

8/30/21

Current Completion Date prior to this Change Order:

8/30/21

New Completion Date:

3/31/23

Chanaes in Eauicment: (additions, deletions or modifications) Include attachments if needed
Reference Exhibits:
Replace Exhibit C-1-D dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-1-D dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-2-D dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-2-D dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-3-D dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-3-D dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-4-D dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-4-D dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-6-D dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-6-D dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Reolace Exhibit C-7-D dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-7-D dated Dec 2nd, 2020

.

Chanaes in Services: (additions, deletions or modifications) Include attachments if needed
Reference Exhibits:
Replace Exhibit C-1-B dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-1-B dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-2-B dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-2-B dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-3-B dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-3-B dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-4-B dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-4-B dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-6-B dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-6-B dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-7-B dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-7-B dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Schedule Chanaes: (describe chanae or NIA)
Reference Exhibits:
Replace Exhibit C-1-E dated Nov 29th,2018 with C-1-E dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Svstem Descrlction Changes: (describe chanae or NIA)
Reference Exhibits:
Replace Exhibit C-1-A dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-1-A dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-2-A dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-2-A dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-3-A dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-3-A dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-4-A dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-4-A dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-6-A dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-6-A dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-7-A dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-7-A dated Dec 2nd, 2020

Svstem Diaaram Chanaes: /describe chanae or NIA)
Reference Exhibits:
Replace Exhibit C-1-C dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-1-C dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-2-C dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-2-C dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-3-C dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-3-C dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-4-C dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-4-C dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-6-C dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-6-C dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Replace Exhibit C-7-C dated Nov 29th, 2018 with C-7-C dated Dec 2nd, 2020
Change Order SNO911 Design
Review Dec 2nd 2020.doc
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•

CHANGE ORDER

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS

(03]

Prlcina Changes: (describe chanae or NIA)
No change in Contract Price
Reference Attachment B for parties' agreement with respect to Design Review credit value

Customer Responsibilities: (describe change or NIA)
As referenced in the Contract, Statements of Work and Performance Schedule

Payment Schedule for this Change Order:

(describe new oavment terms ann/icable to this chanae order)
No change

Unless amended above, all other terms and conditions of the Contract shall remain in full force. If there are
any inconsistencies between the provisions of this Change Order and the provisions of the Contract, the
provisions of this Change Order will prevail.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have executed this Change Order as of the last date signed below.

Motorola

y /J /J _

Solut~on~

~Ai~

Printed Name:

Peter Stuhldreher

Title: MSI Regional Services Manager
Date:

12/10/2020

Custom er
By:

- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- - - TitIe:
- - - - - - - -- - -

Printed Name:

Date:

Don
Ward
_ __
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Reviewed by: _ _
Motorola Solutions Project Manager

Date: _ _12/10/2020
__ _ _ __
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Attachment A
Section 6.5 is herewith deleted and replaced with the following:
6.5 INVOICING AND SHIPPING ADDRESSES. Invoices will be sent to the Customer at the
following address:
Name: Accounts Payable
Address: 1121 SE Everett Mall Way, #200, Everett, WA 98208
Phone: 425-407-3911
Email: accounts@sno911.org
The Equipment will be shipped to the Customer at the following address (insert if this
information is known}:
Name: SNO911-ATTN: Inventory Officer
Address: 14900 40th Ave. NE, #102, Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: {360)-243-9649
Email: contactWT@sno911.org
Customer may change this information by giving written notice to Motorola.
Section 17.7 is herewith deleted and replaced with the following:
17.7. NOTICES. Notices required under this Agreement to be given by one Party to the
other must be in writing and either personally delivered or sent to the address provided
by the other Party by certified mail, return receipt requested and postage prepaid (or by
a recognized courier service, such as Federal Express, UPS, or DHL}, or by facsimile with
correct answerback received, and will be effective upon receipt.
If to the Customer:
Snohomish County 911
ATTN: Deputy Director of Wireless Technology
1121 SE Everett Mall Way,#200
Everett, WA 98208
If to Motorola:
Motorola Solutions, Inc.
ATTN: SNO911 Radio Replacement Project Manager
3131 Elliott Ave# 200
Seattle, WA 98121
Section 17.13 is herewith deleted and replaced with the following:
17.13CUSTOMER CONTACT PERSON. The assigned contact person (or project director}
for the Customer for this Agreement shall be:
Change Order 03
SNO911 CSSA / Attachment A
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Name:
Title:
Department:
Telephone:
Email:

Brad Steiner
Deputy Director or Wireless Technology
Wireless Technology
360-913-7916
bstei ner@sno911.org

Change Order 03
SN0911 CSSA / Attachment A
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Attachment B
Contract cost for Equipment & Contract Cost with Contract
Taxable Services
Incentives Applied

Change from Original Contract
Net cost changes for redesigned conventional channels (simulcast upgrade)
Upgrade KVL4000 to KVLSOOO and add two additional KVLSOOOs
Upgrade radio equipment racks and cabinets to seismic-rated
P25 system software licensing corrections
Barlow Pass site/civil for Mill Creek civil
Test equipment deletion
Increased shelter size to 12 x 16 per contract conflict
Relocate Test Site from N. Campus to Marysville
Add 10 Backup radios, CS Combiner, Antennas, Services @ N. Campus
Delete Monroe RF site (building/civil, P2S equipment) - moving some scope to Cultus Bay
Cultus Bay Building & Civil (P25 Only, No Generator), moving of scope from Monroe
Move 6 consoles from DEM to North Campus, remove 8 monitors from contract, purchase two consoles (sans
monitors), install 4 consoles
Convert deployment from "upgrade" to "new core" approach
Correct Long-Term subscriber configuration to include XESOO
Remove Compasscom
Net cost changes to convert from Control Station Logging to IP•Based Logging
Motorola to run power from SN0911 service to building @ Machias
Remove 2 ISSl8000 Licenses
Info Only P25 coverage testing after CATP; 2000 grids
Net cost change of Microwave redesign
Substitution of APX6500 for APXlSOO to support encryption In fire station audio, increased qty.of stations from 63 to
70
Add external generator connection and MTS to Mill Creek Scope
Backup control station configuration changes at N. Campus, Combiner Control station relocation
SN0911 request for specific number of shorter APX8500 control head cables. Request for 900 seventeen foot
APX8500 control head cables.
Installation of Backup Core at Fire-Trail, Geo-Redunant Prime at N. Stanwood
Net cost change for DC Power Systems

I

$
$

s

$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(281,099.87) $
9,464.00 $
144,310.50
{128,250.00) $

(204,139.34)
9,464.00
144,310.50
(128,250.00)

(159,300.00)

(115,686.27)

s

.

.

$

-

67,867.70 $
(1,368,757.95) $
451,462.00 $

67,867.70
(994,014.48)
327,859.11

109,350.48 $
- $

79,412.11

.

-

-

s

$

.

.

-

{14,062.64)
76,074.98
14,916.00
(234,049.17)

$

161,153.15

$
$
$
$
$

s

161,153.15

$
$

177,818.92 $
10,257.35 $

129,135.02
10,257.35

$

(19,364.25)
76,074.98
14,916.00
(322,285.71)

-

.

9,900.00
$
.
$
325,215.00
$
Total Contract Price Change*
Estimated Ta>< Credit based on Marysville location
Estimated Grand Total Change•

•sN0911 and Motorola agree to not alter the Contract Price at this time

s
s

.

$

-

$

9,900.00

$
$
$
$
$

325,215.33
(334,636.65)
(31,121.21)
(365,757.86)

-

Change Order 03
SN0911 CSSA / Attachment B
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 12/1/2020
Action Title: RRP Quality Consultant Contract Extension
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
As a result of a competitive procurement process in 2019, SNO911 entered into a contract with
ADCOMM Engineering Company to provide select services to the RRP. Part of the scope of
the contract – and subsequent change order - was to provide the following services:







In conjunction with the internal project team and vendor(s), support the creation of a
project performance schedule
Provide an independent review of the Radio Replacement project.
Assist in the technical review of the design phase (current) and provide input based on
past experience and the technical requirements of Snohomish County 911
Assist in the technical review of the Snohomish County 911–specific project
deliverables.
Create a project risk and risk mitigation plan for the entire project scope and schedule.
Provide on-going consultation services from time-to-time as the project proceeds, as
well as periodic updates, and other duties as assigned.

The project has benefited from the additional on-going consultation services including project
management, quality and third-party risk review, and technical engineering services. Therefore,
SNO911 staff are recommending to continue these additional consultation services through the
remainder of the project. This additional extension is consistent with the prior Board Action in
July, 2020 to cover the overall project staffing plan.
The original amount authorized for this contract is nearing its end.. ADCOMM has provided an
estimate to cover these services through the remainder of the project. ADCOMM has agreed
to charge only for the time spent and other allowable costs and has for a total cost of
$320,000.00 to remain engaged in the RRP until May of 2023 at their current level.
Authorization for this amount does not obligate SNO911 to spend this amount and we can
reduce scope at any time. This number is within the previously earmarked contingency, and
we believe will continue to bring value and outside accountability and perspective to our
processes.
In addition to the services discussed above, ADCOMM has agreed to pre-pay site permit
review and issuance fees without mark-up to SNO911. This is the most expeditious way to
process the site permitting fees.
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Recommendation/Motion:
Motion to authorize the Executive Director or his designee to enter into negotiations and sign
a change order to the existing contract with ADCOMM Engineering LLC, which authorizes up
to an additional $320,000.00 for the continued services provided under that agreement.
Funding Source: Radio Replacement Project Fund 130
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PROPOSAL
DATE:

November 30, 2020

TO:

Mr. Brad Steiner, Deputy Director, Wireless Technology, Snohomish County 911

FROM:

Susan Ronning, P.E., PMP, Principal, ADCOMM

SUBJECT:

Proposal for Extended Project Management and Owner’s Engineer Services

Dear Brad:
Thank you for requesting ongoing Project Management and Owner’s Engineer Services from
ADCOMM Engineering LLC to support the SNO911 Radio Replacement Project (RRP).
We are pleased to continue to provide professional services in accordance with ADCOMM’s
original proposal dated February 12, 2020. The original not-to-exceed amount was $150,000.
This letter proposal requests an increase of that maximum to extend project management and
owner’s engineer services for the time period from December 2020 through May 2023, which is
the forecasted project completion date. Both time and travel expenses will be billed as they are
incurred.
Hourly
Rate

Average Hours
per Month

Molly Kovaka, Project Manager

$135

50

1,500

$202,500

Susan Ronning, Principal Engineer

$195

20

600

$117,000

ADCOMM Staff Member & Role

Total Hours
for 30 Months

Total Estimated Increase

Total Estimated
Cost

$319,500

Additionally, at SNO911’s request, ADCOMM will pre-pay site permit review and issuance fees
without mark-up to SNO911. With this agreement, ADCOMM agrees to pre-pay these fees via
ADCOMM credit card and submit payment documentation for reimbursement to SNO911
finance. This will be done to streamline the site permitting process by reducing the amount of
time needed to pay for permit fees via SNO911’s PO and check request processes.
I appreciate you taking the time to review our proposal. If you have any questions or need more
information, please feel free to contact me directly at 971-718-7574.
Sincerely,
ADCOMM Engineering LLC

ADCOMM ENGINEERING LLC

|

COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING

Page 1 of 2
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PROPOSAL TO TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY | CONSULTING SERVICES

Susan E. Ronning, P.E., PMP
Owner and Principal Consultant
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 308, Woodinville, WA 98072-0308
Voice/Text: 971-718-7574
Fax: 206-374-2834
Email: s.ronning@adcomm911.com

ADCOMM ENGINEERING LLC

|

COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING

Page 2 of 2
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY
911

RESOLUTION 2020-04

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911 (SNO91 l) DECLARATION
OF EMERGENCY DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC
WHEREAS, On February 29, 2020 Governor Jay Inslee issued Proc]amation 20-05
Declaring a State of emergency in all counties of the State of Washington to address the
impacts of COVID-1 9
WHEREAS, on March 4, 2020, by Health Officer's Order No 20-056, the Snohomish County
Health Officer proclaimed a countywide public health emergency for COVID-19, declared a
State of Emergency exists in Snohomish County; and
WHEREAS, on March 4, 2020, Snohomish County Executive Council declared a State of
Emergency exists in Snohomish County; and
WHEREAS, Snohomish County 91 1 provides emergency communication services
throughout Snohomish County; and

WHEREAS, the Washington State outbreak of COVID-19 and the effects of its extreme risk
of person-to-person transmission throughout the Snohomish County and Washington State
significantly impacts the life and health of our employees and constitutes a public emergency
that affects life, health, and property; and
WHEREAS, there is an emergency present which necessitates activation of the Sno9 l l
Emergency Plan and utilization of emergency powers granted.
WHEREAS, the Washington state outbreak and subsequent orders of sheltering in place have
placed restrictions on visitors to Sno911 Facilities and has severely restricted our ability to
complete onsite inspections and has limited the competitive procurement process.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT DECLARED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911, as follows:
t) It is acknowledged that a situation of emergency exists in Snohomish County as a result of the
aforementioned conditions which significantly impacts the life and health of our residents, the
economy of Snohomish County and is a disaster that affects life, health, and property.

2) Executive Director, through himself and his designated Staff, are to take actions deemed
necessary to otherwise mitigate and prevent impacts and potential impacts upon ability to
provide emergency communication services.
-1•
20

3) In order to prepare for, prevent and respond to this emergency, the requirements of competitive
bidding and public notice are hereby waived with reference to any contract relating to the lease
or purchases of supplies, equipment, personal services or public works as defined by RCW
39.04.010 or to any contract for the selection and award of professional and/or technical
consultant contracts.
Effective Date. This resolution effective February 29th 2020 and an ending
date of December 31, 2020, unless changed by the Board of Directors.
Adoption: ADOPTED by the Snohomish County 911 Board of Directors on the 21st day of April
2020.
r....

Attest this 21 st day of April, 2020
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SNO 911’S “WHAT IF” PACKAGE PROPOSAL
6/9/20
AGREEMENT
by and between
Snohomish County 911
and
Snohomish County 911 Employees Association
June 1, 2018 2020 through July 311, 20212020



SNO911 presents the following as a “what if” package proposal for a contract
covering the period from June 1, 2020 through July 311, 2021.



We added Section 5.2 related to the possibility of implementing a new schedule
prior to the end of the term.



Time limited agreement must be accepted NLT 1200 12/16/2020 to allow Board
approval.



Continuation of SNOCOM PTO Accruals will be handled via separate MOU.



If approved, one-time payment would be on 1/512/20/2021 2020 paycheck.

Collective Bargaining Agreement”What If” proposal
June 1, 2018 2020 – July 311, 20210
22

.

Collective Bargaining Agreement”What If” proposal
June 1, 2018 2020 – July 311, 20210
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PREAMBLE
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into by and between SNOHOMISH
COUNTY 911, hereinafter referred to as the Employer, and SNOHOMISH
COUNTY 911 EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, hereinafter referred to as
Association, representing the communications employees.
DEFINITIONS
As used herein, the following terms shall be defined as follows:
"Union" and "Association" shall mean the Snohomish
County 911 Employees Association.
"Employer" shall mean Snohomish County 911.
"Employee" shall mean an individual employed in the
bargaining unit covered by this Agreement.
“Emergency" shall mean an unforeseen combination
of circumstances requiring immediate action.
"Annual Vacation" shall mean paid leave scheduled by
prearrangement through an annual bid process.
"Holiday" shall mean a day established by this
Agreement, as set forth in Article 8.
"Overtime" shall mean the actual time worked in
excess of the normally scheduled hours of duty by
regularly assigned shifts or regularly assigned
workweek.
“Anniversary Date” shall mean the employee’s date of
hire for the current period of uninterrupted service with
Snohomish County 911 or its predecessor employers,
adjusted for unpaid leave, or as adjusted for
continuous employment in the Relief Employee
classification.
“Seniority” shall be defined as the total length of
current, continuous, uninterrupted service with
Snohomish County 911 or its predecessor employers,
adjusted for unpaid leave, or as adjusted for
continuous employment in the Relief Employee
classification. Likewise, “date of hire” shall mean the
hire date with Snohomish County 911 or its
predecessor employers.
What If” proposal
June 1, 2020 – July 311, 2021
Collective Bargaining Agreement
June 1, 2018 – May 31, 2020
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"Immediate family" for bereavement leave purposes
only shall be defined as spouse, registered domestic
partner, child, parent, sibling, mother-in-law, father-inlaw, grandparents, grandchildren, stepparents,
stepchildren, significant other, or relative whose
legal/permanent residence is in the household of the
employee. Any employee requesting bereavement
leave will identify full name of the deceased, date of
death, relationship and city and state of death.
“Family member” for the purposes of sick leave only,
shall be defined as a child, spouse, registered
domestic partner, parent, parent-in-law, grandparent,
grandchild, or sibling. A spouse is defined as a
husband or wife as defined under Washington State
law. A child is defined as a biological son or daughter,
adopted or foster child, stepchild, a legal ward, a child
of a person standing in loco parentis, or for whom the
employee is a de facto parent regardless of age or
dependency status.
“Unplanned absence” shall include any absence,
tardiness or early departure that occurs with less than
seventy-two (72) hours’ notice, but will not include
absences where an employee uses leave protected by
the Washington State Paid Sick Leave law or where an
employee, otherwise prepared to work his/her full shift,
receives approval from the supervisor to take leave
because there is sufficient staff on duty to meet
operational needs.
RECOGNITION, ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP AND PAYROLL
DEDUCTION
Recognition. The Employer recognizes the Association as the exclusive
bargaining representative for full-time and regular part-time employees of
Snohomish County 911 in the job classifications identified in Appendix A.
All normal and customary duties connected with Public Safety
Communications that have been assigned to the bargaining unit shall
become and/or remain bargaining unit work performed by bargaining unit
members. The application of this provision shall not preclude the Employer
from performing bargaining unit work associated with management
functions or under extraordinary circumstances. Such coverage shall be
limited to the length of time necessary to obtain bargaining unit member
coverage. It shall not be a violation of this agreement for the Employer to
assign supervisors to perform bargaining unit work when to do so would
What If” proposal
June 1, 2020 – July 311, 2021
Collective Bargaining Agreement
June 1, 2018 – May 31, 2020
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avoid the need for mandatory overtime. In addition, on the “overlap day”
(when more than two supervisors are staffed), it shall not be a violation for
one of the regularly scheduled supervisors to dispatch or engage in calltaking provided that no regularly scheduled bargaining unit member is
displaced. It will also not be a violation of this Agreement for a regularly
scheduled supervisor to work in a call-taking or dispatch capacity in
circumstances where a bargaining unit member is functioning in a
Supervisor Support role to facilitate skill development.
Association MembershipDues. Employees wishing to authorize the
withholding of Association dues must provide their authorization to the
Association, which will provide it to the Employer. Upon receipt of an
employee’s authorization, the Employer shall deduct from the employee’s
pay the dues of the Association and remit to the Association all such
deductions semimonthly or monthly, except that all deductions be uniform
and regular to accommodate the processed payroll. The Association will
notify the Employer at least thirty (30) days in advance of any changes in
its fees.Except as provided in subsection 2.2.1 below, it shall be a condition
of employment that all employees covered by this Agreement are required
to be members of the Association in good standing and those who are not
members in good standing on the effective date of this Agreement shall, on
the thirty-first (31st) day following the effective date of this Agreement,
become and remain members in good standing in the Association. It shall
also be a condition of employment that all employees covered by this
Agreement hired on or after its effective date shall, on the thirty-first (31st)
day following the beginning of such employment, become and remain
members in good standing in the Association.
The right of non-association of employees based on
bona fide religious tenets or teachings of a church or
religious body of which the employee is a member shall
be recognized as provided in RCW 41.56. Such
employee shall pay an amount of money equivalent to
regular Association dues and initiation fee to a nonreligious charity or to another charitable organization
mutually agreed upon by the employee affected and
the Association. The employee shall furnish written
proof that such payment has been made.
Revocation.
Employees may revoke their authorization for
withholding of Association dues by providing written notice to the
Association in accord with the terms of the authorization. The Employer will
end dues deduction no later than the second payroll after receiving notice
from the Association that an employee has revoked authorization.
Indemnification. Compliance. In the event an employee fails to meet the
requirements set forth in Section 2.2, the Association shall give the
What If” proposal
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Employer a reminder of this fact, with a copy to the employee. The
employee shall comply within thirty (30) days of receipt of such reminder, or
will be terminated by the Employer. The Association agrees to defend,
indemnify and save the Employer harmless against any liability which may
arise by reason of any action taken by the Employer to comply with the
provisions of this Section.
Notification. The Association will provide the Employer with a form to be
completed by newly hired employees that provides the Association with the
information reasonably necessary for the Association to administer the
provisions of Section 2.2. The Employer will provide the Association with
the completed forms within ten (10) days from the date of hiring a new
employee. The Employer shall notify the Association promptly of all
employees leaving its employment. Upon request, the Employer shall
provide the Association with updated information regarding an employee’s
home address and/or home phone number.
Payroll Deduction. The Employer shall deduct from the pay of all
employees the dues of the Association and remit to the Association all such
deductions semimonthly or monthly, except that all deductions for the above
items must be uniform and regular to accommodate the processed payroll.
Where law requires written authorization by the employee the same shall
be furnished in the form required. No deduction shall be made which is
prohibited by applicable law.
NON-DISCRIMINATION
The employer and the Association agree that they will not unlawfully
discriminate against any individual with respect to race, color, religion, sex,
age, national origin, marital status, political affiliation, honorably discharged
veteran or military status, sexual orientation, or the presence of any
sensory, mental, or physical disability unless the factor involved would,
notwithstanding reasonable accommodation, prevent the proper
performance of the work to be assigned, or membership in the Association.
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
Association Officials Time-Off. The Association President and Secretary
shall be granted release time while conducting labor negotiations, labormanagement meetings or grievance resolution on behalf of employees in
the bargaining unit provided:
They notify the Employer whenever feasible at least
forty-eight (48) hours prior to the time-off;
The Employer is able to properly staff the employee’s
job duties during the time-off period without the need
for additional staff; and
What If” proposal
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They remain available for call-back to the floor while
conducting negotiations in the event work needs
require their return.
Leave for Bargaining Team and Executive Board Members.
Employees designated as Association bargaining
team members or Executive Board members, will to
the extent necessary for the purposes of attending
contract negotiations or meetings with the employer
related to grievance resolution, be exempt from limits
on trades contained in this Agreement.
Such
employees will also be permitted to use their PTO or
PTO from the leave bank described in Section 4.2.2 for
negotiations (including shifts that occur on the same
day as negotiation sessions) or grievance meetings,
provided that the Employer is able to properly staff the
employee’s job duties during the release time.
Negotiations/Business Leave Bank. The Employer
and the Association will establish a business leave
bank for use by eligible Association members for
Association activities, not otherwise subject to paid
release time. The bank hours shall be established
through the donation of PTO hours by employees from
their individual PTO leave bank. Employees are
allowed to donate all PTO leave hours in their PTO
bank in excess of eighty (80) hours to the
Negotiations/Business Leave Bank. The Employer
agrees to administer the leave bank account and
provide monthly statements to the Association.
Association Investigative and Visitation Privileges.
Association officials may visit the work location of the
employees at any time for the purpose of investigating
grievances and disciplinary matters.
Such
representatives shall limit his/her activities during such
investigations to matters relating to subjects covered
by this Agreement, and matters within the jurisdiction
of the Public Employment Relations Commission.
Work hours shall not be used by employees or
Association Officials for the promotion of Association
affairs other than stated above. The Employer will not
be held liable for breaches of confidentiality.

What If” proposal
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At the supervisor’s discretion and provided there exists
a legitimate concern, an Association representative
(not on duty) and a represented employee may leave
the floor for the purposes of investigating disciplinary
and grievance related matters.
Bulletin Boards. The Employer shall provide space for a bulletin board
which may be used by the Association. Such use shall be restricted to the
legitimate business needs of the Association’s Executive Board and shall
not contain material that may be deemed hostile to any Snohomish County
911 employee or be disruptive or hostile towards legitimate Snohomish
County 911 operations.
Association Use of Materials. The Association shall not access or use
Employer supplies, materials, equipment or facilities without prior approval
of the Employer.
HOURS OF WORK, OVERTIME, CALL BACK AND WORK OUT
OF CLASSIFICATION
Hours of Work. The determination of the work period shall be established
by the Employer as set forth below; provided, that the Employer agrees that
former SNOCOM employees will maintain their existing work schedules
through December 31, 2018, with the exception of SNOCOM employees
assigned to the 4 and 5 schedules, who will be reassigned to day, swing or
graveyard shifts, maintaining the days off in their bid schedule:
The normal work week shall consist of either five (5)
eight (8) hour days, followed by two consecutive days
off (the “5/8s Schedule”), or four (4) ten (10) hour days,
followed by three consecutive days off (the “4/10s
Schedule”). All hours in a day under either scheduling
format shall be consecutive. Any change in schedule
or workweek format (including the introduction of
rotating shifts), shall be agreed to between the
Association and Employer. Either party may propose
to reopen this section and discuss concerns or issues
relating to the work schedule.
Upon mutual
agreement, the parties may modify this section.
Individual Schedule Changes. The Employer shall
not transfer or reassign an individual employee without
providing the employee seventy-two (72) hours’ notice,
except in emergency conditions. The seventy-two (72)
hours’ notice may be waived under certain
circumstances by mutual written agreement between
the Employer and the employee.
What If” proposal
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Schedule Evaluation. During the term of this Agreement, the Employer
will contract with a consultant selected by the parties to evaluate schedule
options in addition to those described in Section 5.1 above. The consultant
will be asked to provide a report of its findings to the parties in advance of
bargaining for a successor to this Agreement. Upon mutual agreement, the
parties may bargain over and implement a schedule change prior to the
expiration of this Agreement.
Shift Exchange. Any request for change of shift will be submitted in writing
(to include the reason for the request) by the employee desiring to exchange
shifts to their supervisor, who will then forward the request through the
Chain of Command. The Eemployer will evaluate and respond in writing
within ten (10) business days of receipt of the request. If approved, the
Employer will implement the shift exchange as soon as possible, taking into
consideration operational requirements. Employees voluntarily exchanging
shifts shall not have their scheduled annual vacation guaranteed.
Meal and Rest Periods. The parties agree to
paid meal and rest periods that vary from and
supersede the requirements of WAC 296-126-092.
The Employer shall "make a good faith effort” to
provide the employees working an eight (8) hour day
with a total of one (1) hour paid break time, typically in
the form of a thirty (30) minute meal period and two (2)
fifteen (15) minute rest breaks. For employees working
a ten (10) hour day, the Employer shall provide seventy
(70) minutes of paid break time, typically in the form of
a forty (40) minute meal break and two (2) fifteen (15)
minute rest breaks. For employees working a twelve
(12) hour day, the Employer shall provide ninety-five
(95) minutes of paid break time, typically in the form of
a thirty (30) minute meal break, two (2) fifteen (15)
minute rest breaks during the first eight (8) hours
worked, a fifteen (15) minute break at the end of eight
(8) hours worked and one twenty (20) minute rest
break to be taken during the last four (4) hours of the
shift. These breaks shall be provided as the workload
allows, but employees must remain within the area
subject to immediate callback should the workload
require. If an employee is not provided the major
portion of the meal breaks or rest breaks, he/she shall
be compensated at the overtime rate of pay for that
portion of the meal periods or rest periods missed.
Major portion of the break shall be defined as twothirds (2/3rds) of the break or more. An employee
requesting such overtime compensation shall
complete a written request for overtime and submit
What If” proposal
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such request to his/her Supervisor, for approval, by the
end of the shift on the day for which overtime
compensation is sought.
Overtime. Employees shall receive overtime pay for hours worked in
excess of the established work schedule (e.g., his/her 8 or 10 hour work
shift). Overtime will be paid at one and one-half (1.5) times the employee’s
regular hourly rate of pay. However, employees on unpaid leave during
their normally scheduled workweek will not receive overtime compensation
when working hours not contiguous with the scheduled shift until the forty
(40) hour threshold is met.
Overtime shall normally be assigned on a
voluntary basis, and shall be required, where
necessary, among qualified employees, consistent
with procedures defined herein:
(a)

General Provisions.
(i)

Mandatory overtime shall not be assigned to
employees working on their regularly-scheduled
day off or to employees with twenty-five (25) or
more years of seniority unless all other qualified
employees are unavailable due to scheduled
overtime, provided that in the event of a major
catastrophic event, the Director may cancel all
leaves. Opt In. On a quarterly basis during a
week designated by the Employer, employees with
twenty-five (25) or more years of seniority may
elect to “opt in” to the mandatory overtime pool for
the calendar quarter identified on the Opt-In list.
An employee must opt in for the entire quarter and
the decision to opt in is binding only with respect to
the calendar quarter. Employees who opt-in to the
mandatory overtime pool shall receive double-time
when they work mandatory overtime during the
quarter.

(ii)

Employees who have already worked or are
scheduled to work twelve (12) consecutive hours
shall not be assigned mandatory overtime
associated with that same shift.

(iii)

Employees on annual vacation or working their last
scheduled shift prior to vacation, or with approved
military leave scheduled the following day, shall not
be used to cover overtime needs on a mandatory
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basis at the end of their shift, provided that in the
event of a major catastrophic event, the Director
may cancel all leaves.
(iv)

Employees will not be assigned mandatory
overtime if the assignment will result in a period of
less than twelve (12) hours between work
assignments unless all employees are unavailable
due to scheduled overtime.

(b)

Declines of Mandatory Overtime: Employees will be
awarded one (1) decline at the beginning of the year.
They earn two (2) additional declines after they have
worked nineteen (19) hours of overtime, and an additional
two (2) declines after working one hundred (100) hours of
overtime in a calendar year. All declines expire at the
end of the calendar year in which they were awarded or
earned. A decline may be used by an employee to avoid
mandatory overtime assignments in a given shift; provided
that if all qualified employees contacted by the supervisor
for mandatory overtime assignments use a decline, the
first employee contacted will be assigned the overtime.
Any additional mandatory assignments made after all
qualified employees have used a decline will be assigned
in order to the person who first declined the shift. When a
decline is used to successfully avoid overtime in a given
shift, it is deducted from the employee’s balance.

(c)

Employees may be excused from being required to work
overtime provided that the following conditions are met:
(i)

Written authorization (medical waiver) from the
employee’s medical provider must be provided to
the Employer.

(ii)

The medical waiver must certify that the employee
is unable to work mandatory overtime because of:
(a) his/her own serious health condition, or (b) a
need to care for a dependent child with a serious
health condition.

(iii)

The medical waiver must be provided to Human
Resources prior to the work period excused from
mandatory overtime.

(iv)

The maximum duration of a medical waiver will be
limited to twelve (12) weeks per calendar year.
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(v)

This section shall not limit or curtail any rights
guaranteed by Federal or State Labor Laws, such
as the Family Medical Leave Act or the Americans
with Disabilities Act. The Employer may, at its
discretion, exceed the limits identified in this policy.

(d)

Association Bargaining Team members will be exempt
from mandatory overtime on scheduled contract
negotiation dates, or at the end of a shift that ends twelve
(12) or fewer hours prior to a scheduled contract
negotiation session.

(e)

Unplanned Immediate Needs: To address immediate
overtime needs (twenty (20) hours’ notice or less), the
employer will:
(i)

Ask for volunteers from those employees currently
on duty.

(ii)

Make a reasonable effort to contact off-duty, full
time employees on the established voluntary signup list.

(iii)

Make a reasonable effort to contact off-duty relief
employees on the established voluntary sign-up
list.

(iv)

Make a reasonable effort to contact Shift
Supervisors on the established voluntary sign-up
list.

(v)

If no employees are available for a voluntary
overtime assignment, a selection from the
established mandatory list will be made from
employees currently on duty based on the least
number of hours in their overtime logging bucket
(See Section 5.3.2). If two or more employees with
equal qualifications have the same number of
hours, the mandatory overtime assignment will be
given to the employee with less seniority.

(vi)

The hierarchy for assigning mandatory overtime is
established herein. When calculating this hierarchy,
mandatory and voluntary overtime assignments
already worked in the employee’s workweek are
considered equivalent, and hereafter designated
“overtime assignment.”
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First assigned mandatory overtime shall be
employee(s) with the least number of hours
in their overtime logging bucket who have
not already worked one (1) overtime
assignment in their workweek.
Second assigned mandatory overtime shall
be employee(s) with the least number of
hours in their overtime logging bucket who
have not already worked two (2) overtime
assignments in their workweek.
Third assigned mandatory overtime shall be
employee(s) with the least number of hours
in their overtime logging bucket who have
not already worked three (3) overtime
assignments in their workweek.

(f)

Fourth assigned mandatory overtime shall
be employee(s) with the least number of
hours in their overtime logging bucket who
have not already worked four (4) overtime
assignments in their workweek.
Planned Overtime Needs: To address planned overtime
needs (more than twenty (20) hours’ notice), the employer
will follow the procedures below:
(i)

Vacancies that cause an overtime situation will be
filled using an automated scheduling program.
Employees seeking overtime opportunities will
make themselves available for voluntary overtime
using the sign-up feature on their schedule
calendar. Overtime will be assigned in four (4) hour
increments to the qualified employee with the least
amount of hours in their overtime logging bucket
(see Section 5.3.2) at the time the opportunity is
presented. It is the employee’s responsibility to be
aware of these overtime assignments.

(ii)

An employee may cancel a voluntary overtime
sign-up by personally contacting their supervisory
team no less than seventy-two (72) hours prior to
the scheduled work assignment. Except as
otherwise provided by law, to cancel within
seventy-two (72) hours of the scheduled work
assignment, the employee must find another
qualified employee to work the scheduled
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assignment, and notify the supervisory team and
the replacement employee of the details of the
assignment.
(iii)

If no volunteers are identified within seventy-two
(72) hours of the specified time of need, the
mandatory provisions of Section 5.3.1 (A) and (B)
shall apply; provided, that no employee shall be
mandated to work pre-shift overtime on the first day
of the employee’s scheduled workweek.

(iv)

Voluntary overtime scheduled or worked shall not
excuse the employee from attending mandatory
overtime for the purposes of training or team
meetings.
Voluntary Overtime List ("Sign-Up List").
The employer shall establish a Voluntary Overtime List
using a sign-up feature in an automated scheduling
program that will rank employees in order of the
number of overtime hours worked (“Overtime Logging
Bucket”). The list will be used to determine the order in
which overtime is assigned. Assignment will be based
on qualifications and least number of overtime hours
worked. The overtime totals will revert back to zero on
January 1 of each year. Relief employees will be frontloaded one thousand (1000) hours, and Supervisors
will be front-loaded two thousand (2000) hours to
facilitate the scheduling program’s voluntary overtime
assignment order.
All bargaining unit members, except those with
Medical Waivers, as agreed to in the above provision,
are allowed to work voluntary overtime except as
prohibited by Attendance Policy 10.1. Supervisory and
Training staff shall be exempt from mandatory
overtime in the ACD and dispatch positions, but may
volunteer to work these positions to cover planned
overtime needs as outlined in Section 5.3.1(c).

Callback & Court Callback. Any employee called back after finishing
his/her regular shift and leaving the communications center, or called to
report on his/her day off, or called back for a job-related court appearance
after completion of his/her regularly scheduled shift or on a day off shall be
compensated a minimum of four (4) hours compensation at one and onehalf (1-1/2) times the employee's regular straight time hourly rate of pay.
Scheduled Supervisor meetings will be guaranteed a rate of 2 hours
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callback. Employees will not receive callback for mandatory training or
mandatory team meetings. (See Section 12.2).
Witness Fees. Any work-related witness fees
paid to employees shall be remitted to the Employer by
the employee.
Employees released from training and subject to
overtime assignment shall be awarded a number of
hours (for use in the VOL) equal to the regular
employee having the least amount of combined
voluntary and mandatory hours. The number awarded
is based upon the employee with the least hours
overall, not based upon the lowest hours on the
employee’s shift. Twenty-five (25) year employees will
not be used for this comparison.
Employees absent from the workplace as a
result of paid or unpaid, non-protected leave, or
exempt from overtime shall not have their overtime
hours adjusted once they have returned or are no
longer exempt. Employees returning from protected
leave (paid or unpaid) of more than 30 days will have
their overtime hours adjusted based upon their
average of overtime hours worked that year to date.
Work in a Higher Classification. Any employee who is assigned to fill the
Supervisor Support role shall receive an additional ten percent (10%)
premium pay for all hours worked in a Supervisor Support position.
Compensatory Time Off. Employees with accrued compensatory time off
as of the effective date of this Agreement will be permitted to schedule and
use their time, as provided below. Employees will not be permitted to
accrue additional compensatory time.
Compensatory time off must be scheduled at least
seven (7) days in advance and with the Employer’s
approval; provided that the Employer may approve
requests to use compensatory time with less than
seven (7) days’ notice. Compensatory time off must
be used in one-half (.5) hour or larger increments.
Once scheduled, compensatory time off may be
denied only in the event that the employee’s absence
would pose an undue burden to the Employer.
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All compensatory time off that has not been scheduled
for use by November 1, 2018, will be cashed out in the
first payroll in December 2018.
SENIORITY AND PROBATION
Seniority. The Employer recognizes the principle that longer periods of
service should be rewarded by proportionately greater job security and
opportunity for advancement. The principle of seniority shall therefore be
given primary consideration in all cases of layoff, rehires, shift bidding, and
requests for time off (PTO used for annual vacation).
Employees begin accruing seniority on their date of
hire for their most recent period of continuous
employment. Unless otherwise required by law,
employees will not accrue seniority during any period
of unpaid leave (including any period of unpaid leave
covered by the FMLA). An employee’s seniority date
will be adjusted forward for any period of leave without
pay on a day-for-day basis.
An official seniority roster shall be determined by
management and the Association effective July 31st of
each year. Where two or more employees share the
same seniority, rank on the seniority list shall be
established according to the ranking on the eligibility
list from which the employees were hired.
The employer will conduct an annual shift bid
beginning no later than August 15. The employer may
subvert seniority and move an employee’s shift when
required to:
(a)

Address harassment issues between two employees on a
shift;

(b)

Conduct a disciplinary investigation requiring the
temporary reassignment of an employee to another shift;
or

(c)

Address operational needs (e.g., to ensure adequate
qualified personnel on a shift); provided that shift moves
required by operational needs will last no longer than the
operational need.
Full time employees who are changed to relief
employee status and maintain continuous service with
the Employer shall retain accrued seniority. Relief
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employees shall accrue seniority at a rate of one-third
that full-time employees.
Shift Vacancies. Full-time job vacancies occurring after January 1 of the
current year shall be filled based on the shift bids previously submitted for
the current year and in consideration of the business needs of Snohomish
County 911. Probationary employees shall be placed on the shift
determined by Snohomish County 911 management to be best suited to the
training goals established for that employee. Only regular full-time
employees shall participate in the shift bid process, when it occurs.
When a full-time vacancy is filled, subsequent shift vacancies will be filled
through the same process as outlined in this section.
Job Vacancies.
When there is a vacancy in a Dispatcher position, the
Employer will solicit internal applicants at the same
time it solicits external applicants, though present
employees will be given first consideration. When
qualifications are equal, in the judgment of the
Employer, length of service shall govern.
When there is a vacancy in a supervisor position in the
supervisory bargaining unit, the Employer will solicit
internal applicants at the same time it solicits external
applicants, though current dispatchers with three (3) or
more years of seniority shall be given first
consideration for filling the position based on their
qualifications. In the event that no employee meeting
the service criteria above is qualified for the position in
the judgment of the Employer, the Employer may
consider other current dispatchers and/or external
candidates for the promotional position.
When
qualifications are equal, in the judgment of the
Employer, seniority shall govern.
Any employee on a layoff list is eligible to be hired as
a relief or full-time employee when a position is open
or when someone is needed to cover shortages and
staffing.
Probation. New employees hired into a bargaining unit position shall work
under the provisions of this Agreement but shall be subject to a probation
period of three hundred sixty-five (365) days. During the probation period,
the employee may be disciplined or discharged at the discretion of the
Employer and without recourse to the grievance procedure; provided
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however, that the Employer may not discipline or discharge for the purpose
of evading specified benefits provided in this Agreement or for the purpose
of discriminating against an employee because of Association activity. The
Employer may extend the probation period to accommodate training needs
and qualifications provided that the employee agrees to such an extension
and the extensions do not exceed a total of one hundred eighty (180) days.
The Employer shall notify the Association when an extension is made to a
probation period.
Relief employees, if hired into a full-time position with
no break in service, may return to the previously
worked full-time position without being subject to the
probation period. After fifteen (15) years of service, at
the discretion of the Employer, a Dispatcher may
request to revert permanently to an open Call Taker
position if qualified.
Employees reverting to a lower classification shall be
required to complete the outstanding probation period
for their previously held position. If the employee had
already
successfully
satisfied
the
probation
requirements of the previously held position, no
additional probation period is required.
Promotional Probation. Employees advancing to a higher classification
shall be subject to a three hundred sixty-five (365) day promotional
probation period. During the promotional probation period, the employee
may be reverted to an authorized, vacant dispatcher position. In the event
that no such vacant position exists, an employee will be offered the option
to bump the least senior dispatcher if the reverted employee previously
accumulated more seniority in the bargaining unit than the employee to be
bumped.
The Employer’s decision to revert an employee during
promotional probation may not be challenged through the grievance
procedure.
Legacy Employees. Any employee hired prior to December 1, 2017, who
is certified in a single discipline (i.e., call taking, police dispatch, fire
dispatch) shall be allowed to remain in that particular discipline. Legacy
employees who wish to train in additional dispatch disciplines must notify
Human Resources of their desire to enter training. A list will be maintained,
and openings in available training classes will be filled in seniority order from
those on the list.
Trainee Dispatcher. Entry-level employees newly hired into the bargaining
unit will be placed in a Trainee Dispatcher (“TD”) position.
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TD’s will be required to satisfactorily complete Call
Taker training and one (1) dispatch discipline (either
Police or Fire) selected by the Employer during the
probationary period.
TD’s will be assigned to academies and training
programs to meet the anticipated staffing needs of the
Employer.
TD’s will be paid in accordance with the provisions in
Appendix A.
The Employer will have just cause to terminate any
Trainee Dispatcher who has successfully completed
probation if he/she is unable to obtain certification in
call taking, police dispatch and/or fire dispatch within
twenty-four (24) months of his/her hire date. When the
Employer reasonably believes that a trainee will be
unable to complete certification for all required fields
within twenty-four (24) months, it will notify the
Association in a timely fashion prior to the conclusion
of the training period. If the Employer, in its sole
discretion, decides not to terminate the employee, the
parties will negotiate an extended time period for
certification.
Failure to complete the required
certifications within the extended time period is just
cause for termination.
WAGES
Salary Schedules. The salary schedules in effect as of May 31, 2020, as
for all positions as of the effective date of this Agreement, are set forth in
Appendix A and incorporated herein by reference, will remain in effect for
the duration of this Agreement. These schedules reflect the following wage
adjustments:
Effective the first day of the payroll period following the
effective date of this Agreement, all salary ranges will
be increased by three percent (3.0%).
Effective June 1, 2019, all salary ranges will be
increased by four and one-quarter percent (4.25%).
One-Time Payment. Each employee in active employment status on the
effective date of this Agreement (“eligible employee”), will receive a onetime gross payment of one thousand dollars ($1,000) for Dispatchers and
eight hundred dollars ($800) for Trainee Dispatchers. two hundred ($200),
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and a one-time payment of eight hundred ($800) if the eligible employee is
still in active employment on May 31, 2019.
Longevity. In addition to the monthly rates of pay provided herein the
Employer shall pay employees longevity premiums as per the following
schedule:
After completion of 5 years, $30 per month.
After completion of 10 years, $75 per month total.
After completion of 15 years, $110 per month total.
After completion of 20 years, $155 per month total.
After completion of 25 years, $200 per month total.
These calculations will be converted to an hourly rate (using the premium
amount divided by 173.33), added to the employee’s base rate, and
multiplied by the numbers of hours worked each pay period.
Relief Employee Longevity. Relief employees shall
be eligible for longevity premium pay based on the
employee’s adjusted seniority. The payment will be
converted to an hourly rate (using the premium amount
divided by 173.33), added to the employee’s base rate,
and multiplied by the numbers of hours worked each
pay period.
Shift Differential.
Effective the first day of the payroll period following the effective date of this
Agreement, employees will receive an additional thirty-five cents ($0.35) per
hour for all hours worked between the hours of 3:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. In
the event that an employee works overtime, the shift differential will be
included in the employee’s regular rate of pay for purposes of calculating
overtime.
Training Premium. Any employee, other than those employees assigned
to the Office of Training and Standards assigned to conduct individual
training activities (which includes completing daily and weekly observation
reports) shall be paid six dollars ($6) per hour in addition to his/her regular
wages for all hours spent in such training activities.
The Terminal Agency Coordinator shall receive an
additional $70 dollars per month in addition to their
current wages.
Terminal Agency Coordinator
Assistants shall receive an additional $40 per month in
addition to their current wages. These calculations will
be converted to an hourly rate, added to the
employee’s base rate, and multiplied by the numbers
of hours worked each pay period.
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Changes in Pay Rates. When an employee’s pay rate changes because
of a step increase, advancement in longevity, promotion, change in eligibility
for a monthly premium, or other significant personnel action, the change will
take effect as follows:
Changes that occur on the 1st through the 7th of the
month will take effect on the 1st of the month during
which they occur.
Changes that occur on the 8th through the 22nd of the
month will take effect on the 16th of the month during
which they occur.
Changes that occur on the 23rd through the end of the
month will take effect on the 1st of the following month.
Overtime. Shall be calculated consistent with the Fair Labor Standards Act
and the State Minimum Wage Act and, where applicable, other provisions
in this contract.
Deferred Compensation. Each full-time employee enrolled in a 403b or
457 plan offered by the Employer shall receive the following deferred
compensation benefits:
7.8.1 Non-Matching. The Employer shall contribute three and onehalf percent (3.5%) of each employee’s base monthly salary on into
each employee’s account.
7.8.2 Matching. In addition to the non-matching contributions set
forth within Section 7.8.1, the Employer shall match an employee’s
contribution into his/her account on a one-for-one basis, up to a
maximum of two and nine-tenths percent (2.9%) of the employee’s
base monthly salary. The employee shall indicate the amount of
his/her contribution during an annual open period. Such contribution
amount may not be changed until the next open period.
7.8.3 Fees. The employee is responsible for payment of such plan
administration and/or account maintenance fees as may be set by
the Employer’s plan(s). All account activities shall be in accordance
with the rules and regulations of the plan(s).
Actual Hours Worked. The Employer calculates payroll based on actual
hours worked. The two pay periods per month are the 1st through the 15th
of each month and the 16th through the last day of the month. The two
paydays per month occur on the 5th and 20th of each month, with the
exception of bank holidays, when paydays will occur on the nearest
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available bank day. To mitigate for perceived impacts of actual hours
worked in the month of February, each employee may sell back up to four
(4) days of PTO. The February sellback of up to four (4) days of PTO will
be paid on the March 5th paycheck.
HOLIDAYS
The following days shall be designated as holidays.
recognized on the actual date of the holiday.
New Years Day
Longevity Holiday
Martin Luther King Day
President’s Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day

Holidays will be

Veteran’s Day
Thanksgiving Day
Native American Heritage Day
Christmas Eve Day
Christmas Day
New Year’s Eve Day

The Longevity Holiday will be awarded each year for employees who reach
ten (10) years longevity or more.
Holiday Accruals.
Employees will accrue eight (8) hours of PTO for each
holiday during which they are in paid status. As of the
effective date of this Agreement, Employees who work
between 1500 on December 31 and 0300 on January
1, and/or between 1500 on July 4 and 0300 on July 5,
will accrue an additional one (1) hour of PTO for each
such hour worked. Accrued PTO will be credited to
employees in the payroll for the period including the
holiday. Employees will be credited with the longevity
holiday in the payroll for the period that includes the
date they initially become eligible for the holiday, and
in the payroll period that includes January 1 for each
year thereafter.
During the pay period ending November 15,
employees may elect to cash out up to one hundred
twenty (120) hours (one hundred twenty-eight (128)
hours for employees who have received the longevity
holiday) of accrued PTO at their regular, straight time
hourly rate. Employees electing to cash out PTO must
submit a written PTO Form indicating the number of
hours to be cashed out prior to November 1.
Employees will receive payment for PTO cash outs in
the paycheck for the period ending November 15. In
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no event may employees cash out a greater number of
PTO hours than they have in their PTO leave bank at
the conclusion of the November 15 pay period.
8.2.3

The Employer shall pay each SNOCOM employee on
payroll as of the effective date of this Agreement a lump
sum payment of two percent of base salary as payment
for the holiday pay associated with the first five (5)
holidays in 2018 (as provided in the SNOCOM
collective bargaining agreement). Payment will be
made at the employee’s wage rate as of May 31, 2018,
and will be paid in the June 5th payroll.

Unless otherwise required by law, in addition to PTO used to cover their
absence (see Article 9), an employee who has an unplanned absence for
all or part of a shift that includes hours on a recognized holiday shall have
his/her holiday PTO accrual reduced by two (2) times the number of hours
missed during the twenty-four (24) hour holiday period, up to a maximum of
eight (8) hours.
PTO credited in accord with this Article shall be the total exclusive
consideration for holidays. Employees who work on a scheduled holiday
shall be paid straight time wages unless they qualify for overtime as
provided in Section 5.3.
ANNUAL VACATION/PAID TIME OFF (PTO)
All regular employees shall accrue (“PTO”) that may be used for authorized
absences or unplanned absences. Accrued PTO shall be credited to
employees’ individual PTO leave banks each pay period. Employees may
not use PTO prior to the time it has been credited to their leave banks in the
Employer’s payroll system. (See Sections 9.2 and 9.3 for rules regarding
scheduling PTO.)
Each employee’s PTO leave bank will accrue hours
according to the following chart:
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After Months
Completed

Annual Total

A

< 48 months

192

B

48

216

C

108

240

D

156

264

E

204

288

F

252

300

G

288

312

H

336

324

Employees on Leave without Pay will not accrue PTO time until
they return to regular, full-time paid status.
Employees who, as of the effective date of this
Agreement, have accrued sick leave balances will
have those balances converted to PTO on an hour-forhour basis.
There is no cap on leave bank hours that may
be accrued.
Employees voluntarily leaving employment may
cash out a maximum of 750 hours of accrued but
unused PTO, including any amounts accrued but not
yet credited to their leave banks, at their straight time
rate.
Employees who convert sick leave balances to PTO
according to Section 9.1.2 and who voluntarily leave
employment prior May 31, 2019, may cash out twentyfive percent (25%) of the accrued PTO hours exceeding
750 hours.
Employees will be credited with PTO step
increases on their anniversary date of hire.
Employees may donate PTO according to the
Employer’s Shared Leave Policy.
Annual Vacation. Annual Vacation. Annual vacation will be selected by
bid by the employees in accordance with Article 6 and this Article. The
vacation bidding process for annual vacations shall commence following the
completion of the shift bid, but no later than forty-five (45) days after the
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shift bid has been initiated. Bids for the first quarter of the coming year, for
those employees opting to participate in quarterly bidding pursuant to Article
9.6.2, will begin following completion of the second round of annual vacation
bidding; quarterly bidding for the second, third and fourth quarters will
commence approximately six (6) weeks prior to the beginning of each
calendar quarter. If an employee has insufficient PTO for a pre-approved
vacation, the employee’s vacation will be reduced to the number of full shifts
covered by the employee’s available PTO. During a quarterly pre-bid review
process, all pre-approved time for the coming calendar quarter for which an
employee has insufficient PTO (including anticipated accrual) will be
reduced to the number of shifts covered by the employee’s available PTO.
In all other cases, once approved, an employee’s annual vacation will not
be canceled absent a major catastrophic event. Employees who incur nonrefundable expenses such as hotel accommodations, airline or other
tickets, etc., because of the cancellation of a vacation by the Employer due
to a major catastrophic event will be reimbursed for such expenses within
thirty (30) days of the cancellation.Annual vacation will be selected by bid
by the employees in accordance with Article 6 and this Article. The vacation
bidding process shall commence following the completion of the shift bid,
but no later than forty-five (45) days after the shift bid has been initiated. If
an employee has insufficient PTO for a pre-approved vacation, the
employee’s vacation will be reduced to the number of full shifts covered by
the employee’s available PTO; in all other cases, once approved, an
employee’s annual vacation will not be cancelled absent a major
catastrophic event. Employees who incur non-refundable expenses such
as hotel accommodations, airline or other tickets, etc., because of the
cancellation of a vacation by the Employer due to a major catastrophic event
will be reimbursed for such expenses within thirty (30) days of the
cancellation.
PTO Requests. PTO may be used for any reason identified and under the
terms set forth in RCW 49.46.210 as currently enacted and in accordance
with the currently enacted regulations. Unless otherwise required by law,
PTO requests for leave other than annual vacations may be submitted no
more than thirty (30) days prior to the day(s) requested for leave. Requests
submitted at least seven (7) days prior to the date of the requested leave
shall be returned to the employee, approved or disapproved, by the
Employer not less than five (5) calendar days before commencement of the
leave. PTO requests that would reduce an employee’s PTO bank to less
than one (1) hour will not be approved until the employee’s PTO balance
has been confirmed by the Employer’s payroll department. Approved leave
may be cancelled by the Employer due to emergencies with seventy-two
(72) hours’ notice to the employee; provided however, that in the event of a
major catastrophic event the Director may cancel all leaves.
Probationary Employees: Newly hired probationary employees are not
eligible to bid for annual vacation until they have been released from training
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and assigned to a shift, at which time they may bid for available vacation
leave per Article 6 and this Article. If a newly hired probationary employee
is released from training and assigned a shift after the regular vacation bid
has begun, he or she will be permitted to bid an equivalent number of bids
in order to align with seniority. Newly hired probationary employees may
not use planned leave (planned PTO) while in active training sessions.
Current full-time Employees voluntarily entering training in a higher paid job
classification shall be granted pre-scheduled annual PTO (planned PTO for
annual vacation - see Section 9.2 Annual Vacation) if it occurs during active
training. However, once training has commenced no other planned PTO
will be granted during active training. Once training has been successfully
completed, PTO may be utilized, even though a probation period still exists.
Vacation Limitations. Employees shall be allowed to take a maximum of
one hundred sixty (160) consecutive hours of vacation leave, except that
from June 1 through August 31, and between the Monday immediately
preceding Thanksgiving to January 2, the maximum shall be eighty (80)
consecutive hours vacation leave.
Call Takers, Trainee Dispatchers and Dispatchers.
Each team shall be allowed three (3) employees off on
annual vacation at one time. To the extent not filled
during the annual bid or if a vacation bid is
subsequently vacated, the three (3) slots shall remain
available for PTO use throughout the year on a firstcome, first-served basis pursuant to Section 9.3.
Vacation Selection. There shall be three rounds of vacation bidding for
Call Takers, Trainee Dispatchers, and Dispatchers. The third round of
vacation bidding will provide all employees with two options. Each employee
shall designate their choice, through a formal documented process, upon
completion of the annual shift bid process, but prior to the start of annual
vacation bidding. Should an employee fail to designate their choice, they
will automatically be designated as following Option 1. Once a bid is
submitted, the choice between the two options will be irreversible for the
calendar year.There shall be three rounds of vacation bidding for Call
Takers, Trainee Dispatchers and Dispatchers, beginning as soon as
practical after shift assignments for the coming year are finalized
9.6.1

An employee may submit an annual bid as outlined
in Article 9.5; or

9.6.2

In lieu of participating in the traditional third round of
annual vacation bidding, the employee may
participate in quarterly bids for open vacation slots
during the coming quarter. Each quarter, there will be
three (3) rounds of bidding. Employees participating
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in the quarterly bids may bid open vacation slots of a
maximum of twenty-four consecutive hours (three
days). Employees who have had no Unplanned Time
Off (partial or full shift absences which are either not
pre-approved, protected under the Washington State
Paid Sick Leave Law, or protected by FMLA) during
the previous twelve (12) month period may place
bids totaling up to one hundred-twenty (120) hours
per calendar year; employees who have had UPTO
during the preceding twelve (12) month period may
place bids totaling up to eighty (80) hours per
calendar year. Employees who incur UPTO during
the calendar year will have their available annual bid
hours reduced to eighty (80) hours for any
subsequent quarterly bids. Employees that have
less than one hour (60 minutes) of UPTO due to
Unavoidable tardiness, shall be eligible for one
hundred-twenty (120) hours per calendar year.
Shift Changes and Vacation Bids. Employees required to change shifts
shall retain their original vacation bids. Employees who choose to change
shifts due to posted shift bid openings shall retain their original annual
vacation bids as long as the bid does not exceed the allowed shift
limitations. If an employee loses their vacation bid due to the forgoing, the
employee shall be allowed to take the vacation at another available time.
LEAVES
Attendance Policy. Expectations regarding attendance, procedures for
reporting absences and consequences for employees whose attendance is
unsatisfactory are described in the Attendance Policy.
FMLA Leave. Eligible employees may use leave under the Federal Family
Medical Leave Act and RCW 49.78 in accord with the Employer’s policy.
Employees taking such leave must exhaust all PTO in their leave bank prior
to taking any unpaid leave.
Bereavement Leave. A regular full-time employee who has a member of
his/her "immediate family" taken by death may request up to three (3) days
off without loss of pay; up to five (5) days off may be taken if funeral services
are held out of the State of Washington. In the event that an employee
needs more time away from work for the death of an immediate family
member, or leave due to the death of a family member not covered by
bereavement leave, he/she may use PTO (or in the absence of PTO, unpaid
leave) with approval, which will not be unreasonably denied.
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Jury Duty. An employee who is called for possible jury duty shall not lose
any pay by reason of such call or by reason of serving as jurors. The
employer shall pay such employees their regular compensation.
Employees may retain any payment made to them as jurors.
Night shift employees who are selected for jury duty
service shall be reassigned to the day shift for the
period they are required to serve as jurors and they
shall be covered by the provisions of this Article. Any
employee selected for long-term jury duty (at least five
(5) days) shall be reassigned to dayshift, Monday
through Friday, for the period they are required to
serve as jurors. Employees that serve five (5) or more
days as jurors shall be allowed to take two (2)
consecutive days off before returning to their normal
assigned shift (PTO or time off without pay).
Employees are expected to report for duty if released
early from their jury duty requirements.
INSURANCE
The Employer will maintain the status quo through December 31, 2018 for
all employees on all plans under the same terms. During 2018, the
Association will take the following measures with regard to its ongoing
participation in the LEOFF Trust:
The Association will formally delegate to the Employer
responsibility for communications with the LEOFF
Trust over employees’ additions to/removal from the
plans, issues relating to billing, employee questions
regarding coverage, and information required for
Affordable Care Act purposes.
The Association will communicate the parties’
agreement relating to the communications identified in
Paragraph 5 to the LEOFF Trust. The Association will
also request that the LEOFF Trust provide to HR any
information about plan changes at the time such
information is provided to the Association, and the
Association will promptly forward to HR any such
information provided only to the Association.
Effective January 1, 2019, tThe Employer will offer medical
insurance coverage to full-time Association members and their dependents
through the Association of Washington Cities (“AWC”) Employee Benefit
Trust. The Employer shall contribute the following percentages toward the
premiums necessary to maintain medical insurance under the AWC
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HealthFirst 250 or AWC Kaiser Permanente $20 Copay/$200 Deductible
Plan:
Ninety-five percent (95%) for employee only;
Ninety-two and one-half percent (92.5%) for
employee + one dependent;
Ninety percent (90%) for employee + spouse;
employee + two dependents; or employee/spouse/one
dependent.
Eighty-five
percent
(85%)
employee/spouse/two or more dependents.

for

Any employee who opts out of medical coverage after providing adequate
proof of insurance shall be entitled to an opt-out payment of three hundred
fifty dollars ($350.00) per month.
Effective January 1, 2019, tThe Employer will offer dental insurance
coverage through the AWC Delta Dental Plan E and vision insurance
through the AWC Vision Services Plan. The Employer will contribute ninetyfive percent (95.0%) of the premium for employee only coverage and eightyfive percent (85.0%) of the premium for employees insuring dependents.
The Employer will offer life, LTD and AD&D insurance coverage to
its employees. The Employer will bargain with the Association before
making any change to its coverage providers that would affect the terms of
coverage.
In the event that there are material changes to the benefits provided
by the health insurance plans specified in this Article, the Association may
reopen this Agreement for the sole purpose of proposing an alternative plan.
Unless and until any such proposal results in an agreed change of plan,
employees will receive the benefits provided by the plans identified above
as they are then-provided by the AWC Benefits Trust.
Medical, dental, and vision, life, LTD and AD&D insurance coverage
is available to all regular, full time employees in the bargaining unit, their
spouses and dependent children under age 26. Employees become eligible
the first day of the month following hire.
Employee contributions toward the insurance premiums above will
be made through payroll deductions, which will cover the premium for the
month during which the deductions are withheld. The Employer will work
toward establishing a plan that will permit employee’s contributions towards
the cost of their insurance to be made through pre-tax payroll deduction in
2019.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Safety Standards. Both Employer and employees shall comply with State
of Washington Safety Codes.
Each employee shall be issued the proper equipment
required to perform his/her duties. Each employee
shall ensure that his/her assigned workstation has
sufficient resource materials on hand and available for
their shift relief. If an employee cannot so ensure,
he/she shall notify his/her shift supervisor.
Training/Team Meetings. When employees are required to attend training
or meetings outside their normal shift, they will be paid at the overtime rate
of pay for actual hours spent at such meetings in accordance with the
provisions of Section 5.3. Mandatory training and/or team meetings shall
neither be considered as nor eligible for callback. Time spent attending
mandatory training and/or team meetings will count towards the maximum
number of hours an employee will be permitted to work on a shift or in a
given period.
All mandatory training away from the communications
center shall be paid for by the Employer, with such
costs limited to registration, books, meals, lodging and
travel expenses; those items not paid in advance shall
be paid upon presentation of receipt of expense
claims. All such training time must be paid for in
accordance with the Fair Labor Standards Act and to
the extent legal and applicable, with the overtime
provisions in this Agreement.
The Director or his/her designee may assign full or
partial shift adjustments in conjunction with training in
lieu of overtime payments subject to the seventy-two
(72) hour shift adjustment.
The Employer shall notify all employees, including
relief employees, at least seven (7) days prior to any
mandatory training/team meeting. In the case of relief
employees, the Employer will notify these employees
by phone or other reasonable means.
New Classification Changes. Should it become necessary to establish a
new job classification or change an existing one during the life of this
Agreement, the Employer and the Association shall meet to negotiate and
consider the classification duties and if it is included or excluded from the
bargaining unit; and if included what the compensation rate shall be.
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New Hires. The Employer shall provide to new employees all materials
necessary for new hires to perform their duties. This shall include current
mapbooks and personal notebooks.
Relief Employees. The Employer may employ relief employees on an as
needed basis. A relief employee shall be defined as an on-call employee
hired to fill the absence or leave of a regular employee or to fill a vacancy
in a regular position until a regular employee is appointed. A relief employee
shall not be eligible for the benefits set forth within Articles 8, 9 and 10.
Provided that relief employees who work on a scheduled holiday shall be
paid one and one-half (1-1/2) times the employee’s regular hourly rate of
pay for all hours worked on the holidays. A relief employee shall not be
used to supplant a regular employee. There shall be a requirement of thirtytwo (32) hours worked each month for relief employees. This requirement
may be reduced at the discretion of the Director, or his designee, based on
current staffing requirements and shall not be considered a guarantee of
thirty-two (32) hours per month for relief employees. All relief employees
must be actively available for contact by the shift supervisors. Relief
employees shall, absent an emergency, work no more than sixty-nine (69)
hours per month. Relief employees shall be allowed to pre-schedule hours
with full time staff, and must then make themselves available to
management to meet scheduled staffing needs with any remaining hours.
Any remaining hours may be scheduled as desired by the relief employee.
Employees may contract with relief employees up to twelve (12) months
prior to the anticipated absence.
The maximum cumulative hours relief employees may work per calendar
year is limited to eight hundred twenty-eight (828) hours. The Employer will
provide to the Association the number of hours worked per month for each
relief employee.
For the purpose of determining the hourly rate of pay,
the appropriate monthly rate of pay set forth in
Appendix "A" and Appendix “B” shall be divided by one
hundred seventy-three point thirty-three (173.33).
STEP increases for relief employees shall be
predicated on five hundred twenty (520) hours worked
in a twelve (12) month period. A relief employee
working less than five hundred twenty (520) hours in a
twelve month period shall not receive a STEP increase
until the five hundred twenty (520) hour requirement is
met.
Once the five hundred twenty (520) hour requirement
is met then the twelve (12) month period again starts
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for the next successive STEP increase hourly
requirement.
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The management of the operation and the management of personnel and
the performances of other functions not expressly limited by the terms of
this Labor Agreement and/or State or Federal Law is the exclusive right of
management.
PERFORMANCE OF DUTY
There shall be no strike, sympathy strikes, slowdown or stoppage of work,
or any interference with the efficient management of the Organization during
the term of this Agreement; nor shall any employee fail to perform his/her
duties by refusing to cross any picket line of any labor organization during
the term of this Agreement in order to perform his/her duties. Any employee
who violates any provisions of this Article shall be subject to disciplinary
action including discharge.
DISCIPLINE
Just Cause. The Employer shall not issue a letter of reprimand
(written/disciplinary) to, suspend, demote, or discharge any employee who
has completed his/her probation period without just cause. The Employer
shall tailor discipline to respond to the nature and severity of the offense,
and the employee's prior disciplinary record
Investigations.
Disciplinary investigations that may result in discipline
greater than letter of reprimand shall be commenced
and concluded by the Employer within a reasonable
amount of time after the Employer has knowledge of
the facts and circumstances giving rise to the
possibility that an employee has committed acts
subject to discipline by the Employer. Employees have
an obligation to cooperate with any investigation
conducted by the Employer.
Employees are entitled, at their option, to have
Association representation during any investigatory
interview conducted by the Employer that the
employee reasonably believes may result in discipline
of the employee. During any such investigatory
interview, a participating Association representative
will be given the opportunity to ask questions, offer
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additional information and counsel the employee, but
may not obstruct the Employer’s investigation.
Pre-Disciplinary Procedure.
If the Employer intends to impose discipline that
involves a loss of pay or termination of employment,
the Employer shall inform the employee of the
proposed discipline in writing. The written notice shall
describe the event or conduct with sufficient
particularity to permit the employee to understand the
reason for the proposed discipline. A copy of the
employer’s investigative report will be provided to the
employee with the written notice. Unless otherwise
agreed between the employee and Employer, the
written notice will be provided a least forty-eight (48)
hours prior to the Pre-Disciplinary Meeting.
The Employer will schedule a Pre-Disciplinary Meeting
to permit the employee to respond to a notice of intent
to discipline. At the beginning of any Pre-Disciplinary
Meeting, the Employer will describe its proposed
discipline and the general reasons for issuing the
proposed discipline.
No later than fourteen (14) calendar days after the
close of the Pre-Disciplinary Meeting, the Employer
shall inform the employee of its disciplinary decision in
writing.
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Purpose. The parties recognize that the most effective
accomplishment of the work of Snohomish County 911 requires
prompt consideration and equitable adjustments of the employee's
grievances. It is the desire of the parties to adjust grievances
informally and expeditiously whenever possible.
Grievance Defined. A grievance is a dispute between the
Employer or its Management, and the Association/employee, as to
the interpretation, application or violation of any terms or provisions
of this Agreement. All grievances must be submitted in writing, and
must state the alleged violation and the remedy requested.
Time Limits. Time limits within the grievance procedure may be
waived or extended by the mutual agreement of both parties. If the
Association or employee fails to act or respond within the specified
time limits, the grievance will be considered waived. If the
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Employer fails to respond within the specified time limits, the
grievance shall proceed to the next step of the grievance
procedure. The day after the event, act or omission, or the day
after the Association or employee became or reasonably should
have become aware of the event, act or omission, shall be the first
day of a timeline under this Article. In the event a time limit under
this Article ends on a weekend or holiday, the deadline will
automatically be extended to the following business day.
Informal Resolution of Problems. Employees are encouraged to
attempt to resolve potential grievances through informal discussion
with their supervisors and/or Association representative prior to
filing a grievance.
Submission of Grievances and Responses. All grievances and
requests for arbitration must be submitted to the Employer’s
Finance and Administrative Service Manager or designee, who will
be responsible for distributing the grievance or request to the
appropriate Employer representative for response. All Employer
responses will be submitted to the Association President.
Grievances challenging disciplinary action may be asserted by an
employee or by the Association on behalf of one or more
employees; all other grievances may be asserted only by the
Association.
STEP ONE: Regardless of the status of any informal
discussion, a grievance must be submitted within twentyeight (28) calendar days from the date the employee(s) or
the Association became aware or should have become
aware that contractual rights were violated. The
appropriate Manager shall respond to the grievance in
writing within fourteen (14) calendar days of its receipt.
STEP TWO: Should Step One fail to resolve the
grievance, within fourteen (14) calendar days following
receipt of the Step Two response, the Association will
submit the grievance for consideration by the Director or
designee. The Director shall respond to the grievance in
writing within fourteen (14) calendar days of its receipt.
STEP THREE ARBITRATION: If the Association is
dissatisfied with the decision of the Director, within thirty
(30) calendar days following receipt of the Step Three
response, the Association shall submit a written request
for arbitration, setting forth the specific question to be
arbitrated. In the event the parties are unable to agree
upon an arbitrator within seven (7) calendar days of the
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Association’s written request, the Association will request
that the American Arbitration Association provide a list of
nine (9) qualified and approved arbitrators from
Washington and/or Oregon. Within fourteen (14) calendar
days following the receipt of the list of eligible arbitrators,
the parties’ representatives shall meet or confer to select
an arbitrator. The parties shall each strike four (4)
arbitrators from the list in an alternating order, and the
remaining arbitrator shall hear the dispute. The party
exercising the first strike shall be the loser of a flip of a
coin.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on
both parties. The arbitrator, however, shall have no right
to amend, modify, nullify, ignore, add to, or subtract from
the provisions of this Agreement. He/she shall consider
and decide only the specific grievance submitted in writing
by the Employer and the Association and shall have no
authority to make a decision on any other issue not so
submitted.
The Arbitrator's fees and expenses, the cost of any
hearing room, and the cost of an original transcript if
ordered by both parties, shall be borne equally by the
Employer and the Association. All other costs and
expenses, including attorneys’ fees, shall be borne by the
parties incurring them.
EMPLOYEES' BILL OF RIGHTS
All employees within the bargaining unit shall be entitled to the protection of
what shall hereinafter be termed as the "Employees Bill of Rights" as set
forth below, which shall be added to the present Rules and Regulations of
the Employer. The wide-ranging powers and duties given to SNOPAC and
its members involve them in all manner of contacts and relationships with
the public. From these contacts come many questions concerning the
actions of members of Snohomish County 911. These questions often
require immediate investigation by superiors designated by the Director of
Snohomish County 911.
In criminal matters an employee shall be afforded those constitutional rights
available to any citizen.
In matters relating to job performance, the following guidelines shall be
followed:
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Before any fact finding inquiry, an employee shall be
informed of the nature of the matter in sufficient detail
to reasonably apprise him/her of the matter.
Any fact-finding inquiries of an employee shall be at a
reasonable hour, preferably when the employee is on
duty, unless the exigencies of the investigation dictate
otherwise. Where practicable, interrogations shall be
scheduled for the daytime.
Any fact-finding inquires (which shall not violate the
employee's constitutional rights) shall take place at
Snohomish County 911 except when impractical. The
employee shall be afforded an opportunity and facilities
to contact and consult privately with an attorney of
his/her own choosing or a representative of the
Association may be present during the inquiries.
The questioning shall not be overly long and the
employee shall be entitled to such reasonable
intermissions as he/she shall request for personal
necessities, meals, telephone calls and rest periods.
The employee shall not be subjected to any offensive
language, nor shall he/she be threatened with
dismissal, transfer or other disciplinary punishment as
a guise to attempt to obtain his/her resignation, nor
shall he be intimidated in any other manner. No
promises or rewards shall be made as an inducement
to answer questions.
The Employer shall not require any employee covered
by this Agreement to take or be subjected to a lie
detector test as a condition of continued employment
in positions covered by this Agreement.
The Employer shall maintain one official personnel file.
Employee evaluations and disciplinary material shall
only be placed in the file after the same has been
presented to the employee and the presentation has
been acknowledged by signature of the employee or
the supervisor/manager presenting the evaluation or
discipline. Employees may petition the Employer to
remove or modify information in their personnel files.
The Employer will determine if irrelevant or erroneous
information exists and remove all such information
from the file. If the Employer does not agree with a
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request for removal, the employee may submit a
statement of rebuttal or correction for entry into the
record.
Performance improvement plans and documents
memorializing performance coaching and counseling
provide notice of performance issues and
expectations. Such documents are not considered
discipline, are not a step in a progressive discipline
process, and are not subject to the grievance process.
They will not be included in an employee’s official
personnel file unless they are used to support
discipline at the level of a written reprimand or above,
but may be maintained in a supervisory working file.
Documents will be removed from the supervisory
working file at the time of the employee’s annual review
unless the supervisor, Human Resources or the
Operations Manager deems them relevant to the
Employee’s ongoing performance.
Medical or Psychological Examinations.
The Employer retains the right to require employees to
submit to medical or psychological examinations when
the Employer can identify legitimate, nondiscriminatory reasons: to doubt the employee’s
capacity to perform his or her job duties; or to believe
that the individual presents a significant risk of
substantial harm to the health or safety of him/herself
or others that cannot be eliminated or reduced by
reasonable accommodation.
The Employer will comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act in all such examinations. All medical
records maintained by the Employer will be maintained
in separate confidential files, consistent with the ADA.
SAVINGS CLAUSE
It is the intention of the parties hereto to comply with all applicable
provisions of the State or Federal Law and they believe that each and every
part of this Agreement is lawful. All provisions of this Agreement shall be
complied with unless any of such provisions shall be declared invalid or
inoperative by a Court of final jurisdiction. In such event, either party may
request renegotiation of such invalid provisions for the purpose of finding
an adequate and lawful replacement thereof; provided however, that such
findings shall have no effect whatsoever on the balance of this Agreement.
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DURATION CLAUSE
This Agreement shall be effective June 1, 20182020, and shall remain in
full force and effect through May 31, 20202021, during which time no
additional provisions shall be negotiated except as many be mutually
agreed upon between the Employer and the Association.
Each party shall endeavor to commence collective bargaining by March 15,
20210, on amendments to any and all provisions of this Agreement with the
objective of concluding such bargaining prior to May 31, 20210, for the
Agreement commencing June 1, 20212020.
Dated this _____ day of _______________, 20182020.
SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION

SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911

By:____________________________ By:________________________________
Title: North Campus SCEA President

Title:_______________________________

By:____________________________
Title: South Campus SCEA President
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APPENDIX “A”
To the AGREEMENT
By and Between
Snohomish County 911And
Snohomish County 911 Employees Association
This Appendix is supplemental to the AGREEMENT by and between SNOHOMISH COUNTY
911, hereinafter referred to as the “Employer”, and the Snohomish County 911 Employees
Association, hereinafter referred to as the “Association”.
A.1

Salary Schedules. Effective June 1, 2020, the monthly rates of pay will remain as follows:

Classification

Step A

Step B

Step C

Step D

Step E

0-12 months

13-24 months

35-36 months

37-48 months

49+ months

Call Taker
Trainee Dispatcher
(2% less than Dispatcher
wages)

$

4,594

$

4,686

Dispatcher
Cross-Trained Dispatcher
(3% more than Dispatcher
wages)

$
$

A.2

$

4,735

$

4,894

$

5,113

4,782

$

5,005

$

5,337

$

5,671

$

6,006

4,925

$

5,155

$

5,497

$

5,841

$

6,186

Step Increases.
A.2.1

Employees shall commence receiving the next higher pay step within their
classification as provided in Section 7.6 above.

A.2.2

An employee promoted from one classification to another shall be placed into the
lowest pay step of the higher classification which still provides for an increase
higher than that currently being received by the promoted employee. A promoted
employee shall retain his/her date of promotion as his/her anniversary date for
purposes of administering pay step advancement.

A.3

Cross-Trained Dispatchers. Dispatchers who are cross trained in both police and fire
disciplines will receive the Cross-Trained Dispatcher pay rate. The increase will be given
to Dispatchers at the time they begin the academy/training for the second discipline.

A.4

Trainee Dispatcher Wage Schedule. Trainee Dispatchers (“TD”) shall be paid two
percent (2.0%) less than the Dispatcher wage at Step A. Once a TD completes training in
calltaking and either police or fire dispatching, the TD shall proceed to a dispatcher at Step
A. The date the Trainee is placed at Step A will be his/her anniversary date for purposes
of administering pay step advancement.
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM

Date: 12/14/2020
Action Title: Financial Consultant
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
The Finance Committee is coordinating engagement with a financial consultant to conduct a
post-merger/consolidation review of SNO911 Financial processes. A scope document was
shared with the Board in November soliciting input and an updated version is attached.
A competitive process will occur in 2021 and the results will be shared.
Reviewed and supported by the Finance Committee.

Recommendation/Motion:
Accept the financial consultant scope.
Funding:
The Board approved funding under Capital Project 80-050 for $20,000 as part of the 2021
Budget.
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Consultant Scope of Work for Financial Review
SCOPE
Agency seeking an experienced individual or firm specializing in financial process analysis, with
particular focus on internal controls and best practices. The consultant will need a preliminary
understanding of the newly merged organizations purpose, governance, funding sources, the users of
reports, and the key elements that the users like to measure with, and awareness of governmental
compliance requirements. These services may cover but are not limited to the following:















Review, examine and analyze the agency’s financial software for effectiveness.
Perform risk analysis
Review, examine and analyze the agency’s mergers including plan and amendments for
compliance.
Compare financial statements, pre and post merger
Review internal control policies and processes
Observe financial team separation of duties
Test controls and review audit trails
Consider security weaknesses and make recommendations for improvements
Consult with Leadership Team Directors for relevant information and perspective on current and
future projects and services
Identify areas to streamline transaction processes
Review digital utilization impact to the process flow and records retention.
Document the pros and cons of cash basis vs accrual accounting for the agency.
Make recommendation for changes in processes and/or software and security that includes
governmental compliance requirements.
Make suggestions for the format of the reporting system with the key measurement elements
that the users should monitor on a regular basis.

Submissions:








Cover letter summarizing interest in the project
Overview of firm’s history, qualifications and experience on similar projects
Qualifications of individual’s that will be performing the work
Proven approach effective with sustainable execution
Provide previous consultation engagments by sharing scope and outcomes
References
Hourly rates and expected number of hours to complete the project

Deliverables:



Clear action plan with measurable benefits and fast efficient delivery.
Timeline for approach with priorities defined
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM

Date: 12/14/2020
Action Title: Future Facility Discussion
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
As we discussed as recent as the November Board Meeting a decision is necessary on whether
to continue to operate the agency from the leased space commonly known as the North
Campus or to pursue a purpose built facility. As has been explained the lack of a clear path
creates challenges for the agency as well.
Several Board Members were prepared to move towards a new facility at the Nov Board
Meeting but were asked to allow the Future Facility Committee which had recently added new
members to attempt to develop a recommendation.
The Future Facility Committee met on 12/8/2020 and is recommending the agency begin
planning to acquire a new facility. The committee does not believe renovations of the existing
facility is a wise investment and see it as a short-term solution whereas a new facility will be
needed for future growth. There is recognition that the existing facility does not allow full
consolidation of staff even with renovations.
The planning team will work to develop a framework for acquiring a new facility that includes
recommendations on process, funding, colocation potential, location evaluation, and external
support resources.

Recommendation/Motion:
Authorize staff to develop plans around building a new consolidated 911 facility.
Funding:
TBD
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM

Date: 12/14/2020
Action Title: Purchasing Coordinator
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
In July 2020 the Board approved additional RRP staffing (see attached) that included a Project
Admin position which was a hybrid position to provide procurement and administrative support.
We have been unsuccessful finding suitable candidates for this position.
Staff recommend using one of the existing Admin positions on a part-time basis to support the
administrative needs and hire a Procurement position that will support the RRP and entire
agency’s procurement needs.
This authorization has no fiscal impact beyond what has already been approved. This will be a
two-year contract position unless extended/changed by the Board.
Reviewed and supported by the Personnel Committee.

Recommendation/Motion:
Authorize the revised position of Purchasing Coordinator as outlined in the job description.
Funding: Previously approved through Radio Replacement Project
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Approved by SNO911
ACTION PROPOSAL FORM Board on 7/16/2020
Date: July 6, 2020
Action Title: Radio Replacement Project Resource Needs
Time Sensitivity: Urgent/Elevated
Background / Purpose:
With assistance from ADCOMM Engineering, the Radio Replacement Project (RRP) team has
completed a new/updated project plan and has developed specific staffing needs. The team has
identified all of the significant tasks and buckets of work that needs to be completed as part of the
overall RRP. Each task has an estimated number of hours to complete which has identified the need
for additional project resources. Additionally, the team has developed recommendations on how to
assign existing resources as well as identify where there are resource gaps.
The RRP org chart below shows the known project needs, whether the need is currently met through
existing staff and/or contracted positions, as well as the additional resource needs. For each need
identified, staff have recommendations as to the best way to bring a resource onboard. This includes
a recommendation for full-time regular staff or to contract the work out with a professional firm.

Core Project Team

Subscriber Technicians

Duane Leger
ECS
*Radio Tech (100%)

TBD -New Hire
ECS
*Radio Tech (75%)

Brad Steiner
Deputy Director, WT
*Project Executive
*Change Manager
*Stakeholder Manager

Identified Need
*Project Admin
*Procurement
*Regular FTE (Term)
(100%)

Michael Gallagher
Project Manager
*Subscriber Installation
Manager

ADCOMM
Molly Kovaka
*Lead Project Manager

Howard Tucker
Systems Support Manager
*Systems Engineer
*Lead Integrator

ADCOMM
Susan Ronning
*Lead Systems Engineer

Radio System Technicians

Kevin Arnold
ECS/IT
*Radio Tech (50%)

Cabe Bartz
ECS
*Radio Tech (50%)

Identified Need
Sr. ECS
*Regular FTE(Term) or
Contract)(100%)

Identified Need
Entry Level ECS
*Regular FTE
(Term)(100%)

Civil and Site Work
Identified Need
Site Manager
*Temporary Contract
(50-75%)

Michael Aippershbach
*Permitting Expert

Andy Perry
*Facilities & Maintenance
(~20%)

Identified Need
A&E Firm
*Professional Services
Contract(s)
Elec, Mech, Struct, CAD
Drafting, etc.
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Project Admin
The project admin person will assist all project team members with procurement (day-to-day
purchases, RFPs, RFQs, support vendor contracts, support project financial management)
documentation, coordination, and execution of SNO911 processes. Examples of tasks/duties include:
working under the SNO911 procurement policy to make purchases needed for the project and
ensuring proper documentation and processes are followed. This person would also support the
ongoing inventory management, assist with stakeholder communications and training, and other
administrative duties. Staff recommend hiring a 2-year term limit employee with an approximate
annual cost of $125K.
Senior ECS Technician
The project needs a senior level ECS. This person would reduce the workload of Howard Tucker who
is splitting his time between providing system engineering to the project and maintaining the system.
This person would be assigned certain aspects of the infrastructure installation that require advanced
expertise and experience. The project team is recommending an extension of the ADCOMM
agreement to cover this need, but may end up with a regular FTE. Under either scenario a set term
limit of 2 years. Approximate annual cost for a contract employee is $260K ($125/hr).
Entry Level ECS Technician
This person would be applied to the project in a variety of ways. There are times where extra
assistance is needed during peak activities. For example, this person could help with inventory,
subscriber deliveries, system maintenance work. Very soon there will be multiple contractors at
multiple sites at once and a lot of other concurrent activities. Staff recommend hiring a 2-year term
limit employee with an approximate annual cost of $153K.
Site Manager
This person will help develop the scope of work for each site including mechanical, electrical, and
other A&E needs. This includes site visits as necessary. This person will assist with the
communication between the project team, professional contracts, and the permit expert. Following
work completion, this person will assist in the inspection ensuring quality and completeness of
contracted work. Staff recommend bringing on this resource through an ADCOMM contract extension.
Approximate costs are $122K ($125/hr, 80 hours a month, 12 months)

Recommendation/Motion: Approve to move forward with the project support needs to include both
hiring FTE term-limited employees and other professional service contracts to meet the needs outlined
in this APF.
Funding Source: Radio Replacement Project Contingency
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Class Title: Purchasing Coordinator
Effective Date: 12-16-2020
Revised: n/a

General Nature & Scope of Work
Under the direct supervision of the Director of Finance and Human Resources, the job emphasis for the
Purchasing Coordinator is on performing procurement of supplies, materials, equipment, and services.
The work includes obtaining quotes and completing purchases within established limits and guidelines,
creating purchase orders and assisting with the development of specifications for and the purchase of
specific items, and publishing and administering request for proposals (RFP) processes. The work involves
complex technical and clerical work related to purchasing supplies, materials, equipment, and contract
maintenance. The work includes drafting specifications, scopes of work and change orders. This position
leads the formal bids processes and educates other personnel on procurement process. The work is
governed by rules, policies, and procedures with general supervision. In addition to procurement and
administrative support the job necessitates advanced level administrative support in creating reports,
documents, and presentations in various formats for presentation and publication via the SNO911 webpage, email, or other platforms. This is an FLSA non-exempt position.
Essential Functions of the Job













Prepare purchase orders and track them through the approval process.
Prepare, issue, and evaluate information solicitations
Draft professional communications (letters, memos, presentations) in
representation of project and agency needs.
Draft specifications, scopes of work, amendments and change orders that
comply with procurement and contracting rules.
Prepare and issue Requests for Proposals, Requests for Qualifications,
and formal sealed bids for a range of supplies and services, including
public works improvements, construction projects, architectural services,
engineering services and other professional services and contracts.
Acts as the lead during the bidding process and assist in the writing of
specifications, identifying sources, contacting potential bidders, fielding
questions during the bidding phase and evaluating proposals.
Evaluate bids and proposals and recommend award according to
established guidelines; participate in negotiations of pricing and terms.
Originate and finalize competitive solicitation documents; prepare and
finalize contracts for long-term agreements; prepare invitations for bids,
proposals, quotes, or other documents.
Receive, examine and process requests into purchase orders; follow-up
and expedite delivery of purchase orders.
Perform market research to better understand market conditions and
appropriate pricing for site work and site-related rents and other fees
Research and follow-up; validate market data, and assist with contract
renewals and extensions.
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Research, review, and compile information relating to a variety of
procurement issues and projects.
Research cost and best source data; contact vendors and suppliers
regarding prices, availability and terms.
Research and resolve problems, errors or discrepancies with purchase
orders, contracts, authorization, or other transactions; coordinate with
other personnel as needed.
Assist with expediting purchases; process required documentation;
obtain signature or authorization and contact vendors regarding shipping
delays.
Communicate and coordinate with other public agencies regarding
existing contracts, cooperative purchasing, vendor sources, and common
purchasing methods and procedures.
Assure agency compliance with applicable state and federal purchasing
and contracting laws, codes, guidelines, policies and procedures, legal
advice and generally accepted public practices related to securing goods
and services.
Create and maintain a variety of records including inventory, purchasing,
and issuance of materials and supplies
Provide expertise and guidance and educate department personnel on
purchasing policies and procedures, including RFP processes.
Maintain records in compliance with the local government records
retention schedule.
Prepare regular reports based on attending team meetings and other
input
Work with other departments to publish materials via SNO911 web-page
and other platforms as assigned
Assist in scheduling and coordinating meetings, presentations and
compiling meeting summaries and action items
Draft professional communications (letters, memos) in representation of
project and agency needs.
Draft and maintain process documents that outline agency guidelines
Centralized past competitive bids and incorporate into established
processes
Other related duties as assigned.

Knowledge, Skills & Abilities
Knowledge of:


Applicable local, state and federal laws regarding public procurement.
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Procurement principles and best practices, negotiations and techniques as related to local
government purchasing.
Basic knowledge of accounting and budgeting
Advance knowledge of cost and price analysis
Contract development, administration and legal requirements.
Vendor sourcing, market condition and price trends.

Skill Level:









Strong negotiations skills.
In-depth cost and price analysis abilities
Advanced communication skills including written and verbal communications
Customer focused interpersonal skills
Intermediate to advanced level Microsoft Office programs – Word, Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint
Intermediate to advanced level Adobe programs – ADOBE DC/PDF
Problem-solving and conflict resolution
Critical thinking and analytical skills

Ability to:












Problem solve and perform analysis, manage projects and make timely
and quality decisions
Perform challenging tasks efficiently and effectively
Create and maintain complex spreadsheets and documents
Adjust to changing priorities and handle multiple tasks simultaneously
with attention to detail
Establish and maintain effective working relationships with staff and
vendors
Work independently and meet deadlines
Assimilate key information from multiple sources into a format that can
be utilized and understood by a wide variety of audiences
Create written documents that reflect requirements
Evaluate bids and recommend the most cost effective course of action;
Read, interpret and apply policies and laws and regulations related to
procurement
Represent the agency in a professional environment

Education & Experience
Any combination of education and related experience sufficient to provide the requisite knowledge,
skills and abilities.
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Bachelor’s Degree in business administration, purchasing or a related field, AND
At least five (5) years’ experience with procurement and contract administration work involving
the preparation of specifications, proposals and cost analyses
Certified Purchasing Manager or Certified Public Purchasing Buyer (CPPB) or Certified Public
Purchasing Officer (CPPO) or related certification

Physical Demands and Working Conditions
Physical Demands and Working Conditions
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to
successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to
enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.
 Work is performed primarily in an office environment under pressure and requires the ability to
quickly adjust to changing priorities and demands.
 While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and use a
keyboard.
 Travel by various modes of private and commercial transportation within the region may be
required.
The statements contained in this class specification reflect general details as necessary to describe the
principle functions of this class, the level of knowledge and skill typically required, and the scope of
responsibility, but should not be considered an all-inclusive listing of work requirements. Individuals may
perform other duties as assigned including work in other functional areas to cover absences or relief, to
equalize peak work periods or otherwise to balance the workload.
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 12/8/2020
Action Title: Evergreen Health Contract Replacement
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
SNOCOM and SNOPAC have had agreements with Evergreen Health since approx. 2008.
Evergreen Health offers a Healthline that allows us to transfer specifically triaged, low acuity,
911 calls to a nurseline. This allows us to transfer and offload a potential EMS call to a
consulting nurse who will provide additional information to the caller about seeking care. The
proposed agreement will replace both existing contracts.
The primary change in the agreement is the structure of the per call fee. The new fee would
increase to $54.65, per transferred call, beginning in January 2021. This fee would
automatically increase by 3% per year. It’s important to note we currently transfer approx. 120
calls per year to this service.
The attached agreement is currently in the legal review process. We are expecting an updated
version by the end of the week that will be included in the Board Packet.
Reviewed and supported by the Finance Committee.

Recommendation/Motion:
Motion to authorize the Executive Director or his designee to sign the successor agreement
with Evergreen Healthline to provide Healthline services, pending final legal review.
Funding Source: Operating Fund 70
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EVERGREENHEALTH
HEALTHLINE SERVICES AGREEMENT
This EvergreenHealth Healthline Services Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into and dated as
of October 29, 2020 (“Effective Date”) by and between King County Public Hospital District No. 2 d/b/a
EvergreenHealth, a Washington municipal corporation (“EvergreenHealth”) and Snohomish County 911,
a Washington nonprofit corporation (“Client”).

Recitals
A.
EvergreenHealth is a public hospital district that operates health care facilities in King and
Snohomish Counties, including the EvergreenHealth Healthline, a consulting nurse service that provides
consulting nurse and other health information services as set forth in this Agreement, Exhibit A and/or any
other Scopes of Work, to callers who are physically present in Washington State (“Healthline Services”).
B.
Client desires to receive the Healthline Services identified herein for population of callers
as defined herein.
C.
EvergreenHealth agrees to provide such services to Client and Client agrees to compensate
EvergreenHealth for the services on the terms and conditions set forth herein.
D.
The parties acknowledge that EvergreenHealth provides Healthline Services to Client’s
successors in interest pursuant to agreements with SNOPAC and SNOCOM (the “Previous Agreements”)
and that this Agreement amends, restates and therefore, except as provided herein, replaces and supersedes
the Previous Agreements as of the Effective Date identified in Section 6 below.

Agreement
NOW THEREFORE, in furtherance of the Recitals, the parties agree as follows:
1.
Compliance with Laws and Requirements. In performing this Agreement, each party
shall and shall require its employees, representatives and subcontractors performing any part of its duties
hereunder to comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules, regulations and mandatory
guidance; standards of accrediting bodies and regulatory agencies having jurisdiction over the party, the
practice of medicine and/or services provided in the party’s facilities or for its patients or members; the
bylaws, policies, rules and regulations of the parties and/or of their medical staff; and third party payor
requirements including but not limited to government funded healthcare programs; all as they exist from
time to time (“Applicable Requirements”). If Applicable Requirements require a change to this
Agreement, the parties shall immediately and in good faith attempt to resolve the matter through
amendments, but lack of amendment shall not change the applicability of any Applicable Requirements.
1.
Services. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, including all exhibits which are
incorporated herein by this reference, Client engages EvergreenHealth to provide and EvergreenHealth
accepts and agrees to provide Client the Healthline Services described herein for the caller population(s)
(“Callers”) as more fully set forth in one or more scopes of work (each an “SOW”), the first of which is
attached hereto as Exhibit A and any additional SOWs added by mutual agreement and signed by both
parties, all of which will be subject to the terms of this Agreement (collectively the “Services”). Authorized
use of the Services is limited to the Callers identified in an SOW. Except as expressly provided herein,
Client shall not have any right to sublicense, sell or otherwise transfer or assign any rights to access or use
the Services.
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2.
Compensation. Client shall compensate EvergreenHealth for the Services according to the
Fee Schedule attached as Exhibit B (“Fees”). Fees shall increase automatically effective January 1 of each
year by 3%. EvergreenHealth may impose additional Fee increases when necessary to reflect changes in
the cost of providing the Services or to meet other organizational requirements. EvergreenHealth will
provide at least 60 days’ advance written notice to Client of any additional Fee increases and provide any
updated Fee Schedules, which shall be incorporated herein. Continued use of the Services after the effective
date of any change in Fees constitutes acceptance of such Fees.
2.1.
Invoice and Payment. EvergreenHealth shall invoice Client monthly for Services
provided in the previous month (“Invoices”). Invoices shall identify the number of calls received during
the month and, unless otherwise agreed, shall be accompanied by a Monthly Report. Client shall pay
Invoices within 30 days after receipt. Invoices that are more than 30 days past due shall accrue interest at
the lesser of 1% per month or the highest rate permitted by law. EvergreenHealth may suspend Services
during any period in which payment is past due and EvergreenHealth may terminate this Agreement if a
delinquent payment is not received within 10 business days after EvergreenHealth provides a written notice
of the delinquency to Client. Client shall be responsible to pay all reasonable costs required to collect past
due amounts, including reasonable collection and legal fees.
2.2.
Fair Market Value. The parties intend and believe that: (i) the compensation is
reasonable and represents fair market value in an arms-length transaction for the Services, has not been
determined and shall not be modified or changed during the term of this Agreement, in any manner that
reflects the volume or value of referrals or other business generated between the parties; and (ii) nothing in
the Agreement requires or is intended to induce or reward any referrals for furnishing items or services
payable by any federal healthcare program or to restrict delivery of good or services to any patient.
3.

Definitions. For purposes of the Agreement:

3.1.
“Call” means, for purposes of Fees, any contact between a Nurse and a Caller (or
between Healthline Personnel and a Caller for calls that do not involve Consulting Nurse Services),
regardless of whether Healthline or the Caller initiates the call.
3.2.
“Caller” means an individual within the population(s) Client has contracted to
receive Healthline Services from EvergreenHealth pursuant to this Agreement as evidenced in an executed
SOW, including but not limited to Exhibit A.
3.3.
“Consulting Nurse Services” mean the Healthline Services provided to Callers
by EvergreenHealth through Nurses, including telephone health care consulting services, recommendations
for appropriate services and provision of general health information.
3.4.
“Healthline Software” means the proprietary software licensed to
EvergreenHealth by its third-party licensor that EvergreenHealth uses to document Healthline Services
provided to its clients.
3.5.
“Medical Advisory Board” or “MAB” is a committee of physicians and other
health care professionals maintained by EvergreenHealth to review, revise and approve Protocols.
3.6.
“Nurse” means a registered nurse, who is licensed as such with the State of
Washington and who provides Consulting Nurse Services on behalf of EvergreenHealth pursuant to this
Agreement.
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3.7.
“Protocols” are triage algorithms (or guidelines) that are approved by the MAB
and used by Nurses when providing Consulting Nurse Services to triage Callers to the appropriate level of
care.
4.
following:

EvergreenHealth Responsibilities. EvergreenHealth shall be responsible for the

4.1.
Healthline Services. EvergreenHealth is responsible for hosting and managing the
Healthline Services; for obtaining and maintaining the computer hardware, software, communications
systems, network and other infrastructure necessary for operation of the Healthline; and, subject to Client’s
Responsibilities, for providing the Services to Client as set forth herein. The parties shall jointly develop
appropriate implementation plans, as necessary to implement Services for Client (“Implementation
Plan”).
4.2.
Healthline Personnel. EvergreenHealth shall provide the Services through
appropriate clinical and non-clinical personnel employed by or contracted with EvergreenHealth
(“Healthline Personnel”). EvergreenHealth shall be responsible for employment, training, supervision,
evaluation and remuneration of all Healthline Personnel. All clinical Healthline Personnel shall possess
current and unrestricted Washington State licensure for their respective scope of practice, if and as required.
All Healthline Personnel are required to comply with EvergreenHealth Fitness for Duty Policies, including
but not necessarily limited to satisfactorily completing a Washington State Patrol background check on hire
(and every 2 years thereafter so long as the employee works with the Healthline), a 10 panel drug screen
on hire, periodic LMS modules, skills labs and competency training as required for the job duties and
licensing, and all continuing education requirements for the profession.
4.3.
Telephone Access. The parties shall assign a unique phone number to be used for
the Services (“Service Number”). If indicated in Exhibit A, EvergreenHealth shall maintain a dedicated
phone line for the Services. If maintained by EvergreenHealth, EvergreenHealth grants Client a limited,
revocable right and license to use the Service Number for such purposes during the Term and subject to all
provisions of this Agreement. Client acknowledges that the Service Number is owned by EvergreenHealth
and upon termination of the Agreement Client’s right in and to the Services Number shall cease. If Client
maintains the phone line and Service Number, Client shall be responsible for any Client-specific greetings
and/or prompts required for the Services and for ensuring the phone line has a prerecorded message advising
callers (i) “If this is a life-threatening situation, hang up and dial 911,” and (ii) “This call may be recorded
for quality assurance and training purposes.” During the term of this Agreement, Client agrees the Service
Number will be dedicated to the Services for use by authorized Callers and Client will not publicly share
or distribute the Service Number except as agreed in writing by EvergreenHealth. EvergreenHealth reserves
the right to require a change in the Service Number in the event of any errors, public dissemination or other
circumstances or events that cause significant use of the Service Number other than for the Callers to access
the Services. Unless otherwise provided in Exhibit A, the Services and pricing require Client to utilize the
EvergreenHealth Answering Service pursuant to a separate agreement and to instruct the Answering Service
to forward calls to the Healthline.
4.4.
Coverage. EvergreenHealth shall provide the Services during the coverage hours
outlined in Exhibit A; unless otherwise indicated therein, Consulting Nurse Services are generally provided
on a 24-hour a day, 7-day a week, 365-day a year basis; and Services indicated as provided during “Business
Hours,” are generally provided during the hours of 9 a.m. through 5 p.m., PT, Monday through Friday,
excluding holidays.
4.5.
Recording Calls. EvergreenHealth may (but shall not be obligated to) record
Healthline calls for any legally permissible purpose, including but not limited to quality assurance and
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training purposes (“Recordings”). EvergreenHealth shall have no obligation to retain any Recordings but
shall ensure that any retained Recordings are maintained within a secure electronic database and in
compliance with all applicable laws, including but not limited to Privacy and Security Laws.
EvergreenHealth shall own all Recordings and Client shall have no right to access Recordings.
4.6.
Monthly Reports. Periodically, but no more than once per month, EvergreenHealth
shall prepare reports of the Services provided under this Agreement, reports shall contain such information
and be in such formats as are compatible with EvergreenHealth’s systems and mutually agreed upon
(“Monthly Reports”). Upon request, EvergreenHealth may prepare additional or custom reports for Client,
subject to payment of any applicable fees at EvergreenHealth’s standard rates in effect at the time of the
request (“Custom Reports”). EvergreenHealth shall maintain copies of Reports for no less than six (6)
years.
4.7.
Performance Standards. EvergreenHealth shall and shall require individuals and
entities performing any part of the Work to (i) be properly licensed, certified and otherwise qualified to
provide the Services (ii) perform their duties, responsibilities and obligations in a timely and professional
manner within the applicable standard of care for the relevant community; (iii) comply with the Applicable
Requirements; (iv) comply with this Agreement, including but not limited to the confidentiality, privacy;
(v) perform the Services in a non-discriminatory manner, without regard to race, color, creed, condition,
sex, age, national origin, economic, veteran, handicapped or payor status (including government payors and
charity care) or sexual orientation; (vi) provide the Services in a collegial manner, consistent with a
professional, patient focused working environment; and (vii) cooperate with and participate in Client’s
quality assurance and utilization activities relevant to the Services.
4.8.
Consulting Nurse Services. Consulting Nurse Services shall be provided by Nurses
pursuant to Protocols approved by the MAB, and subject to any agreed upon Client-specific procedures
identified in Exhibit A (“Protocol Dispositions”). If a Client’s provider chooses (and/or instructs
Healthline Personnel) to recommend a different disposition, the provider shall be responsible for contacting
the Caller and informing the Caller of such decision and of the alternative disposition selected by the
provider. Healthline Personnel shall not accept (or transmit) clinical care orders from any source.
4.9.

Documenting Client Services.

4.9.1. Client Database. EvergreenHealth shall document the Services in a
database established for Client within the Healthline Software (“Client Database”). The Healthline
Software, including the Client Database, is available for EvergreenHealth’s internal use only, and Client
shall not be entitled to access the Client Database or the Healthline Software. If and to the extent indicated
in Exhibit A or a separate SOW, EvergreenHealth may agree to document triage notes, care advice and
recommended dispositions in Client’s EHR and/or otherwise use Client’s EHR for messaging and
notifications to Client’s providers regarding the Services. In such case, Healthline Personnel will access
and use such Client systems only to provide the Services and for no other purpose without Client’s prior
written consent. Notwithstanding any such agreement, Nurses may contact any provider directly if they
determine in their sole discretion that contact is indicated for a Call. If Health Personnel utilize Client’s
EHR, Client shall be responsible for all training costs and expenses (which may include hourly
compensation for Healthline Personnel) and the costs of any licenses required for Healthline Personnel to
use such systems. The per Call Fees will be increased to reflect the additional time required for Healthline
Personnel to document in Client systems. EvergreenHealth reserves the right in its sole discretion to
temporarily or permanently discontinue documenting in Client systems and to document in a Client
Database.
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4.10. Call Priority and Response Times. Healthline Calls shall be prioritized based on
urgency and, unless otherwise provided in Exhibit A, EvergreenHealth shall endeavor to respond to Calls
within following the time periods:
4.10.1. Emergent Calls: A condition requiring immediate medical attention, a
severe condition for which delay may be harmful to the individual and pose a potential threat to life or
bodily function. A Nurse shall respond to Emergent Calls within 15 minutes.
4.10.2. Urgent Calls: A condition requiring medical attention within four to eight
hours, involving an acute but not a severe condition that poses a danger to the individual if not attended to
within such timeframe. A Nurse shall respond to Urgent Calls within 30 minutes.
4.10.3. Non-Urgent Symptom-based Calls: A condition that does not require
emergency services, a minor or non-acute condition that is treatable with self-care information and/or
provider follow-up during normal business hours. A Nurse shall respond to Non-Urgent Symptom-based
Calls within 60 minutes.
4.10.4. Health Information Calls: Health information may be provided to callers
who do not have symptoms to report or if a Caller has symptoms but declines triage, in which case the
Nurse shall document “declines triage.” A Nurse shall respond to Health Information Calls within 60
minutes.
4.10.5. Other Calls: Appropriate Healthline Personnel shall respond to calls that
do not involve Consulting Nurse Services within a reasonable time given the nature of the call.
4.10.6. Call Diversion. If applicable, EvergreenHealth is unable to meet the
foregoing Triage Criteria due to unusually high call volumes, if applicable and after confirming with the
Client, EvergreenHealth may divert Callers back to Client or Client’s answering service for relay to the
appropriate on-call physician.
4.11. Service Interruption. EvergreenHealth shall report any interruption in Healthline
Services to the Client Contact within thirty (30) minutes of identifying the interruption. If applicable and
after confirming with the Client, EvergreenHealth may divert Callers back to Client or Client’s answering
service for relay to the appropriate on-call physician during a Service Interruption. EvergreenHealth shall
not be in breach of this Agreement because of a Service Interruption or delay that is caused by a Force
Majeure Event (as defined below).
4.12. Problem Identification. EvergreenHealth shall report any other problems (noninterruption issues) related to the Services on a daily basis, excluding weekends and holidays. The parties
shall meet as necessary to discuss and address any quality issues relative to the Services.
5.

Client’s Responsibilities. Client shall be responsible for the following:

5.1.
Client Contacts. Client shall designate an individual to serve as the liaison between
Client and EvergreenHealth to facilitate the Services and, if different, the Implementation Plan (“Client
Contact(s)”). The initial Client Contact (and contact information) shall be identified in Exhibit A. Client
shall provide EvergreenHealth with an updated list of names, phone numbers, fax numbers, and addresses
of the Client Contact and other pertinent Client personnel promptly if it changes during the Term of the
Agreement. Client may change the Client Contact upon notice to EvergreenHealth. The Healthline Director
is the designated contact for EvergreenHealth (“EvergreenHealth Contact”).
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5.2.
Client Cooperation. Client shall cooperate with EvergreenHealth in developing an
appropriate implementation plan(s) for the Services. During the Term of the Agreement, Client agrees to
provide in a timely manner, accurate and complete information, data, materials, permissions and
cooperation reasonably necessary for implementation and provision of the Services.
5.3.
Client Systems. Client is responsible for its own systems, including but not limited
to Internet access and other services, system security and disaster recovery, hardware and other technology,
data (back-ups, conversions, and otherwise), facilities, and other items required or used by Client in its
operations.
5.4.
Information. Client shall provide EvergreenHealth with the information
reasonably required by Exhibit A or in any additional SOW and, upon request, will provide additional
information as reasonably necessary during the Term of this Agreement to permit EvergreenHealth to
provide the Services. Client shall be responsible to ensure information provided to EvergreenHealth is
accurate, complete and updated as necessary in a timely manner.
5.5.
Client Resources. Client shall identify and update any resources necessary for
EvergreenHealth to provide the Services, such as hospitals, urgent care centers and any other service
resources specific to Client’s use of the Healthline Services.
5.6.
Client Staff and Caller Populations. Client shall be responsible for educating its
staff about the availability and appropriate use of the Services by Callers and Callers about availability and
use of the Services. Client shall instruct its staff and other providers to direct concerns regarding the
Services or the Protocols to the Client Contact who shall notify the EvergreenHealth Contact.
5.7.
Protocol Review. Upon Request, Client shall be permitted to review the Healthline
Protocols. However, EvergreenHealth reserves the right and sole discretion to establish and modify
Healthline Protocols.
6.
Term and Termination. This Agreement is effective as of January 1, 2021 (the
“Commencement Date”)will continue through December 31st and thereafter may be renewed by mutual
agreement. This Agreement may be terminated upon written notice: (i) 30 days after delivery of a written
notice of default if the notified party has not cured the default within such time; (ii) for reasons of patient
health, safety, rights and/or welfare; (iii) if the Agreement, the Services or the Compensation becomes
impossible or illegal, or the other party is insolvent, bankrupt or in receivership; (iv) as otherwise provided
in this Agreement; or (v) as mutually agreed between the parties in writing. Either party may terminate this
Agreement during the initial or any renewal term without cause by providing at least 90 days’ written notice
to the other party.
7.

Intellectual Property.

7.1.
Ownership of Intellectual Property. Each party shall own all right, title, and interest
in ideas, concepts, expertise, programs, systems, methodologies, data and other materials that it has
acquired or developed prior to or outside the scope of this Agreement. Client shall retain all right, title, and
interest, including copyrights, trademarks and patent rights, in any and all Client Content (as defined below)
provided to EvergreenHealth under this Agreement and any and all derivative works flowing from any of
the foregoing (collectively, “Client Intellectual Property”). EvergreenHealth shall own and retain all
right, title and interest, including copyrights, trademarks and patent rights, in any and all Services provided
under this Agreement and any and all derivative works flowing from any of the foregoing (collectively,
“EvergreenHealth Intellectual Property”). Neither party shall acquire any right, title, or interest in the
intellectual property rights of the other party by virtue of its performance under this Agreement.
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7.2.
License to use EvergreenHealth’s Intellectual Property. EvergreenHealth grants
Client, during the Term and subject to payment of all Fees as set forth herein, a limited, non-exclusive, nontransferable, license to use EvergreenHealth Intellectual Property for the sole and limited purpose of
receiving the Services for the benefit of the Callers, and not for the independent benefit of any third parties
or other patient populations or for the sale, use or other such conveyance to any third party. EvergreenHealth
Intellectual Property is provided solely for the purpose of fulfilling the terms of this Agreement and remains
the sole and exclusive property of EvergreenHealth.
7.3.
License to use Client’s Intellectual Property. Client grants EvergreenHealth,
during the Term, a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free license to reproduce, perform,
display, create derivative works of (solely for formatting purposes) and otherwise use any and all text,
graphics, data, or other materials (collectively, “Client Content”) provided by Client to EvergreenHealth
pursuant to this Agreement for the sole and limited purpose of delivering the Services to Client. Any Client
Content is provided solely for the purpose of fulfilling the terms of this Agreement and remains the sole
and exclusive property of Client. Client shall retain ownership to the Client Content.
7.4.
Publicity. Neither party shall use the other party’s name, trademarks, logos,
physical likeness, employee name, owner symbol or other image for any marketing, advertising or public
relations purposes without prior consent. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Client may use the
EvergreenHealth and/or Healthline names and/or logos to promote the Services to Callers (“Advertising”)
and in general communications relating to the Services directed to Callers (“Communications”); provided
that Client shall submit proposed Advertising to EvergreenHealth for approval prior to use.
EvergreenHealth shall not unreasonably delay, condition or withhold any such approval. Upon termination
of the Agreement for any reason, Client shall immediately cease using Advertising that contains the
EvergreenHealth and/or Healthline names and/or logos.
8.
Relationship of the Parties. The parties are independent contracting parties. This
Agreement is not intended to create a partnership, joint venture or employment relationship. Services
provided by EvergreenHealth and Healthline Personnel under this Agreement are those of an independent
contractor. Healthline Personnel are not Client’s employees. EvergreenHealth is solely responsible for
compensating Healthline Personnel for Services provided under this Agreement. If a party reasonably
requests information needed to respond to an audit or investigation by a government agency, the other party
will cooperate and provide documentation demonstrating that employment related matters have been timely
paid and/or correctly reported.
9.
Liability. Each party is responsible for its own acts and omissions in performance or breach
of the Agreement and for the acts and omissions of its employees, representatives and subcontractors while
the employee, representative or subcontractor is performing the party’s obligations or exercising its rights
under this Agreement. If loss or damage results from the conduct of more than one party, each party agrees
to be responsible for its own proportionate share of the claimant's total damages under the laws of the State
of Washington. Each party shall give prompt written notice to the other party of any claim, suit or demand
or any legal, administrative or regulatory action arising from or relating to performance of the Agreement
or the Work (“Claims”) or upon becoming aware of a fact, condition, circumstance or event that may give
rise to a Claim. Each party agrees to cooperate in good faith with the other party and its agents to investigate
and defend actual and potential Claims.
10.
Insurance. Each party will maintain commercial general and professional liability
insurance coverage in amounts sufficient to provide adequate coverage for its obligations hereunder and in
no event less than $1,000,000 per occurrence and $3,000,000 in the annual aggregate; cyber liability
coverage that includes technology errors and omissions, HIPAA and non-HIPAA privacy (exclusive of
punitive fines) and cyber-risk (network security) liability that includes notification expense and credit
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monitoring, in amounts sufficient to provide adequate coverage for its obligations hereunder and in no event
less than $1,000,000 per aggregate; and worker’s compensation if and as required by law. Each party agrees
to maintain such coverage, and if necessary tail or nose coverage, sufficient to cover all claims arising from
acts or omissions during the term of this Agreement. Upon request, a party will provide a certificate of
insurance evidencing such coverage. A party will notify the other party in writing promptly after the party
has knowledge of any revocation, suspension, reduction or limitation of such coverage that would cause
the party to cease satisfying the insurance provisions of this Agreement. Failure to maintain required
insurance is a material breach of the Agreement.
11.

Confidentiality; Privacy.

11.1. Confidential Information. During performance of this Agreement, a party (the
“Receiving Party”) may receive or otherwise obtain nonpublic information belonging to the other party
(the “Disclosing Party”) which is confidential in nature, including but not limited to nonpublic information
relating to business, finance, payors, operations, patients, research, employees, vendors and similar
information that a reasonable person would understand to be confidential or is marked as such
(“Confidential Information”). Confidential Information excludes information that (i) was in the public
domain prior to the time of disclosure; (ii) becomes publicly known after disclosure through no fault of the
Receiving Party; (iii) is already in the possession of the Receiving Party at the time of disclosure without
an obligation of confidentiality as evidence by written records; (iv) is obtained by the Receiving Party from
a third party without a confidentiality obligation and without a breach of such third party's obligations of
confidentiality to the Disclosing Party; (v) is independently developed by the Receiving Party without use
of or reference to the Confidential Information as evidenced by written records; or (vi) if and then only to
the extent it is required by law to be disclosed. A Receiving Party shall not use Confidential Information
disclosed pursuant to this Agreement for any purpose except performance or enforcement of this Agreement
and for its own internal business operations (the “Permitted Purposes”) and in strict compliance with all
provisions of this Agreement. A Receiving Party shall not disclose Confidential Information to third parties,
including its employees and consultants, except those who have a need to know the information for a
Permitted Purpose and who are under a substantially similar duty to protect the confidentiality of the
information. A Receiving Party shall maintain reasonable administrative, physical, and technical safeguards
to protect the security and confidentiality, and to avoid unauthorized use or disclosure of Confidential
Information. Without limiting the foregoing, the Receiving Party shall take at least those measures it takes
to protect its own most highly confidential information. A party shall provide prompt written notice of any
unauthorized use or disclosure of Confidential Information and shall cooperate with the disclosing party as
reasonably necessary to mitigate the effects of any such improper use or disclosure. A Receiving Party shall
be responsible for all reasonable costs associated with notification and/or mitigation of a data breach
involving Confidential Information received hereunder that is caused by the Receiving Party. Except as
expressly set forth in this Agreement, upon termination or earlier request, the Receiving Party shall return
or securely destroy Confidential Information received hereunder and copies thereof. Each party shall have
the right, subject to confidentiality provisions herein, to retain a secure copy of information received under
this Agreement for record keeping and compliance with laws, and for purposes of identifying and satisfying
its obligations and exercising its rights under this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall require a
party to alter or destroy any backup records that are maintained in the ordinary course of business. The
confidentiality obligations in this Section shall survive until the Confidential Information is returned or
destroyed or becomes publicly known through no fault of the Receiving Party; provided that, with respect
to PHI, the obligations shall continue until the PHI and copies thereof are returned or destroyed.
11.2. Whistle Blower Protections. This Agreement shall not prohibit or restrict any
person from lawfully reporting fraud, waste or abuse to a designated investigative or law enforcement
representative of any federal or state office, department or agency authorized to receive such information.
Confidentiality provisions in the Agreement are intended to be consistent with and will not be interpreted
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so as to in any way supersede, conflict with or otherwise alter any obligations, rights or liabilities created
by statute, regulation or executive order relating to (1) classified information; (2) communications to
Congress; (3) reporting to an Inspector General a violation of any law, rule or regulation, or
mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority or a substantial and specific danger to public
health or safety; or (4) any other whistleblower protection. To the extent applicable, definitions,
requirements, obligations, rights, sanctions and liabilities created by controlling Executive orders and
statutory provisions are incorporated into this Agreement and are controlling.
11.3. Privacy and Security. Each party shall comply with all Applicable Laws regarding
the privacy and security of personal and/or protected health information, including but not limited to 42
U.S.C. 1320d and 17902 (“HIPAA” and “HITECH”); their implementing regulations at 45 CFR Parts 160,
162 and 164; and chapters 70.02 and 19.255 RCW (collectively “Privacy and Security Laws”). Each party
is a “covered entity” and the Services constitute “treatment” as those terms are defined in HIPAA. If
Applicable Law changes or it should otherwise be determined that EvergreenHealth is Client’s business
associate, the parties shall negotiate in good faith to execute documents and, from time to time, amendments
thereto as are reasonably required for continued compliance with the Privacy and Security Laws.
11.4. Washington Public Records Act. The parties acknowledge EvergreenHealth is
subject to the Washington Public Records Act, chapter 42.56 RCW (the “Act”) pursuant to which this
Agreement and information exchanged by the parties are public records that may be subject to disclosure
under the Act. If EvergreenHealth receives a request disclosure of Contractor’s confidential information,
EvergreenHealth will provide notice so Contractor may seek a protective order or other remedy and
EvergreenHealth will disclose only the information it reasonably believes is required by the Act. Notices
related to public record requests may be delivered to Contractor by email to Attn: Terry Peterson at
tpeterson@sno911.org. Nothing in this Agreement will prevent EvergreenHealth from complying with its
obligations under the Act.
12.

Compliance.

12.1. Compliance with Laws. Each party shall perform this Agreement in compliance
with Applicable Law. EvergreenHealth is committed to high standards of business operations and ethical
behavior and has adopted policies, including a code of conduct, to comply with Applicable Law
(“Compliance Program”). EvergreenHealth shall provide the Services in compliance with its Compliance
Program (copies of which are available upon request). Client shall promptly report compliance concerns
related to the Services to the EvergreenHealth Compliance Officer at (425) 899-2011 or the
EvergreenHealth Compliance Hotline at (866) 902-3900. The Parties shall comply with Section 6032 of
the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 and Section 1902(a)(68) of the Social Security Act.
12.2. Amendments to Comply with Law. If performance of the Agreement becomes a
risk to either party’s licensure, participation in or payment from Medicare, Medicaid or other government
payment programs, full accreditation by any accrediting organization, government/tax exempt status or tax
exempt bond financing, or constitutes a violation of any statute, ordinance or regulation, the parties shall
immediately and in good faith attempt to resolve the matter through amendments, but lack of amendment
will not affect the applicability of any law. If they are unable to do so within 30 days, either party may
terminate the Agreement effective as provided in a written notice.
12.3. Quality Assurance. EvergreenHealth will participate in Client’s Quality Assurance
efforts and, if requested, participating in identifying appropriate performance indicators (“Performance
Indicators”) for the Services. In addition, on an annual basis EvergreenHealth will provide performance
data for the past 12-month period for the following clinical metrics (“Clinical Metrics”):
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Metric
Calls answered within 60 seconds
Abandoned Calls

Target
90%
Less than 5%

The parties may change the Performance Indicators, Clinical Metrics and/or targets by mutual
agreement.
12.4. Medicare Advantage and Part D Plan Contracting Requirements. If the Work
impacts Client’s MAO business: The parties acknowledge Client contracts with health plans that administer
Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D plans for CMS (“Plans”) and CMS requires specific language
in contracts among Plans and/or first tier, downstream and related entities. If the services performed by
EvergreenHealth impacts a core function under any such agreement or a contractual obligation of a Plan
(“Work”), the parties agree to (i) comply with all applicable laws, regulations and CMS guidance; (ii)
comply with the contract requirements applicable to first tier, downstream and/or related entities in 42 CFR
422.504, 42 CFR 423.504, and 42 CFR 423.505, and CMS Guidance, which are incorporated herein and
made part of this Agreement and include but are not limited to, confidentiality, audit, enrollee protection,
accountability, monitoring and termination rights, and the flow-down requirements; and (iii) maintain
books, contracts, computer or other electronic systems, including medical records and documentation
relating to such Work for no less than 10 years from the end of the final contract period or completion of
audit, whichever is later. If Medicare laws, regulations or CMS guidance require a change to this section,
the parties agree to negotiate in good faith any amendment that may be required by such change, but lack
of amendment will not affect the applicability of federal law.
12.5. No Exclusion. Both parties represent and warrant that neither (i) it nor any of its
current officers, directors, commissioners or trustees, nor (ii) its employees or other representatives
involved in the performance of this Agreement: (a) is excluded, suspended or debarred from participating in a
federal health care program or federal, state or local government contract, nor currently proposed for any such action ;
(b) to the best of Contractor’s knowledge, appears on the CMS Preclusion List as defined in 42 CFR §
422.2; or (c) has been found in violation of 42 U.S.C. §1320a-7(a) or 42 U.S.C. §1320a-7(b) or is currently
charged with any such violation (each an “Adverse Action”). EvergreenHealth reviews the following lists
within 90 days of hire and monthly thereafter during employment/contract for individuals providing the
Services: List of Excluded Individuals and Entities from the HHS Office of Inspector General (“OIG”) and
the System for Award Management (“SAM”) Debarment List and, as to any healthcare provider, the
Washington State Provider Termination and Exclusion List. EvergreenHealth maintains written
documentation of search results as required by law, but not less than 10 years. Client shall have the right to
audit such written documentation upon reasonable advance notice. No item or service will be furnished to
Client by an individual or entity that is subject to any such Adverse Action. EvergreenHealth shall provide
prompt written notice if any such Adverse Action is threatened or imposed and ensure the individual or
entity is not involved in performance of the Agreement..
12.6. No Discrimination. The parties comply with laws that prohibit unlawful
discrimination and they do not unlawfully discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin, age, sex, gender, marital status, creed, honorably discharged veteran, military
status, sexual orientation including gender expression or identity, the presence of any sensory, mental or
physical disability or the use of a trained guide dog or service animal by a person with a disability under
any applicable federal or state laws.
12.7. Access to Records. (i) If §42 USC §1395x(v)(1)(I) is applicable to this Agreement,
then the Parties agree that their books and records necessary to verify the nature and extent of items and
services provided hereunder will be available to the Secretary of HSS and/or the Comptroller General, or
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their representatives, for 4 years after termination of this Agreement. If any Services are performed by a
subcontractor, the subcontract will include a similar provision.
13.

Miscellaneous.

13.1. Entire Agreement/Amendment/Severability. This Agreement contains the entire
understanding of the Parties regarding the subject matter and supersedes all prior agreements, express,
implied, written or oral relating thereto. Any failure to enforce a provision shall not constitute a waiver
thereof or of any other provision. This Agreement may not be amended, nor any provision waived, except
in a writing signed by authorized representatives of both parties. If any provision or its application to any
person or circumstance is found to be unenforceable, the remainder of the Agreement or the application of
the provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected. Any different and all additional terms
in any online registration or “click through” (including any online terms of services, site terms or end user
license agreement) necessary to access a party’s website, receive performance or perform the Agreement
or to electronically sign the Agreement or any document relating thereto are hereby rejected, shall not
become part of the Agreement, and shall not be binding on the other party or its personnel, even if
“accepted” or acknowledged by the party or its personnel, unless and then only to the extent the document
is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
13.2. Non-Solicitation. During the Term of this Agreement and for a period of one year
following its termination, neither party will solicit for employment or contract directly or through other
parties, without the other party's written permission, the other party’s employees or representatives who
have (within the past 12-month period) been involved in the performance of the Agreement; provided,
however, that only active, targeted solicitation is prohibited and hiring individuals who respond to general
public marketing and recruiting advertisements and events, including notices on a party’s website, shall not
be a violation of this provision.
13.3. Benefit and Assignment. This Agreement may not be assigned or obligations
delegated without the written consent of the other party, which shall not be unreasonably delayed,
conditioned or withheld. This Agreement is binding on and inures to the benefit of the parties and their
successors and permitted assigns. There are no third-party beneficiaries and no action to enforce the terms
of this Agreement may be brought against either party by any person or entity that is not a party to this
Agreement.
13.4. Force Majeure. For non-monetary obligations, performance time will be extended
for delays beyond a party’s reasonable control and without its fault, provided the other party shall not be
required to pay for goods or services a party is excused from providing or performing by this provision. If
an event of force majeure continues for 30 days, the other party may terminate the Agreement upon notice.
13.5. Notices. Notices required or permitted by this Agreement must be in writing, shall
be delivered personally, by certified mail return receipt requested, by confirmed facsimile or email
transmission with a confirming copy by first class mail, or by a nationally recognized overnight night
courier service, and shall be addressed:
To EvergreenHealth:
To Client:
EvergreenHealth
Snohomish County 911
Attn: Legal Department
Attn: Terry Peterson, Executive Director
th
12040 NE 128 Street, MS #115
1121 SE Everett Mall Way, Suite 200
Kirkland, WA 98034
Everett, WA 98208-2832
legal@evergreenhealthcare.org
Fax/Email: 425-407-3969
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Notices are effective on delivery during the recipient’s normal business hours (otherwise on the next
business day). A party may change their address by notice in the same manner.
13.6. Governing Law and Venue. The Agreement shall be governed by Washington law,
except choice of law rules that would require application of the laws of any other jurisdiction. Actions
relating to the Agreement shall be brought in the federal or state courts for King County, Washington and
each party consents to the personal jurisdiction of such courts for such purpose.
13.7. Attorney Fees and Costs. Should any party engage an attorney for the purpose of
enforcing this Agreement or any of the rights or obligations hereunder, or any judgment based hereon in
any court, including bankruptcy court, courts of appeal or arbitration proceedings, the prevailing party shall
be entitled to receive its reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs in addition to any other relief granted.
13.8. Survival. Termination of this Agreement does not affect rights and obligations that
accrued prior to the effective date of termination. Provisions that by their nature or by their terms
contemplate continuing rights or obligations shall survive expiration or earlier termination of this
Agreement for any reason.
13.9. Counterparts and Electronic Signatures. This document may be executed in
counterparts, each of which shall be considered an original of the same document. The parties agree fax,
electronic and digital signatures are the same as handwritten signatures for purposes of validity,
enforceability and admissibility.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties execute this Agreement as follows:
EVERGREENHEALTH

CLIENT

By:
Karen (Kay) Taylor
Sr. Vice President, Marketing, et al.
Date:

By:
Terry Peterson
Executive Director
Date:
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EXHIBIT A
HEALTHLINE SERVICES
SCOPE OF WORK
1. Services. Client shall receive the following Healthline Services indicated below:
24/7 Consulting Nurse Triage Services
2. Callers. Services shall be provided to the following Caller population(s):
Callers transferred by the Snohomish County 911 communication center
3. Client-Specific Procedures. (If and to the extent applicable) EvergreenHealth agrees to follow the
following procedures in providing Healthline Services to Callers:
3.1. Insert telephone number if EvergreenHealth will maintain a dedicated toll-free number for
Client: 425-899-2958 and 425-899-2959
3.2. N/A
4. Estimated Commencement Date. The parties intend the Services to commence on or about January 1,
2021
5. Client Contact:
Name: Terry Peterson
Title: Executive Director
Office telephone number: 425-774-2521
Cell phone number: TBD
Email address: tpeterson@sno911.org
Fax Number: 425-407-3969
Mailing address (if different from Client’s notice address): N/A
Physical office address (if different from Client’s notice address): N/A
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EXHIBIT B
FEE SCHEDULE
SERVICES AND FEES REQUIRE A SEPARATE
EVERGREENHEALTH ANSWERING SERVICE.

AGREEMENT

WITH

THE

Client shall compensate EvergreenHealth for the Services as follows:
1.

Start Up Costs and One Time Fees. Not applicable

2.

Monthly Fees. Clint shall pay the following monthly Fees:
RN Calls

$53.36 per call

Monthly ACD queue fee
$50.00
(includes triage software content, user license fees, program maintenance and Monthly
Report):
3.
Healthline Services - 24/7 Consulting Nurse Triage Services. Client shall pay the
following Fees for the Services provided each month:
4.

Other Charges
Interpreter Services - Client shall reimburse at cost plus $2.00 per call administrative fee

5.

Optional Fees
[Please contact Healthline for a quote]

6.
Scope of Services. Should the scope of Services change or expand, the parties shall
negotiate any necessary changes in good faith; provided that EvergreenHealth shall have no
obligation to provide additional or expanded services except by mutual agreement.
7.
Annual Fee Adjustment. Fees are subject to adjustment annually as provided in the
Agreement beginning January 1, 2022.
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM

Date: 12/14/2020
Action Title: Capital Plan Updates
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
There are a number of previously approved Capital Projects that are underway and not yet
completed or need to be moved to 2021. There are no new projects or scope changes. This
action is approving changing of the Expenditure Year so the work can be completed.
Reviewed and supported by the Finance Committee.

Recommendation/Motion:
Approve the updated Capital Plans as presented.
Funding:
N/A – Funding already approved
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SNO911 Fund 80 Capital Plan 2020
Last Approved 10/15/2020

Project #
80-001
80-002
80-003
80-004
80-005
80-006
80-007
80-008
80-009
80-010
80-011
80-012
80-013
80-014
80-015
80-016
80-017
80-018
80-019
80-020
80-021
80-022
80-023
80-024
80-025
80-026
80-027
80-028
80-029
80-030
80-031
80-032
80-033
80-034
80-035
80-036
80-037
80-038
80-039
80-040
80-043
80-044
80-045
80-046
80-047
80-048
80-049
80-050

Updated: 12/04/2020
Project Name
RMS/Mobile/Corrections
CAD
UPS Replacement
Integrated Video Display System
Dispatch Consoles
Long Term Facility Plan
Datacenter Servers
FirstWatch
Managed Laptop Program
Tenant Building Maintenance
CAD PCs-Dispatch
Administrative PC's and Displays
Network Equipment/Security
Time and Scheduling Systems
UPS Battery Replace
Bldg Security Upgrade
Logging Recorder
Consulting/Outsourcing
Tyler Hardware
Mobile VPN Server/Software/Netmotion
Center Monitors and Displays
LOCUTION
MCC7500 R and Backup Radios
Online Citizen Reporting / Shoplift
VPAC Virtual Client Portal
Tyler/NG Datamart
Viper Phone Dispatch Workstations
Backups and Storage
Next Gen 911
Financial Software
HR & Payroll Software
Web Services
PBX Refresh
Mobile Manual Ops (CAD-In-A-Box)
Service Vehicles
Appliances
Furniture Replacement
Future Facility Initative
Dispatch Center Generator Replacement
Backup Cooling System
Records Retention System
Advanced Authentication
Earthquake Base ISO Expansion
Data Interoperability
Dispatch Schedule Alternatives
SPIDR Tech Law Enforcement
Tertiary 911 Location
Financial Consultant
Beginning Balance
Expenditures
Net Balance after Exp.
Previous Year Carryover
Funds Transfer Per Board Approval
E911 Contribution
E911 Additional
Miscellaneous Income
NW SNOCOM Reimbursement
NW SCSO Reimbursement
Miscellaneous Reimbursement
Grant Reimbursement
Closing Funds
Anticipated Interest Income
Projected YE Balance

Planned
2020
75,000
120,000
0
5,000
10,000

YTD
2020
1,274
44,250

7,000
0
200,000
83,000
105,000
50,000
50,000

6,928
185,632
82,137
100,000
48,156
49,229

2021
145,000
155,000
250,000
5,000
30,000

2022

2023

2024

2025

0
5,000

0
5,000

0
5,000

175,000
5,000

43,000

15,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

200,000
279,000
10,000
15,000
55,000

100,000
5,000
10,000
5,000
20,000

150,000
5,000
10,000
5,000
10,000

500,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
350,000

130,000
125,000
100,000
50,000
50,000

0
2,000
5,000
0
15,000
0
5,000

0
2,000
5,000
0
15,000
0
5,000

15,000
2,000
5,000
0
15,000
0
5,000

30,000

1,446

0
15,000
155,000
5,000
124,000
0
5,000

150,000
0
15,000
0
30,000

646,819
135,830

5,000
15,000
89,000

5,000
10,000
15,000

5,000
10,000

5,000
10,000

5,000
650,000

62,000
50,000

61,366

63,000

50,000

5,000

5,000

50,000

125,000
23,000
0
3,700
12,000

124,642
22,646

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

348
2,920

30,000
102,000
0
5,000
10,000

70,000
5,000
12,000
5,700,000

0
5,000
5,000

0
5,000
12,000

0
5,000
5,000

0
11,639

11,639

740,000
0

0

0

250,000

50,000

4,743

125,000
50,000
351,071
200,000
0

46,667
351,071
196,940

5,000
25,000
0
0

5,000
0
0
0

5,000
0
0
0

5,000
0
0
0

50,000
0
0
0

60,000
20,000

0

0

0

0

12,430,219
2,660,000
9,770,219
0

9,770,219
6,064,000
3,706,219
0

3,706,219
262,000
3,444,219
0

3,444,219
1,229,000
2,215,219
0

2,215,219
1,640,000
575,219
0

9,770,219

3,706,219

3,444,219

2,215,219

575,219

0
2,000
0
20,000
291,000
0
10,000

5,000
650,000
166,000

14,983,882
2,912,410
12,071,472
0
358,747

12,430,219

1,911
260,916

14,983,882
2,387,509
12,596,372
358,747

1,331
12,956,451
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Wireless Technology Fund 110 Capital Plan
Last Approved 10/15/2020
Project #
110-001
110-002
110-003
110-004
110-005
110-006
110-007
110-008
110-009
110-010
110-011
110-012
110-013

Project Name
Vehicle & Tire Replacements
Generator Replacement at Gold Hill
Clinton Site Move
Roof Replacements for Generators
WT Specialized Test Equipment
Comm. Site Power System Replacements
Comm. Site Building Improvements
Comm. Site Tower Upgrades/Replacement
Comm. Site HVAC Unit Replacements
Generator Replacements
WT Network/Camera Upgrade/Sustainment
Spare Equipment for Existing Systems

Beginning Balance
Expenditures
Net Balance after Exp.
Previous Year Carryover
Funds Transferred in
Funds Transfer Per Board Approval
Anticipated Interest Income
Projected YE Balance

Planned
2020

YTD
2020

62,953
0
20,000

57,047
0
0

356,113
82,953
273,160
0

356,113
57,047
299,066

1,479,349

1,479,349
129
1,778,544

1,752,509

2021
235,000

2022
45,000

2023
45,000

2024
45,000

2025
45,000

80,000
100,500
0
12,000
15,000
0
110,000
10,000
20,000

144,000
6,000
0
12,000
15,000
20,000
110,000
0
0

0
64,000
0
12,000
15,000
0
0
0
0

0
2,000
0
8,000
15,000
20,000
110,000
0
20,000

0
2,000
0
0
30,000
0
110,000
0
20,000

1,752,509
582,500
1,170,009
0

1,170,009
352,000
818,009
0

818,009
136,000
682,009
0

682,009
220,000
462,009
0

462,009
207,000
255,009
0

1,170,009

818,009

682,009

462,009

255,009
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SNO911 Capital Plan 2020 Changes - Move to 2021
Project #

Project Name

Changes

80-001
80-002
80-003
80-005
80-006
80-007
80-012
80-013
80-014
80-016
80-019
80-023
80-025
80-026
80-031
80-035
80-037
80-038
80-039
80-043
80-045
80-050

RMS/Mobile/Corrections
CAD
UPS Replacement
Dispatch Consoles
Long Term Facility Plan
Datacenter Servers
Administrative PC's and Displays
Network Equipment/Security
Time and Scheduling Systems
Bldg Security Upgrade
Tyler Hardware
MCC7500 R and Backup Radios
VPAC Virtual Client Portal
Tyler/NG Datamart
HR & Payroll Software
Service Vehicles
Furniture Replacement
Future Facility Initative
Dispatch Center Generator Replacement
Records Retention System
Earthquake Base ISO Expansion
Financial Consulting

Added $145K in 2021
Added $155K in 2021
Added $250K in 2021
Added $30K in 2021
Retired 2021
Increase 2021 by $15K
Increase 2021 by $10K
Increase 2021 by $45K
Retired 2021
Increase 2021 by $13K
Increase 2021 by $385K, Decrease 2022 by $285K
Retired 2021
Increase 2021 by $5K
Added $5K in 2021
Retired 2021
Moved $70K from 2021 to 2022
Increase 2021 by $5K
Moved $5,700,000 from 2021 to 2022
Added $740K in 2021
Retired 2021
Added $25K in 2021
Moved $20K from 2020 to 2021

110-04

Rook Replacements for Generators

Keep 20K in 2020 and move 80K to 2021
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM

Date: 12/14/2020
Action Title: Appointive Staff Police Update – Health Premium Opt-Out
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
Although both CBA’s include an option for those who do not need medical coverage the same
is needed for Appointive Staff. The addition matches the language in the CBAs.
Any employee who opts out of medical coverage after providing adequate proof of insurance
shall be entitled to an opt‐out payment of three hundred fifty dollars ($350.00) per month.
This has been reviewed and is supported by the Personnel Subcommittee.
Recommendation/Motion:
Approve the Appointive Staff Policy to include a Health Premium opt-out payment.
Funding: N/A
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1121 SE Everett Mall Way, #200
Everett, WA 98208

APPOINTIVE EMPLOYEES POLICY
Issued 07/19/18
Revised 12/17/20

Purpose Statement
The purpose of this policy is to explain compensation, hours of work and benefit policies for
non‐represented appointive staff of Snohomish County 911 (SNO911) employees. Unless
otherwise stated, this policy shall be the governing policy for appointive employees.

Health and Dental Benefits
SNO911 will offer full‐time employees medical, dental, and vision insurance coverage. Full time
employees are those who regularly work 30 hours or more per week. Effective January 1, 2019,
employees must participate in a cost share. The cost share for medical is 3% for employee only
and 5% for employee plus. Dental cost share is 5% for employee only and 15% for employee
plus. Employees must regularly work 30 hours a week to participate in employer sponsored
health and dental plans. In addition, employees are eligible for accidental death &
dismemberment and group term life insurance ($50,000).
Any employee who opts out of medical coverage after providing adequate proof of insurance
shall be entitled to an opt‐out payment of three hundred fifty dollars ($350.00) per month.

Wage & Salary
SNO911 desires to pay wages and salaries that are competitive with other employers in the
marketplace in a way that will be fair and equitable and in compliance with all applicable
statutory requirements. SNO911 applies the same principles of fairness and external
comparability to all employees, regardless of age, ancestry, national or ethnic origin,
organizational level, race, religion, gender, sexual orientation or disability that does not prohibit
performance of essential job performance.
Through a process called position evaluation and classification, the knowledge and skill, work
difficulty and autonomy, scope of responsibility and degree of impact for each exempt and non‐
exempt job at SNO911 are compared. Once jobs are assigned a classification level, jobs are
compared with external market data. Each job is assigned a 7‐step pay range (from STEP‐1
minimum to STEP‐7 maximum). Every 3‐5 years the SNO911 will examine the market conditions
in an effort to ensure ongoing comparability. Changes in pay grades will be made as approved
by the SNO911 Board of Directors after review of market conditions and the agency budget.
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Newly appointed employees will be placed in a step commensurate with their experience,
qualifications and business needs, but will generally not exceed mid‐range step placement.

Defined Workweek
The workweek is defined as Sunday 12:00 AM – Saturday 11:59 PM.

Work Schedules
All employees are expected to have a regular work schedule. The standard schedule is Monday
– Friday 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM unless otherwise approved. Employees wishing to voluntarily adjust
their regular weekly schedules may submit a request to their department head. Final approval
is determined based on the needs of the department. Alternative schedules may be adjusted
back to a standard 5x8’s schedule whenever business needs require.

Pay Days
The two paydays per month occur on the 5th and the 20th of each month, with the exception of
bank holidays, when paydays will occur on the nearest available bank day. The two pay periods
per month are the 1st through the 15th and the 16th through the last day of the month. SNO911
does not control the actual time that banks deposit funds into personal accounts.

Direct Deposit
All paychecks for SNO911 employees are electronically transferred by direct deposit to the
employee’s designated bank account. Each employee must submit a direct deposit
authorization form to the finance office. When changing banks the employee must notify the
finance office. Direct deposit changes may take up to 10 days before activated by the bank.

Deductions from Paychecks
SNO911 is required by law to make certain deductions from each employee’s paycheck each
time one is prepared. Mandatory deductions include:






Federal income tax
Other state taxes (workers comp, etc.)
Washington State Public Employees Retirement System (PERS)
Medicare portion of Social Security
Applicable wage assignments (garnishments)

These deductions will be itemized on your check stub. The amount of the deductions may
depend on your earnings and on the information you furnish on your W‐4 form regarding the
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number of dependents/exemptions you claim. Any change in name, address, telephone
number, marital status or number of exemptions must be reported to the finance office
immediately, to ensure proper credit for tax purposes. Additional voluntary deductions may
also be made (e.g., cost‐sharing for dependent health coverage).
If you believe there are any errors in your pay, including that you have been overpaid or
underpaid, that improper deductions have been taken from your pay or that your pay does not
accurately reflect all hours worked, including overtime, report your concerns to the finance
office immediately. SNO911 will promptly investigate all reported complaints and, if
appropriate, take corrective action. Retaliation against an employee who raises a concern
about improper pay is prohibited.

Pay Steps
At the discretion of the Executive Director an employee may receive an annual increase up to
two steps, based on performance and pre‐approved budget. The effective date for authorized
progression to the next available pay scale step is January 1 based on a satisfactory
performance evaluation that was completed at the end of the evaluation cycle of October 1
through September 30 from the preceding year.

Cost of Living Adjustments
The Board of Directors will determine the COLA, if any, that will be effective January 1. The
SNO911 Board must approve COLA adjustments prior to the effective date.

Retention Bonus
Employees will receive a retention bonus of $1,000 awarded every five years of service, starting
with $1,000 for 5 years of service and increasing by $500 increments for each additional five
years of service, to be paid when they reach their incremental anniversary dates.
Example: An employee reaches their 15 year anniversary. The employee will receive
$2,000.
Retention bonuses will not be pro‐rated if an employee separates from employment prior to
reaching an incremental anniversary date.

On‐Call Stipend ‐ Other than for Wireless Technology Employees
Non‐represented staff who are called in after hours for a critical event, service disruption or
urgent agency operational needs that require their presence are eligible for $100 stipend,
subject to their manager and director approval. This is expected to be a rare occurrence and
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only available for serious operational needs. This would not qualify when an employee
voluntarily adjusts their schedule and is designed for unforeseeable events.
Tech staff employees that are subject to on‐call duties are also eligible for $250 for each week
they are scheduled to be on‐call and may respond remotely when feasible

Standby and Call‐Out Pay for Wireless Technology Employees
After normal business hours and on weekends, the department director will identify at least one
Technician to be on Standby, which is defined as being available to take calls during the hours of
5 pm – 8 am on weekdays and anytime on Saturday, Sundays, and holidays. The identified
Technician will be paid 10% of their current hourly wage for being available for Standby duty.
Standby hours do not count toward the calculation of Overtime.
The Standby Technician who is Called‐Out, will receive Call‐Out pay for a minimum of 3 hours or
the actual hours worked, to resolve the issue. If a second call‐out occurs within the 3‐hour
minimum, the respective technician will remain on call‐out pay until the new issue is resolved
without an additional 3‐hour minimum.
Call‐Outs are paid at the rate of one and one‐half times the individual’s hourly rate. Since Call‐
Outs are already paid at a rate equivalent to Overtime pay requirements, Call‐Out hours are not
to be counted toward the calculation for Overtime pay. A Technician will only receive the
greatest level of compensation for the hours identified as Standby or Call‐Out time. SNO911 does
not pay Call‐Out Pay and Stand‐By pay for the same hours.

Cell Phone Allowance
Snohomish County 911 recognizes that there are times after hours or in an emergency that
some employees may need to be reached and that some appointive staff employees spend a
significant amount of time away from their offices and therefore having access to email and
mobile phones is in the best interest of the agency. Cell Phone allowances are the most
efficient way to reimburse employees for use of their personal device. Employees identified by
the Director are eligible for a cell phone allowance of up to $40 per month provided the
employee signs the cell phone agreement. The cell phone allowance will be paid out on the
employee’s regular paycheck and is classified as a taxable fringe benefit.

Exempt and Non‐exempt Positions
At the time of hiring all employees are classified as “exempt” or “non‐exempt”. This is
necessary because, by law, some employees are entitled to overtime pay for hours worked in
excess of forty hours (40) per workweek. These employees are referred to as “non‐exempt”.
Non‐exempt employees are not permitted to work overtime unless authorized by the
Department head or Executive Director. Part time employees are classified as “non‐exempt”
employees.
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Exempt employees are directors, managers, supervisors, professional staff, and technical staff
whose duties and responsibilities allow them to be exempt from overtime pay provisions as
provided by the Fair Labor Standards Act and any applicable state laws.

Non‐exempt Staff
All full time non‐exempt employees will have a regular schedule of 40 hours a week.
Overtime ‐ From time to time, it may be necessary for non‐exempt employees to
perform overtime work in order to complete a special or time‐sensitive project or to
cover unforeseen absences. All hours over 40 hours in a workweek must be paid at the
overtime rate of time and a half, or the employee may be permitted to flex their
schedule and work less hours during the same work week. Overtime is normally pre‐
approved by the Department Head or Executive Director for pre‐planned work and
should only be necessary in special circumstances, not to complete the daily routine.
The employee may choose remuneration by either pay or comp time‐off at a rate of one
and one‐half times the employees regular hourly pay rate. The comp time will be
bankable. The maximum number of hours an employee can bank in comp time is 40
hours.
Flex Time ‐ Non‐Exempt employees may flex their regular schedule to meet business or
personal needs with approval from the department head. It is expected that all hours of
the standard 40‐hour workweek will be accounted for either through worked hours or
the use of PTO.

Exempt Staff
All Exempt employees will have an 80‐hour schedule over a two‐week period.
Alternative Schedules
Exempt employees must have a regular schedule. Employees wishing to work something
different than a traditional 5X8 schedule may submit a request to the department head.
Final approval is determined based on the needs of the department and requires
approval by the Executive Director. Alternative schedules may be adjusted back to a
standard 5x8’s schedule whenever business needs require.
Flex Time Exempt Staff
Employees may flex their regular schedule to meet business or personal needs with
approval from the department head. It is expected that all regular hours of the standard
schedule will be accounted for either through worked hours or the use of PTO.
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Exchange Time
There is no overtime or comp time for exempt staff. However, when occasional
weekend or off hours work is required, exempt staff may use exchange time to take an
equivalent number of hours off at a later time and with manager approval. The amount
of Exchange time shall be calculated in quarter hour increments, with employee time
from 1 to 7 minutes may be rounded down, and thus not counted as hours worked, and
employee time from 8 to 14 minutes must be rounded up and counted as a quarter hour
of work time. Exchange time should be used as soon as possible after being earned, and
prior to an employee using PTO time. This time is not “bankable” and is not available for
cash‐out.
It is the employee’s responsibility to document accumulated exchange time and to
submit to their manager/department head. Employees should seek pre‐approval from
their manager prior to accumulating exchange time hours, or notify the manager as
soon as practical. Employees should report exchange time balances to managers weekly
or at the manager’s discretion. Managers are responsible to ensure employees manage
their exchange time responsibly. Any time a mix of exchange and PTO is used, it must
clearly be defined on the PTO form. Exchange time balances above 80 hours must be
reported to the Director. Balances may never exceed 170 hours.

Severe Weather Policy
Except for emergency personnel, employees will be granted an excused absence with pay when
the SNO911 Director or designee has declared a weather emergency. Non‐emergency
employees may be sent home and/or a workday canceled. If time is missed due to any other
weather conditions the time must be made up or a PTO day must be used. If the employee
chooses to make up the time, it must be done within the same pay period (exempt) or same
work‐week (non‐exempt).
Any decision to declare a severe weather day and/or to send non‐emergency personnel home
will be announced verbally and by email. The SNO911 Executive Director or designee will also
advise the dispatch center supervisor of any declaration of a severe weather day. Employees
should monitor those sources to determine if an emergency has been declared, and if so, the
level of emergency. Any weather emergency that is in effect at the start of a work day or shift
shall be considered in effect for the entire shift regardless as to when the emergency is actually
canceled.

Termination Pay
SNO911 hopes and expects that employees will give at least two weeks’ notice in the event of
intent to leave employment. An employee should submit a written notice of resignation to
his/her supervisor a minimum of ten working days prior to the date of departure.
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Any applicable unused PTO up to 750 hours will be paid to the employee with the final
paycheck, whenever possible, or as soon thereafter as possible, depending upon the SNO911
pay cycle and schedule, and the date of notification to terminate.
The birthday leave, floating holiday and 10‐year longevity benefit are already awarded for full
benefit and will not be pro‐rated. All hours in excess of the 750 hours of PTO will be forfeited
upon termination.

Worker’s Compensation Coverage
The State of Washington workers compensation law is an insurance plan that provides benefits
for any injury an employee may suffer in connection with employment. All employees are
covered by workers compensation for any injury caused by the job – not just serious accidents,
but even first aid type injuries. All injuries and illnesses incurred on the job shall be reported to
a supervisor as soon as practicable. You may seek treatment from any provider; however, the
provider must be certified through Washington State to receive payment. If emergency
treatment is needed the employee may go to the nearest medical facility.
Failure to complete the necessary paperwork may result in a denial of your claim or cause a
delay in processing and payment. The employee is encouraged and expected to return to work
as quickly and safely as possible following an injury. The employee must submit a SNO911
incident form as soon as practicable.

Retirement Plans
Each employee regularly working more than 20 hours per week are required to select and
participate in a retirement plan. Employees are eligible to participate in one 457 plan and one
403(b) plan. Employees are eligible to contribute the maximum allowed by law under each of
the plans.
Employees will receive a 3.5% contribution and a contribution match of up to 2.9% of an
employee’s contribution. The employee’s contribution for the 2.9% match must go to the
retirement account the employer match is placed in.

Holidays
Holidays are paid at 8 hours per occurrence. Employees who normally work a longer shift/day
are required to use PTO to receive full pay for the day. Employees on an unpaid leave of
absence are not eligible for holiday pay. The following days are paid holidays:

New Years Day

Labor Day

Martin Luther King Day

Veteran’s Day

President’s Day

Thanksgiving Day
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Memorial Day

Native American Heritage Day

Independence Day

Christmas Day

Floating Holidays and 10‐year Longevity
Each employee is entitled to two floating holidays per calendar year. The floating holidays will
be credited January 1 as 16‐hours per year in the PTO bank. New employees will be credited on
their date of hire. Upon completion of ten (10) years of service each employee will receive an
additional 8‐hours PTO annually, to be credited on January 1 commencing with January 1 of the
year in which the tenth anniversary occurs. Employees who regularly work fewer than 40 hours
per week will receive a pro‐rated amount based on the number of hours they regularly work.

Leave
Employees are required to exhaust all paid leave balances prior to going into unpaid leave
status except as otherwise required by law. Discretionary unpaid leave should be avoided and is
subject to approval by the Director.

Paid Time Off (PTO)
Each employee will accrue PTO on a daily rate basis. Each employee will accrue PTO hours each
day they are in Regular Full‐Time Paid Status. Increases in the rate of accrual based on
longevity will occur on the anniversary date (see table below). The PTO hours provide paid time
off for planned time away from work and for authorized unplanned time away from work. Each
employee will be eligible to sell back up to 160 hours of PTO time each calendar year, provided
they have the equivalent numbers of hours remaining in their PTO balance. The following
schedule shall apply to determine the annual PTO accrual for full time employees:

After Months
Completed

DAILY RATE

Annual Total

0

0.526027397

192

23

0.591780822

216

59

0.657534247

240

107

0.723287671

264

119

0.756164384

276

100

203

0.854794521

312

323

0.887671233

324

Part time employees will accrue leave at a reduced rate. New employees will start accruing
PTO time on their date of hire. There is no cap on the leave bank accruals.
SNO911’s PTO benefit fulfills the agency’s obligation to provide paid sick leave under state law
and this PTO policy will be administered in compliance with applicable law. Employees may use
accrued PTO for any of the covered reasons under Washington’s paid sick leave law, including:
due to the employee’s own or a family member’s illness, injury or health condition; when the
employee or a family member is the victim of sexual assault, domestic violence or stalking; or
when SNO911 or the employee’s child’s school or place of care is closed by order of a public
official for any health‐related reason. Employees who would like to use PTO for one of these
reasons should provide notice as soon as the need for leave becomes known; for foreseeable
absences, please provide notice ten days in advance. SNO911 will not tolerate retaliation
against any individual who uses PTO for one of these authorized purposes.

Use of PTO for Annual Vacation Leave
All vacation requests must be approved in advance. An employee may request up to 160 hours
consecutive PTO as annual vacation leave unless otherwise approved. An employee may
request additional consecutive vacation time or other pre‐planned time off. Each manager will
establish a vacation schedule that both enables convenience to the employee and provides for
the needs of the organization.

Bereavement Leave
SNO911 will grant bereavement with pay in the event of death in the immediate family of the
employee. Bereavement leave is not deducted from PTO. The maximum number of working
days leave shall be three (3) except that when the death occurs outside the state, additional
time not exceeding two (2) days will be granted. If an employee needs additional time, PTO
time may be requested. Immediate family shall be defined as spouse, children, stepchild,
sibling, parent, stepparent, mother‐in‐law, father‐in‐law, grandparent; grandchild, significant
other or any relative who is a legal/permanent resident living in the immediate household of
the employee.

Breaks
SNO911 does not have defined break times in which operations stop for a specified period of
time. It is recognized, however, that occasional pauses for rest are desired and helpful, and
should be taken as the need arises and workload permits. Non‐exempt employees are entitled
to a paid ten‐minute break for every four hours of working time; where the nature of the work
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permits, an employee may take intermittent rest periods equivalent to ten minutes per four
hours worked. Employees are responsible for monitoring their break periods. Any employee
who is not receiving sufficient rest breaks should promptly notify their supervisor or Human
Resources. Additionally, for one year following childbirth, employees who are nursing mothers
are entitled to unpaid breaks during the workday for the purpose of expressing breast milk.

Lunch Period
Work hours will include a 30‐minute paid lunch period. Any time in excess is on the employee’s
personal unpaid time. Lunch periods cannot be taken at the end of an employee’s shift and
should be scheduled as close to the middle of the shift as practicable. Non‐exempt employees
are required to take their lunch breaks and cannot work through their lunch period.

Uniforms
Uniforms may be purchased for employees who have public facing roles or for staff that must
travel through remote land and across privately‐owned land, for easy identification of
personnel working in an official capacity.
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Board Packet
Memorandum
Date:

December 14, 2020

To:

Snohomish County 911 Board Members

From:

Leadership Team

General Operations
Mission-critical systems[1] have been operating at normal since the last Agency Report.

IAED Accredited Center of Excellence (ACE)
SNO911 has adopted a goal of becoming
an MPDS Accredited Center by mid-2021.
There are twenty points within the
accreditation requirements that cover
everything from making sure the
software versions are correct, training
and quality improvement programs are
in place, all the way to policy and
procedure.
This is a difficult but
achievable goal that is more than a
plaque on the wall. In essence, becoming
an IAED ACE ensures we are using the
system to its fullest potential in every
aspect.
We continue to make significant
progress.
In fact, the agency has
essentially operated at accreditation
level of the last three consecutive weeks!
Staff have been holding ACE Clinics, which have proven to be popular among dispatchers. They last
for about an hour and the QAU reviews topics of interest including how to better use the software,
ways to navigate the protocols, and other questions that come up. We are very proud and pleased
with how staff are embracing this goal.

[1]

911 Phones, CAD, Radio, Critical Systems [Unplanned]
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Dispatcher Union: Alternative Schedule Project
Management continues to have detailed discussion with the SCEA about potential schedule options.
These discussions center around how to keep costs connected with a new schedule neutral and how
to meet minimum staffing requirements as a 12-hour schedule requires the use of an on-call
program. We are beginning to share drafts of CBA language and are hoping to come to agreement
on these key aspects before we have Circadian present schedule options for ranking and ultimately
a selection. It’s extremely important with any schedule option employees choose that we know it
will work and won’t be rejected through negotiations.

SNO911 Dispatch Supervisor
Operations is pleased to announce Peter DeJarnette has accepted the position of Dispatch
Supervisor, effective January 1st. Peter was hired in May 2017 and has achieved the fully crosstrained milestone. He has proven himself to be a dedicated, highly skilled dispatcher and has been
committed to the agency in the role of CTO and Peer Support Team member. It is clear that Peter
has the respect of his peers and current supervisors, and we look forward to seeing him grow into
this new position with added responsibilities and new challenges.

Bias Reduction in Emergency Communications (BREC) Workgroup
BREC, formerly referred to as the Anti-Bias Workgroup out of Police TAC has been meeting monthly
since August. At the December meeting, the group name was finalized, as well as the mission
statement:
“Create a dialogue and a group, within Snohomish County, that identifies strategies and tactics to
eliminate or reduce the impact of bias-based 911 calls, by developing policies and training, and
creating a culture of individual empowerment.”
The group will be coming up with a communication strategy to introduce ourselves within the law
enforcement community and provide an outlet for examples of calls that highlight caller bias.
Additionally, the group is researching avenues for training and any technological efforts that can be
used to further the goal of reducing the impact of bias-based 911 calls. It’s important to note the
focus of this group is policy, procedure, and training within the 911 center and radio
communications. This group’s work may augment, but does not replace, any other regional or
agency efforts to address potential bias within departments or their operations.
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Smart 911/New World CAD Interface
After over a year of hard work and
development, on November 10th, we
implemented an interface between Smart
911 and New World CAD. This interface
automatically enters narrative in a call for
service if the phone number of the caller is
associated with a Smart 911 profile. It
provides a clickable link in both CAD and
Mobile that allows the dispatcher and
police/fire responders to access the Smart
911 profile without additional logon
credentials.
Additionally, if the caller’s phone number is
associated with a safety profile that
contains selected conditions, another
narrative entry is made. This interface
allows broader access to Smart 911 profiles
by enabling quick and easy access from the
field by responders. The profile remains
Screenshot example of what the safety profile looks like
available for a set amount of time so that
within the Smart 911 portal.
anyone who needs access to the
information will have it. This interface also may help SNO911 be compliant with the Travis Act,
which requires responders to be notified of a person at a location with certain developmental
disabilities.

Office of Training and Standards (OTS) Update
Our six newest dispatchers hired last month are off and running with their training. They have
completed the call-taking academy and are now with trainers. Since SNO911 is nearing full staffing
for dispatchers, there will be no January new hire academy. We are anticipating the return of a fully
cross-trained dispatcher who left SNO911 to move out of state to fill the one remaining current
vacancy. The break between training classes will allow for additional flexibility among trainee
rotations and a welcome break for trainers that may be experiencing training fatigue. There are
plans underway for a small March new hire academy. A forecast for hiring and training has been
established for 2021 in collaboration with human resources and leadership.
Next month there will be a rotation of supervisor staff into the training office. The team will be
welcoming Supervisor Chris Gass who brings a strong overall knowledge of our training program
along with special skills relating to our CAD and CAD Lite systems. Supervisor Gass will be
collaborating with our training academy instructor and will also focus on internal QA and
probationary processes. This is an exciting opportunity to refine tasks, focus on retention, and create
new continuing education opportunities for dispatch staff.
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Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS) Protocol 36
Last week, SNO911 learned from the fire community that 63% of COVID positive patients seen in
the field have a Protocol 36 determinant code assigned to their call for service. That is an impressive
number, and shows that Protocol 36 is functioning well and as desired. This information was shared
with all dispatch staff to thank them for their time and efforts over the last nine months. We also
wanted to highlight the important role SNO911 and the MPDS protocols play in the public health
environment. Great work by our dispatchers and call takers!
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Snohomish County 911 - Staffing Report

12/14/2020

Full-Time Center Staff
Legacy Employees = Hired before 12/1/2017………. New Hire Employees = Hired on/after 12/1/2017

Job Title:
Call-Taker
Police Dispatcher
Fire Dispatcher
Cross-Trained Trainee
Cross-Trained Dispatcher
Trainee Dispatcher
Trainee Dispatcher 2

Status:
Current #
Legacy: Only trained in call-taking
1
Legacy: Only trained in CT and Police
11
Legacy: Only trained in CT and Fire
7
Currently in cross-training for the 3rd discipline
4
Cross-training completed for all 3 disciplines
43
New Hire who has not completed a 2nd discipline yet
23
New Hire-Completed training in 2 of the 3 required disciplines
13
Total:
102

See "Dispatcher Status Log" attached in this week's email for breakdown by employee name

Authorized Staffing Level - (including trainees)

99.0%

Center Staffing Strength - (excludes trainees and LOA's)

78.1%

# of Authorized Full-Time Positions:
# of Full-Time Positions Filled:
# of Current Full-Time Vacancies:
Long Term LOA's

161
156
5

-4

# of Current Relief Dispatchers:
7
Relief dispatchers are not included in any totals/percentages on this report.
Current # of SNO911 Employees - (F/T and P/T):

163

Current Recruitment Status
Candidates signed up to test
Candidates to be interviewed
Candidates in poly
Candidates in background or further
Candidates ready for academy

13
2
0
3
0

YTD Dispatch Trainees Hired

31

Test date 12/15 & 12/18
Interviewing for May 2021 academy now
Scheduled for poly exam.
In background (or further stage).
Final offers signed/returned. Ready for academy!

F/T Dispatchers:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

103
102
1

Supervisors:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

16
15
1

Leadership Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

5
5
0

Ops Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

6
6
0

Admin Staff:
Authorized F/T Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

10
9
1

Tech Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

11
11
0

Wireless Technology:
Authorized Positions:
10
Filled F/T Positions:
8
F/T Vacancies:
2

Employment Separations
YTD Employee Separations:

22

Trainee Dispatch:
Accepted New Job
Death of Employee
Involuntary Separation
Medical
Relocation
Retirement
Voluntary Opt-Out
Trainee Appointive Staff:
Accepted New Job
Death of Employee
Involuntary Separation
Medical
No Reason Given
Relocation
Retirement
Voluntary Opt-Out

1
0
2
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dispatch (Not a Trainee):
Accepted New Job
Death of Employee
Involuntary Separation
Medical
No Reason Given
Personal
Relocation
Retirement
Appointive Staff (Not a Trainee):
Accepted New Job
Death of Employee
Involuntary Separation
Medical
No Reason Given
Personal
Relocation
Retirement

2
1
1
1
2
0
4
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
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12 Month SNO911 Call Volume & NENA Standard Report
Emergency Calls
Non-Emergency Calls
Avg Busy Hour 90/10
All Hour Avg 95/20
Avg Busy Hour Emer
Avg Busy Hour Non-Emer
Avg Perfect Hours
Avg Emer Per Day
Avg Non-Emer Per Day

Nov-19
41093
10261
96.2%
99.5%
108
23
11
1,370
342

Dec-19
42592
10592
96.4%
99.5%
103
20
11
1,372
336

Jan-20
41708
10683
96.3%
99.6%
98
26
12
1,327
341

Feb-20
39653
10492
95.9%
99.6%
102
25
11
1,367
362

Mar-20
39120
11019
95.7%
99.6%
94
27
11
1,267
354

Apr-20
36397
11333
95.9%
99.6%
92
25
11
1,213
378

May-20
42707
14589
94.3%
99.3%
101
31
9
1,379
475

Jun-20
42328
13726
94.3%
99.5%
103
30
10
1,411
458

Jul-20
47239
15196
94.0%
99.2%
122
38
9
1,520
488

Aug-20
46075
13774
93.5%
99.3%
113
30
9
1,486
442

Sep-20
43598
12976
93.1%
99.3%
109
29
8
1,453
433

Oct-20
41562
12741
94.6%
99.5%
99
29
10
1,339
414

Nov-20
37516
10614
96.0%
99.6%
93
25
11
1,251
354

November 2020 Busiest Hour Call Volume & 90/10 Standard

11/30

11/29

11/28

11/27

11/26

11/25

11/24

11/23

11/22

0.0%
11/21

0
11/20

10.0%
11/19

20
11/18

20.0%

11/17

40

11/16

30.0%

11/15

60

11/14

40.0%

11/13

80

11/12

50.0%

11/11

100

11/9

60.0%

11/10

120

11/8

70.0%

11/7

140

11/6

80.0%

11/5

160

11/4

90.0%

11/3

180

11/2

100.0%

11/1

200

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo
Busy Hour Emergency Calls

Busy Hour NonEmergency Calls

Busy Hour 90/10 Standard
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Text-2-911 Report
911 Texts
Appropriate Use

Incorrect Use

Type

20-Jan

True Emergency
Follow-Up
Area Checks
Noise
Traffic
Other Complaints

20-Feb

20-Mar

20-Apr

20-May

20-Jun

20-Jul

20-Aug

20-Sep

20-Oct

20-Nov

12

8

13

12

14

15

16

12

17

16

4

4
7
0
5
1

3
13
0
7
2

3
10
0
0
4

1
18
6
3
7

0
8
1
7
17

6
16
1
2
2

3
14
2
7
13

0
20
0
2
7

3
12
5
1
6

0
19
0
1
9

0
9
4
5
2

Misuse

Accidental
Prank

12
0

8
10

5
0

7
5

17
0

6
0

6
10

3
6

5
2

3
9

2
0

Other

Test
Abandoned
Non-English
Outgoing
Transfer
Voice Call

26
16
0
0
0
14

14
20
0
0
2
6

2
11
0
0
2
11

2
30
0
0
0
16

1
28
0
0
1
8

16
21
0
0
0
13

13
32
1
0
2
18

1
12
2
0
2
12

3
27
0
0
0
11

11
18
1
0
1
14

11
7
2
0
0
13

97

93

61

107

102

98

137

79

92

102

59

Month Total
Abandoned: Non-Responsive

Other: Any other request or complaint, media from Intrado

Accidental: Device or person accidental TXT29-1-1

Outgoing: Outgoing text calls

Area Check: Check of area for person, vehicle, gunshot

Prank: Calls from the same number that do not give any valid information

Follow-up: Where is officer?

Test: PSAP testing/training TXT29-1-1, vendor test

Noise: Music, people etc.

Traffic: Speeders, DUIs, etc.

Transfer: Transfers to other PSAPs

Voice Call: Dispatchers called the texter/texter placed voice call

20-Dec

SPIDR Tech Survey - October

Survey responses for calls that occurred during the previous month.
Surveys are sent to a select number of type codes (typically lower
priority) chosen by each police agency.
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FIRE EVENTS PER AGENCY 2020
FIRE AREA
AIRPORT FIRE
ARLINGTON CITY
ARLINGTON RURAL FD 21
DARRINGTON FD 24
EVERETT CITY
FD 19
FD 7 (Mill Creek excluded)
GETCHELL FD 22
GOLD BAR - INDEX FD 26
GRANITE FALLS FD 17
HAT ISLAND FD 27
LAKE ROESIGER FD 16

JAN
27
313
74
31
1851
33
963
35
85
142
4
36

FEB
30
263
46
33
1633
31
917
29
87
107
1
17

MAR
9
256
63
36
1785
29
924
31
71
126
4
25

APR
7
239
54
38
1525
28
895
25
82
109
2
22

MAY
18
266
73
42
1713
30
913
40
80
167
2
16

JUN
27
270
53
38
1620
40
850
24
80
122
2
14

JUL
17
321
79
43
1820
33
945
48
117
161
3
20

AUG
26
295
72
41
1770
46
979
53
98
163
2
22

SEP
26
278
80
52
1693
45
1000
42
72
132
4
19

OCT
26
283
60
46
1795
35
939
23
73
129
3
10

NOV
35
303
70
37
1651
46
817
40
59
124
3
11

1001
191
189
181
4
5
309
2459
1122
477
42
593
225
148
109
56

903
188
170
163
5
9
252
2139
986
415
27
515
196
137
74
70

964
164
170
152
8
4
262
2415
1146
460
36
545
228
139
77
62

825
108
140
149
5
12
240
2026
956
404
22
454
190
96
70
62

932
130
156
155
7
7
275
2130
1037
385
49
441
218
112
75
71

966
138
156
164
4
5
231
2066
951
442
39
467
167
102
84
66

1023
143
153
134
13
17
323
2321
1136
447
41
496
201
116
78
85

1066
148
183
143
10
12
300
2353
1133
435
32
540
213
133
85
79

1020
163
199
153
7
9
297
2269
1149
399
31
488
202
142
111
82

943
153
186
160
13
9
284
2264
1110
429
30
501
194
117
74
61

915
154
163
128
12
6
236
2129
1035
381
24
496
193
123
88
69

DEC

YTD
248
3087
724
437
18856
396
10142
390
904
1482
30
212

LAKE STEVENS FD 8
MARYSVILLE FIRE
MILL CREEK CITY
MUKILTEO CITY
NORTH COUNTY FIRE (UNINC)
OSO FD 25
ROBE FD 23
SNOHOMISH FD 4
SOUTH COUNTY FIRE (TOTAL)
SOUTH COUNTY FIRE (UNINC)
EDMONDS CITY (CONTRACT)
BRIER CITY
LYNNWOOD CITY
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE CITY
STANWOOD CITY
SULTAN FD 5
TULALIP FD 15

10558
1680
1865
1682
88
95
3009
24571
11761
4674
373
5536
2227
1365
925
763

POLICE EVENTS PER AGENCY 2020
POLICE AGENCY
ARLINGTON
BRIER
DARRINGTON
EDMONDS
EVERETT
GOLD BAR
GRANITE FALLS
INDEX
LAKE STEVENS
LYNNWOOD
MARYSVILLE
MILL CREEK
MONROE
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE
MUKILTEO
SNOHOMISH
SNOHOMISH COUNTY
STANWOOD
STILLAGUAMISH
SULTAN
WOODWAY

JAN
2159
399
80
2397
11321
193
320
47
2178
3608
5870
1098
1983
1378
2660
877
14601
732
765
270
54

FEB
2146
328
109
2231
10686
226
328
36
1969
3502
5758
1143
1800
1318
2809
1068
14853
883
715
278
64

MAR
1976
174
124
2107
9431
205
377
53
1832
3184
5034
854
1613
1104
3002
871
14497
704
842
233
38

APR
1585
172
83
1767
8473
154
443
56
1675
2473
4766
923
1302
967
3346
814
14101
667
800
207
30

MAY
1951
297
125
2531
10497
215
564
53
2200
2918
5726
1174
1737
1304
2849
963
16987
694
800
333
43

JUN
1879
175
122
2631
10050
167
534
52
1953
2784
5762
1095
1620
1162
2371
1016
15878
703
821
255
33

JUL
2130
277
159
2915
11426
279
467
52
2286
3127
5885
1024
1824
1169
2841
968
17455
845
827
351
53

AUG
2197
397
154
2574
11014
209
468
58
2154
2980
5553
1022
1735
1332
2510
971
16309
795
836
289
47

SEP
2082
413
153
2462
10677
164
444
52
2046
2901
5709
1018
1676
1125
2522
899
15113
718
780
272
44

OCT
2180
582
134
2371
10604
193
405
51
2454
3009
5588
955
1564
1123
2652
913
15087
839
768
367
58

NOV
1796
402
97
2260
9564
182
401
48
1836
2739
5069
826
1282
994
2392
712
13460
687
764
353
33

DEC

YTD
22081
3616
1340
26246
113743
2187
4751
558
22583
33225
60720
11132
18136
12976
29954
10072
168341
8267
8718
3208
497
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New World Hardware Upgrade
We successfully moved all of the New World virtual servers onto the new Dell Server hosts on
November 18. All New World systems have been running on the new hardware without any issues.
We continue to monitor the health of the systems and so far no issues have been identified. As
expected, we are seeing an improvement in the performance of the virtual servers and SQL
database.
We are currently waiting to receive the remaining hardware for replacing the network and storage
hardware components. The rest of that equipment should arrive sometime in early January. We will
begin configuring and testing of that new equipment as soon as it arrives. Once we have
satisfactorily tested it, we will begin to plan the remaining outage windows to install that new
hardware.

ESO File Transfer Issues
Since we upgraded to the latest version of the ESO CAD Interface for Electronic Patient
Management and ESO Fire Records, the ESO interface has been having performance issues with
getting call data transferred to ESO in a timely manner. Tech has been working diligently with ESO
support to identify and resolve the issue. Currently, the issue is looking less like a software bug
and more like a software design issue. If it turns out to be a design issue, it could take much longer
to resolve as it would potentially require a major software rewrite. In the meantime, we are
working on ways to mitigate the issue to improve performance.
One option to potentially improve performance will be to install a second interface on another
server. This will allow us to split the work between two servers which will potentially speed up the
file transfers. If this does not work, the next option will be to downgrade the system to the
previous version. We are still waiting to hear from ESO if option two is available as they had
planned to decommission the old interface system on November 30 of this year.

Admin Phone System Upgrade
We have been delayed several weeks on this project due to delays by the phone company. They
have been struggling to schedule the work to configure the new SIP phone lines needed for
implementing the new phone equipment. We hope to have them back on track in the next couple
of weeks. Due to the delays however, we have had to reschedule work with the main vendor
implementing the new hardware to the end of January.
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Ionic Air Purification System
The ionic air purification systems have been installed in the HVAC systems at both North and South
campuses. We have also added portable units to the individual dispatch offices at our tertiary site
and at the Marysville campus. The systems appear to be working well and I have noticed some of
the musty smell in parts of the North campus building have already begun to dissipate. Here are
a couple of images taken of the system that was installed in the largest HVAC unit at North
campus. The blue box on the left is the power source for charging the long blue rods (right photo)
that house the electrodes that emit the positive and negative ions into the air stream.

Annual Asset Inventory
We continue to work on the asset inventory. It is progressing well and still on track to be completed
by the end of the year. We have identified some shortcomings in our current asset tracking system
and have started to look at alternative software systems to better manage and report on our
inventory.

RRP & WT Open Positions
I am pleased to report that our candidate for our Facilities Logistics and Fleet Coordinator has
accepted our offer and she will be on-board as of December 16th. Patton Gutierrez joins us from a
long work-history in related roles in her many years in the Coast Guard and is a welcome addition
to our team. The WT team/RRP Project is still in need for administrative support primarily related
to procurement but also other tasks that will help increase the project’s communication and team
member availability for other tasks. There has been some difficulty in finding a qualified candidate
who can accomplish the procurement needs as well as the other tasks. We are working to refine
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the position to focus on procurement support – which is our most pressing need – and work to fill
the other needs with existing staff.

WAVE Status
The WAVE 5000 infrastructure has been isolated from the radio system in order to investigate
reports of lost audio when the “channel marker” feature is activated. The channel marker feature
is used to inform users (via a tone) that the talkgroup is being reserved for a critical incident, and is
used frequently. Given the pilot nature of WAVE and the time-critical work related to the upcoming
subscriber deployment, WT is not able to perform the data-collection exercise necessary to further
isolate the issue. Motorola is ready to support, and WT will prioritize this data collection once the
portable deployment is in process.

Year-To-Date Network Performance
There are many ways to keep an eye on the performance of the radio system, however the most
telling of how busy the network is the queuing percentages (how many calls get delayed) and the
time in queue (how long does a user wait to talk). Simply summarized, our sites have various
capacities for various uses, yet there are times where the smallest site can delay a call at the biggest
site. Busies should be avoided, but creating a system that never experiences busies is cost- and
frequency-prohibitive and practically unobtainable.
The plot below represents the performance of the East Simulcast site in 2020 (to date). As you can
see, relative to the millions of attempts we processed (3,276,537 to be exact) we experience a very
low number of busies (39 to be exact), and 100% of all delayed calls were automatically placed
within 4 seconds.

A similar plot is provided for the West Simulcast and Deer Creek sites. Note that Deer Creek has the
least capacity in the system. All other site are not shown as they have not experienced a single busy
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this year! At the next board meeting and going forward, these plots will represent the rolling 12month view of the system to provide a high-level indication of our system capacity and performance.
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Radio Replacement Project – At a Glance Updates
December 2020
Recent Major Activities/Decisions




Design Review Technical Exhibits updated, reviewed, and approved
o All technical exhibits with the exception of paging replaced
Law subscriber templates approved
Fire subscriber templates conditionally approved (still in progress)
o Delay may impact portable schedule

Subscribers



Agency Pilot Test completed
100+ points of feedback and programming errors found
o Significant, but relatively small in comparison to total programming parameters
o 2-3 week delay due to need for template committee/TAC review, additional programming
time, and another (abbreviated) quality verification

Infrastructure (Agreements, Construction, Microwave, Paging, Radio)





North Stanwood is under legal/insurance review (fees to be negotiated)
Machias
o Need input from SNOCO planning for FD7-requested changes
o Generator sizing/partnership under review
Swedish-Edmonds meetings scheduled for January
o Convert from a verbal to a written agreement
Construction/Permitting site-walks are underway
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30 Day Forecast





Subscribers:
o Finalize Fire template (Law complete)
o Submit template changes to Motorola
o Receive updated code plugs from Motorola
o Marysville subscriber “assembly line” physical configuration
o Test final code plugs (WT staff)
Implementation:
o FCC licensing support (Region 43)
o Support A&E vendor site-walks

60 Day Forecast




Subscribers:
o Begin portable programming and distribution per schedule (2-3 week delay)
Implementation:
o Support A&E vendor to create design & permitting documentation
o FCC licensing support continues (Region 43)
o Paging design begins
o Site leasing work

90 Day Forecast




Subscribers:
o Portable radio programming and distribution continues
Implementation:
o Paging system design process continues
o A&E work support continues
o FCC licensing continues
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Snohomish County 911
Police Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting Summary for November 10, 2020 ‐ 10:30‐11:30 p.m.
TELE/WEB ‐ CONFERENCE

Note: Follow‐up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined. Motions are underlined and
bold. Meeting Attendance:
POLICE TAC REPRESENTATIVES
Deputy Chief Daniel Cone
Clerk Maria Buell
Chief Jim Lawless, Chair
Captain Rod Sniffen
Commander Ron Brooks Vice Chair
POLICE TAC ALTERNATES
Chief Mike Catlett
Sergeant Alan Hardwick
Deputy Chief John DeRousse
Staff Support Team and Guests
Executive Director Kurt Mills
Ops Manager Karen McKay
Proj. Manager Michael Gallagher
Ops Manager Hattie Schweitzer









Deputy Chief Chuck Steichen
Asst. Chief Jeff Goldman
Deputy Chief Ryan Irving
Commander Mike Haynes
Asst. Chief Glen Koen





Commander Coleman Langdon
Commander Larry Buell
Chief Jeff Jolley




 Deputy Director Terry Peterson
 Director of Ops Andie Burton
Ops Manager Karl Christian
 Dep Director WT Brad Steiner





Sheriff Adam Fortney
Chief Rob Palmer
Chief Rob Martin
Chief Don Tardiff





Bureau Chief Ian Huri
Captain John Flood
Acting Captain Jeff Graves



Director of IT Steve Lawlor
Sys. Svc. Sup. Howard Tucker
Captain Keith Rodgers
Records Officer, Sheila Betts






Chair Jim Lawless called the meeting to order at 1032 hours.
1.

Roll Call – Roll call was done as attendees logged into ZOOM.

2.

October 13, 2020 Minutes Approved:
1st: Captain Sniffen
2nd: Deputy Chief Chuck Steichen

3.

Announcements: None

4.

Action Items: None

5.

Reports
A. Policy Review Committee – Jim Lawless
No meeting. Nothing to report.
B. Mobile Users’ Group – Travis Katzer
Nothing to report (Travis was not in attendance)
C. SNO911 Updates – Kurt Mills
a. Tulalip Police Department – The committee has had and heard conversations
regarding Tulalip Police Department coming on board as a radio only user. Kurt
reports those conversations with Tulalip Police Department are wrapping up as
we determine how to handle the cost recovery and what the contract will look
like. There have been high level discussions and support. Kurt is hoping to have
the conversation at this month’s board meeting.
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b. CoVid‐19 – SNO911’s Marysville Campus ‐ There have been two reported
positive CoVid tests come back from our North Campus which forced employees
to work remotely. Employees have now returned to work on campus.
c. Future Facility Committee (FFC) – The committee has resumed meeting again
and the group is working towards making a decision. The options in discussion
are:
i.
Should SNO911 stay in the current building and do the remodeling
necessary to accommodate the growth;
ii.
Move into a separate building all together.
d. Safety and Security Assessment ‐ Everett Police Department – Last week, there
was an individual who fired a pellet gun at a WSP Trooper on I‐5. The subject fled
the scene and positioned himself across the street from Everett PD South
Precinct. He took several shots at passing cars and Everett Police Officers and in
the process, hit one of our office windows. SNO911 has implemented steps to
keep staff safe, but Everett has offered to work with us on a safety and security
assessment to see if there are additional steps we can take to keep our staff safe.
D. Anti‐Bias Workgroup – Terry Peterson
The workgroup has developed and is reviewing a few draft mission statements,
discussing identifying a workgroup name and what the scope of the workgroup is. The
group is requesting our law enforcement member agencies to forward any incidents or
Calls for Service where they’ve identified bias. The group is looking for examples they can
do a “deep dive” into to help them understand as they’re looking at policies, procedures
and type codes.
E. Paperwork Entry Workgroup – Terry Peterson
All parties who expressed interest have been contacted to confirm their interest with a
suggested first meeting date in early December.
F. PTCC – Steve Lawlor
a. Tyler Ransomware ‐ The Tyler Ransomware investigation has wrapped up and we
are waiting for a final report that will be provided by our representative Gloria.
b. Tyler Hotfix ‐ 2020.1 Hotfix 2 has been installed instead of 2020.1 Hotfix 1
because Hotfix 2 was available at the time of the install. Hotfix 2 is currently in
the Delta environment. The SNO911 Coordinator is currently updating all of the
mapping components because there was a large GIS update in this version. We
are still on schedule to move into the testing phase in early December. A concern
that was mentioned regarding Hotfix 2 was the compatibility with Shieldforce and
some Android devices. We are in the process of investigating that; however, it
appears the issue may be isolated to the lower end Android devices and not the
higher end brand devices.
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c. Next Update – Steve shared that the next install to 2020.1 will take longer which
translates to a longer outage. He will update the committee with more details as
soon as they are available to him.
G. Radio Replacement Project – Brad Steiner
a. WAVE – Brad shared that the Marysville Campus had a few employees test positive
for CoVID‐19. They have been in quarantine which has slowed the WAVE trouble
shooting efforts but the team is scheduled to return to work at the end of this week.
After last week Police TAC meeting there was discussion about rolling out the pilot.
There was some concern that WAVE may have been part of the audio issues that
were recently experienced. All internal testing has shown that WAVE was not the
cause. The team should be able to finalize testing next week and get the patches put
back together once Wireless Tech and Operations coordinates a date and time.
b. Radio Replacement Project – The pilot test has been ongoing for approximately a
week and we’ve received good feedback. We have a very tight schedule to make any
template changes so we are still strongly encouraging agencies to provide feedback
as soon as possible. The goal is to provide the template to Police TAC by early
December or sooner if possible in order to keep Motorola on schedule.
Project Manager, Michael Gallagher is now communicating and coordinating directly
with member agencies on the Stakeholders list to communicate the schedules. He is
also facilitating the training schedule.
Chuck shared the list of Pilot Agencies:
 Lake Stevens Police Department
 Edmonds Police Department
 Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office
 Everett Police Department
 Lynnwood Police Department
 Mill Creek Police Department
 Marysville Police Department
 Mukilteo Police Department
 Arlington Police Department
H. Radio Template Sub‐Committee – Chuck Steichen
Nothing to report but reiterated that early feedback is crucial.
6.

Technical Update – Steve Lawlor
A. 11.10.2020 Brief Outage ‐ This morning there was a brief, about 5 second, outage in
Mobile. Probably unnoticeable to most, unless you were actually in the process of using
Mobile at the time it occurred. The outage was tracked to a bug in the VM hardware. We
are currently working with Tyler to determine whether or not this is a known issue to
help determine what, if any, action needs to be taken.
B. Planned Outage – We have a planned outage scheduled for November 18, 2020 to
complete the migration from the old to the new hardware. Details to follow.
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C. Tyler Hardware – The plan is to purchase the remaining new Tyler hardware this week.

D. PRC‐CAD – Both North and South campus NG/PRC CAD has been decommissioned,
offline and removed.
7.

New Business
No items to report.

8.

Old Business
A. New World/SMART 911 Interface – Hattie Schweitzer
We’ve been working on the interface between RAVE and Tyler to make it easier for call
takers dispatchers to view and broadcast information from a SMART911 profile. Staff
received their training and the interface went live today. Member agency training was
sent out to the Committee on October 31, 2020 via email from Derek.
Kurt shared that the state is interested to know if we have any use cases as they still
consider how to address the Travis Alert Act.

9.

Good of the Order.
 Kurt wanted to share that Ops Manager, Karen McKay, did a great job on election night.
SNO911 stood up a new position and named it “Operations Fusion Positon.” Karen
communicated directly with EOC, who had activated in case any issues arose and
broadcasts every 30 minutes and relayed the 4 incidents that occurred to EOC.
 Brad remembered to share there was a site outage over the weekend at the Bothell Nike
site. We lost one of the power supplies that took out one of the controllers. Brad was not
contacted by anyone who reported noticing the issue. The site has been restored and a
new power supply has been purchased.
 Karen asked Brad for an update on WAVE and the concern was that WAVE may have
caused the issue. Brad stated that internal testing has been completed and no
mechanism was identified where WAVE could have been the cause. Brad would like to
recreate the patches that were in place when the issue occurred to test it.
 Rob wished all the Marines a happy birthday and a happy Veterans Day to all the
Veterans.
 Marysville Police Department Administrative Sgt. Adam Vermillion, on behalf of Larry
Buell, shared that at last month’s internal Sergeants meeting, the Sergeants brought up
some issues they’ve had with dispatch. They noted dispatch has been missing radio
traffic, and/or not hearing them or relaying information to them. Dispatch would then
tell the units that they were either on the phone or on a 911 call. There greatest concern
is the potential Officer Safety Issue this could cause. Adam inquired as to whether or not
any other agencies had either noticed experienced the same. Jim has shared similar
concerns with Karen and he asked Marysville to bring their concerns to the Committee
for group discussion.
Karen noted dispatchers should be taking non‐emergency calls only and non‐emergency
calls can be placed on hold. Kurt explained the phone system’s queue is set up to send
incoming 911 calls to dispatchers last.
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 Chuck asked, now that SpidrTech has been live for a month now, what the feedback is
from those agencies who are using it full time. The consensus of those who have been
using it have all had positive feedback.
If interested in SpidrTech, contact Damon at SNO911.
10.

Meeting was adjourned at 1106 hours.
The next meeting is scheduled for December 8, 2020 @ 1030 – VIA ZOOM
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
Fire Technical Advisory / Operations Committee
November 18, 2020

Committee
Members in
Attendance

Alternates
in Attendance

Guests and Staff
in Attendance

Eric Andrews

Sky Valley Fire

Drew Bono

Fire District 24

Thad Hovis
Mike Gatterman

South County Fire
Fire District 4

Willie Harper
Mike Worthy

Fire District 25
Fire District 27

Merlin Halverson
Bronson Smith

Fire District 5
Fire District 15

Dave Kraski
Mike Calvert

Arlington Fire
Everett Fire

Brian Anderson
Jim Haverfield

Fire District 16
Fire District 17

Darryl Neuhoff
Blake Engnes

Marysville Fire
Mukilteo Fire

Keith Strotz
Chad Schmidt

Fire District 19
Fire District 21

John Cermak
Brian McMahan

North County RFA
Paine Field Fire

Travis Hots
Tim Bond

Fire District 22
Fire District 23

Steve Guptill

Snohomish Regional Fire/Rescue

Ron Simmons
Bill Dane

Fire District 4
Fire District 17

Jeff Cole
Chris Alexander

Marysville Fire
Mukilteo Fire

Gino Bellizzi
Jeremy Stocker

First District 19
Fire District 22

Don Bartlett
Ernie Walters

North County RFA
Sky Valley Fire

Dennis Fenstermaker
Theresa Ramey

Fire District 24
Arlington Fire

Larry Huff
John Chalfant

Snohomish Regional Fire/Rescue

Dave DeMarco

Everett Fire

Don Waller, Fire District 4
Ryan Lundquist, Sno Regional F/R
Joel Smith, North County RFA
Kurt Mills, SNO911
Terry Peterson, SNO911
Brad Steiner, SNO911

South County Fire

Duane Leger, SNO911
Eric Schoonmaker, SNO911
Karl Christian, SNO911
Steve Lawlor, SNO911
Derek Wilson, SNO911
Meg Bittinger, SNO911

Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
Chairman Eric Andrews called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.
1.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Chief DeMarco asked for a moment of silence regarding the Tulalip Tribal Police
officer who is still missing after a boat he was on capsized last night. Rescue efforts have gone from
search and rescue to search and recover.

2.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: A motion was made by Chief Hovis and seconded by Chief Bono to
approve the October 21, 2020 Fire TAC / Ops meeting minutes as written. Unanimously approved.

3.

COMMITTEE UPDATES:
A. PTCC / NWS. Steve Lawlor. New ESO update was installed on October 19. Experiencing issues - it
looks like the problem is with their software. Working with ESO to figure out how to solve it.
Waiting on a final report from Tyler Technologies regarding the ransomware attack, but their
investigation is completed. 2020.1 HotFix 2 was installed in Delta. There was a big GIS change in
this version, so Terry VanOpdorp is working on the mapping changes. On schedule to start testing
in the environment in early December. Tentative update on March 9, 2021.
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B. Technical Update. Steve Lawlor. Transitioned to the Dell servers this morning. All went well and
everything is running nicely. The HP servers are in maintenance mode and were left in place just
in case. Will leave them there for a couple more weeks to let the new server hardware burn in.
For the Tyler hardware replacement this is essentially phase 1, and there will probably be 2 more
phases to replace all the underlying networking hardware, and all of the storage. So there will be
two more outages before all is said and done.
C. Radio Replacement Committee. Brad Steiner. Pilot Program is underway. Some requested
changes are coming to the fire template. November 24th is the official cutoff. Looking at the first
week of December to get the template back in front of Fire TAC for ultimate approval. There was
a train the trainer session this week and it went live about an hour ago. For those who want to
see the training and materials, go to the SNO911 website.
D. Radio Procedures Committee. N/A
E. Fire Standards/Data. N/A
F. Fire User Group. Per Theresa Ramey, they didn’t meet this month due to Veteran’s Day.
4.

SNO911 UPDATE: Kurt Mills. There were a couple of positive COVID cases up at the wireless tech
building. They have been quarantining and are recovering. Trying to keep the tertiary center up and
running, hopefully into the first quarter of next year. Will look at it on a quarterly basis. SNO911 is
almost fully staffed - we are down one position at the moment.

5.

OLD BUSINESS:
A. Protocol 36 Planning. Terry Peterson. SNO911 went into surveillance mode on March 7th, 2020
and has remained there. There are 3 additional levels that we go up in as the pandemic gets
worse. SNO911 is ready to make any changes as we need to. Chief Andrews asked what the
trigger is that pushes us into Protocol 36. Per Terry it is things like call volume, and availability of
resources such as hospital beds and transport units. See PowerPoint presentation for further
information.
B. Tracking Wildland Fire Deployments in CAD Follow-Up. Derek Wilson. Trying to establish a
standard. Identified a two-step process that seems to meet what everyone needs in the least
impactful way. First, while units are mobilized, place them in the detail unavailable status so they
are easily seen on the unit list as being designated/dedicated outside. This will prevent the issues
of the call sitting open, getting miss-dispatched and having bad data entered into the call. When
crews return, a representative can contact SNO911 and they can create a call, dispatch on scene
all the units that participated in the actual event, then clear it off. This way things can be
manipulated on the records end without having any bad data in there.

6.

NEW BUSINESS:
A. Strike Team Zone Responses. Derek Wilson. Identified two scenarios on how to handle these.
First is status quo – a request comes in for assistance (riots in Seattle for example). CAD sends
the closest units based on specific unit types from specific agencies. In addition it also triggers
pages to the command staff for each agency involved. This is the current process and the
problem with it is what happened with the Seattle event in July. It pulled several units to the
county line and left their jurisdiction without resources. The other alternative is that CAD does
nothing except notify the battalion chief or the command agencies. This sacrifices some of the
initial speed of sending units, but it also alleviates the confusion of sending units that aren't
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actually going to go. After much discussion, it was decided to bring this issue to the Chief’s
Association and make sure our plan reflects our needs.
7.

GOOD OF THE ORDER: Karl Christian. Some Skagit agencies are expressing interest in getting onto
the radio system. Asking permission to move forward with MOU's that are going to mirror what we
already have with Skagit District 3, District 6, District 14, and Arrow Skagit Emergency Service
(Concrete Ambulance). They will fund their own radios. Chief Andrews moves that we allow them
agreements to use our system. Chief McMahan seconds. Unanimously approved.

8.

ADJOURN: The Fire TAC / Operations Committee adjourned at 2:47 p.m.

The next Fire Technical Advisory / Operations Committee meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, December
9th at 1:30 p.m. via ZOOM.
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Snohomish County 911
Finance Committee
Meeting Summary for December 10, 2020 / 1:30 – 3:00 pm
Location: Web Conference
Meeting Attendance:

Committee Members
Dave DeMarco
Steve Guptill
Staff Support Team
Kurt Mills
Brad Steiner




David Chan



Jeff Brand






Angie Baird



Terry Peterson
Sharon Brendle (notetaker)




Chair Dave DeMarco called the meeting to order at 1:30 pm.
1. Reports
A. Blanket Voucher Report – There were no questions on the monthly vouchers. David Chan
moved to recommend approval of the Blanket Voucher Report for November. The
motion was seconded by Jeff Brand and approved unanimously.
B. Fund Balance Report – Information provided for committee’s review. There were no
questions.
C. RRP Payment Tracking – Information provided for committee’s review. There were no
questions.
2. Old Business
A. Radio Replacement Design Review Change Order (Brad Steiner). This involves
completion of the design review phase. A summary was made available for review. Every
technical exhibit in the contract with Motorola (with the exception of the paging system)
has been updated. Brad explained that out of this process, the scope has been fine tuned
and redundancy has improved. Currently, there is a $334K credit. The change order
establishes 2023 as the new end date for the project. Contract updates have been
reviewed and approved by legal. All technical matters have been reviewed by SNO911
Wireless.
Asked about future change orders given the constant changes in technology, Brad said
they will have a 4th Change Order when the paging system is finalized. They are not
anticipating any additional major changes to the system, and the price has not increased
due to the schedule delay. A maintenance program is in the future, and may be brought
forward as a change order. They are still awaiting the final decision from the FCC, so that
may come with some changes. The plan is still staying within the contingency. The change
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also does not include credit with NORCOM leaving the project, estimated to be over
$400K.
Jeff Brand moved to recommend the board authorize the Executive Director or his
designee to execute change order 3 with Motorola, with a funding source of RRP 130.
David Chan seconded the motion and it was approved unanimously.
B. ADCOMM Contract Extension (Brad Steiner). ADCOMM was initially brought into the
project to act as a quality consultant. They have independently validated their processes,
brought perspective and recommendations, and provided assistance through the design
review phase. The amount of the initial contract is running out and staff sees value in
keeping ADCOMM onboard in order to allow them to finish their roles through the
remainder of the project. He is asking for authority to expand the contract amount by
$320K. This amount falls within the planned continency. Conversation followed regarding
the pricing of engineering services. There was a competitive bidding process undertook
prior to awarding the contract to ADCOMM. The RFQ was based upon the qualifications of
the engineer, not on the price. Rates are based upon the qualifications of the engineer, so
the principled engineer would bill at a higher rate than one of the project engineers. Brad
assured the committee that he validates the rates charged every month.
Steve Guptill moved to recommend to the Board the contract extension with ADCOMM.
Jeff Brand seconded the motion and it was approved unanimously.
C. State Audit Update (Angie). Angie reported that the State Audit is nearing completion,
and the exit conference is scheduled for next Thursday at 2:00 p.m. All board members
will receive an invitation to attend, but Angie encouraged the committee members, if they
are available. There are two different audits: the Financial Audit (required annually), and
the Accountability Audit. The Committee discussed if an Accountability Audit is needed
every year and will ask the auditors at the Exit Conference. Angie reported that she only
expects a couple of minor exit items: updating the training form, to specify how the
training is paid for, and developing a policy for EFT payments. The agency is not set up to
pay vendors by EFT, but are required to pay federal taxes that way and will soon be
required to pay the Department of Revenue using that method. This was a clean audit,
with no major concerns. The invitation will contain language regarding the rules and
requirements if a quorum exists. Members will be asked to respond if they plan to attend
the exit conference. The committee congratulated Angie on the successful audit. She
added for clarity that the State Audit is a reflection on the agency as a whole, not just the
finance department, it’s a report card for the entire agency as well as the operation of the
Board.
D. Resolution 2020-04 Emergency Declaration Extension (Kurt). This was signed earlier in
the year, and the resolution expires at the end of December, unless it is changed by the
Board of Directors. Because the pandemic is still a threat, staff recommends the board
extend the resolution through the end of 2021.
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Steve Guptill moved to recommend to the board they extend the Emergency Declaration
Resolution 2020-04 by one year, through the end of 2021. The motion was seconded by
Jeff Brand and approved unanimously.
E. Capital Plan Updates (Kurt). Kurt said they are not increasing the scope of any of the
projects, only that there are a number of them that will not be completed by the end of
the year. This will move those expenditure into 2021.
David Chan moved to recommend to the board they reappropriate capital plan dollars
from 2020 to 2021. The motion was seconded by Jeff Brand and approved unanimously.
F. Financial Consultant (Kurt). Kurt reported he had received feedback from two committee
members. Dave shared his screen that showed the redlined changes the Everett Finance
Director proposed. He explained this language was contained in a scope of work the City
of Everett has used. Angie remarked that some of the proposed changes do not apply to
SNO911, but she’s thankful for their input. David Chan’s comments were also added to the
redlined version. Kurt proposed having the Finance team review the scope again and
remove or comment on those that do not apply to the organization. The board will still
have an opportunity at their meeting to make any additions to the scope, if necessary.
David Chan asked to explain his reasoning and asked that his requests are considered
when selecting a financial consultant:
 Thinks a smaller firm would have a better understanding of the needs and
requirements of a public agency than a larger firm.
 Thinks the firm selected should have a clear understanding on the mission,
governance, and source of funding for the organization.
 Feels the user determines the type of financial statement being created; and the firm
should know conceptionally what the organization looks like before recommending
software.
 Thinks the agency should consider reporting as two divisions within the organization.
This would enable the agency to compare costs with other call centers. Having only
one number makes it difficult to measure the performance of the business. Since
revenue is driven by the members that are served by SNO911, the agency should
clearly communicate to its members how the revenue is being spent.
 Feels that the public should have access to the agency’s financial statements.
Dave asked that Angie incorporate the comments presented, edit them where needed and
bring back something to the committee before the board meeting next week. He will send
the document to Kurt.
3. New Business
A. Evergreen Health Contract Replacement (Terry). An APF is associated with this item. Prior
to consolidation, both dispatch centers entered into an agreement with Evergreen Health
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to transfer low acuity calls to a nurseline for additional triage purposes. This contract will
replace those old agreements. There is a fee increase, up to $54.65 per call, and the
agreement contains a 3% annual increase. SNO911 transfers approximately 120 calls per
year. The contract has been reviewed by legal and by WCIA; with final review being done
by Evergreen Health. If the final version is available by next Thursday, it will be available
at the Board meeting. Kurt said they performed some research as to other agencies
providing this service and didn’t find any. Once SNO911 becomes accredited, they will be
able to take advantage of some other expanded nurse triage services through the
International Academy of Emergency Dispatch. The contract renews annually unless
cancelled. More discussion followed.
Jeff Brand moved to recommend to the board they authorize the Executive Director or
designee to sign the successor agreement with Evergreen Health Line to provide health
line services pending final legal review. The motion was seconded by David Chan and
approved unanimously.
4. Good of the order:
 Kurt updated the committee about a recommendation received from the Personnel
committee on COLA for appointive staff.
 The agency anticipates bringing forward the CBA roll-over agreement for the
dispatcher’s union.
 Pulse Point is likely coming back for board consideration. This relates to a notification
to those folks certified in CPR. He said there may be some carry-over dollars available
that could be applied to this.
 They are taking another look at Tyler’s smart phone aps Shield Force/Crew Force.
 David Chan finished his sixth coaching session and reported on his progress. He
expressed his gratitude to the agency for providing these sessions and said he would
appreciate receiving any feedback from the committee members.
 Jeff reported that the Future Facility Committee recommended exploring building a
new facility, rather than renovate the existing structure. They discussed co-location
and possible partners for this, as well as engaging a consultant to guide the planning
and construction.
Meeting was adjourned at 2:34 pm. The next meeting will be held on January 14th at 1:30 p.m.
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Snohomish County 911
Personnel Committee
Meeting Summary for December 8, 2020
Location: Web Conference
Meeting Attendance:

John DeRousse, Chair
Jonathan Ventura
Kurt Mills
Sharon Brendle

Committee Members
 Thad Hovis


Staff Support Team
 Terry Peterson



George Hurst



Angie Baird



The meeting was called to order at 8:30am by Deputy Chief John DeRousse.
1.

Staffing Report & Recruiting Update. Terry reported they have one full-time vacancy. Many of the
trainees are now being certified, so overtime has been decreasing over the last 6 or 7 payrolls. He
attributes much of this to the work being done to increase staffing. Angie also reported that there
have been 14 employees on either maternity or paternity leave this year.
i.

Purchasing Coordinator Position. Kurt referenced an action that the board took in July for the
project admin support. He had hoped to find an applicant that had both clerical support and
procurement skills. He proposes shifting to a procurement coordinator position. To fill
clerical/admin support needs they would assign a portion of one of the administrative assistants
from North Campus to fill that need. This is still a two year position, as approved by the Board,
and will support the entire agency.
Jonathan moved to recommend to the SNO911 Board the modification the RRP needs
previously approved in July 2020 to narrow the scope of the Project Administrative role to
Purchasing Coordinator. The motion was seconded by George and unanimously approved.

2.

SCEA
i. Schedule Project Update. Terry reported that the group (management and union bargaining
group) continues to make progress and are reaching some general agreements. They hope to be
comfortable with the impacts of a new schedule in order to have Circadian come back to ask
employees to rank their top picks. The plan is to memorialize the general agreements (staffing
needs, on-call program, cost neutrality) and then run it through legal before asking the SNO911
Board for their review and approval. Kurt explained that they’ve been looking at 3 different
schedules: 8 hours, Wow (a combo of 8 and 12s), and 12 hours, with the 12 hour schedule having
the biggest impact. They have been discussing ways to reallocate some things that would make
the change cost neutral. He added that they are looking for a more formal agreement that would
memorialize what the employee wants as well as what things would be reallocated. Terry went
over the numbers showing the shift in dollars that could result in cost neutrality. He stressed that
he wants the employees to have a full understanding of what’s being proposed before making
their decision. The group also discussed the reversion clause (returning to the 8 hour schedule) if
ultimately needed with the additional language to try out other schedule options before reverting
to the 8-hour schedule. There was also some brief discussion regarding FLSA exemption. Asked if
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dispatchers qualify under the 7K exemption, Angie confirmed that they have checked with legal
and they do not qualify.
Chief Hovis left the meeting at 0855 to attend another meeting.
ii.

Arbitration. No changes from the update given last month; there was one settlement out of the
two arbitrations.

iii.

CBA. Kurt recounted that when the contract initially expired, the Supervisor’s union had agreed
to a one-time payment, no COLA, and a one-year rollover of the current contract. The dispatcher’s
union did not initially agree to this, and they have been without a contract ever since. The union
has now agreed to revisit the one-year roll over offer. The expiration date of the rollover
agreement may end up longer than one year to allow time for schedule discussions to continue.
This is the same agreement that was discussed earlier in the year, and approved to by the Board.
It amounts to $1,000 per dispatcher; $800 per trainee dispatcher, and would come out of this
year’s operating budget. This may be brought to the Board at the next meeting for ratification.
Kurt thinks that having an active agreement would be beneficial during the remaining scheduling
talks.

3.

Facility Safety and Security. No updates on this.

4.

Appointive Staff Policy.
i.

Health Insurance Opt Out. This relates to an opt out agreement for the appointive staff, which is
already a benefit provided to represented employees. It includes a $350 payment for those opting
out of the medical coverage provided by the employer, but requires employees provide proof of
other insurance.
George moved to approve adding to the Appointive Employee Policy, the paragraph that any
employee who opts out of medical coverage after providing adequate proof of insurance shall
be entitled to an opt-out payment of $350 per month. The motion was seconded by Jonathan
and approved unanimously.

ii. COLA. Kurt explained that a 1% COLA had been budgeted. This applies to non-represented staff.
George moved to recommend to the board that the appointed staff be provided a COLA of 1%
for 2021. The motion was seconded by Jonathan and approved unanimously.
5.

Vehicle Policy. Kurt said they are not asking for action on this today. He explained that the agency
received advice from WCIA and Rod Younker that the vehicle policy needed to be updated. This
proposed change is relating to employees who are issued take home vehicles, and are required to
drive that vehicle as part of their employment. The question is what would happen if an employee
violates the vehicle policy or has their driver’s license revoked. Kurt and Angie are looking for
feedback from other agencies that have these take-home vehicle polices and asked committee
members to send their policies over to Angie. Angie explained that they are unable to pull driving
records until a policy is in place. They are looking for more definitive language to be included in the
policy. They will continue working on this policy.

6.

Round Table. Happy Birthday to Kurt (today) and George (yesterday). Everyone wished each other
Happy Holidays.

The meeting adjourned at 0915. The next Personnel Committee meeting is scheduled for Tuesday,
January 12th at 8:30 a.m.
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Snohomish County 911
Future Facility Meeting Committee
Meeting Summary for December 8, 2020
Location: Web Conference
Meeting Attendance:

Dave DeMarco
George Hurst
Jason Biermann





Kurt Mills
Sharon Brendle (notetaker)




Committee Members
Jeff Brand
Kristiana Johnson
Rich Llewellyn
Staff Support Team
Terry Peterson





Steve Guptill





Angie Baird



The meeting was called to order at 1:01 pm by Kurt Mills.
1.

Update for New Members. Kurt provided an overview of the current status:
 SNOPAC moved into the current building prior to 9/11.
 Study was done under the assumption there would be a consolidation between
the two dispatch centers, and a merger with the Radio System. Study is still valid,
but property values have increased.
 $30K per month to the City of Everett for rent on North Campus facility
 $9100 per month for the Marysville location, housing the Wireless Tech (WT)
group
 No rent for the South Campus location due to an agreement with the City of
Mountlake Terrace after renovations were previously made and paid for by
SNOCOM. This agreement expires June, 2023.
 Major improvements are needed on the generator, parking lot, restrooms, and
interior renovations for more office space.

2.

SNO911 – Facility Assessment Study. Kurt recalled that prior to the study, SNOPAC had
started setting money aside each year for generator replacement and capital projects.
This fund’s current balance is at $6.4 million. At the October EESCS board meeting, they
announced that they had set aside $5.5 million of restricted 911 dollars for future facility
needs. With the passing of the emergency communications sales tax measure, some
funds are coming to the center to help with operations. He reported that for the first 2
years, the center will be receiving $1.2 million each year. This amount is expected to
increase annually starting in 2022: $3.25 million, $5 million, $5.4 million, and $6.5
million in 2025.
Kurt went on to discuss some security issues that have been experienced at the facility
over the last 6 months. These included cars ramming police vehicles, pellet gun shots to
the agency’s windows, and unauthorized people entering the building. The agency has
taken steps to improve physical security, but there are some things that can’t be dealt
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with without a significant amount of money spent. The current structure is about 70
years old, and it’s showing its age.
Terry added that the restroom facilities are inadequate for the number of employees.
Also, the WT division is working out of another facility and one of the goals of the merger
was to have WT and the IT teams work together. The option to renovate in place
doesn’t allow for this. To renovate the building, everything inside would need to be
removed to allow for the needed improvements to be made.
The study stated that the agency will eventually outgrow their current building.
3.

Discussion. The group discussed desired locations for a new building. Kurt explained
the basic parameters as: along the I-5 corridor, south of Marysville, with glacial till soil.
Option 2 of the study stated that 2.5 acres would be needed for a new 33,000 square
foot facility. Colocation was also mentioned and discussed. All are in favor of
collocating with another agency, such as Department of Emergency Management
(DEM) or a police or fire agency. Ultimately, the facility size would depend on SNO911’s
needs and the needs of the collocating agency, as a whole.
Kurt spoke about future backup operations and the conversations they are having with
Amazon Web Services about the practicality of having a hybrid environment, where
SNO911 would host their systems within their main facility, but instead of having
another system located somewhere else, it would be cloud based. He said they learned
a lot of when they set up the Tertiary Center.
Next steps to consider:


Seek permission from the board to start this exploration process.



Explore opportunities to see if additional funding is available.



Broaden the parameters on building size and location.



Determine who would be interested in collocating with SNO911, and willing to
commit resources to this.



Consider partnering with a design and build organization who will build, and
manage the property.

Dave DeMarco moved to recommend to the Board that Option 1, to renovate the
existing facility is not recommended, and to pursue Option 2, with the understanding
that no determination on what that would look like has been made. The motion was
seconded by Jason Biermann and approved unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 3:49 pm. A monthly meeting will be scheduled and invitations
emailed out to all members. The next meeting is tentatively scheduled for January 12 th at
3:00 pm.
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